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Adaptation is necessary to cope with, or take advantage of, the effects of climate change on 
socio-ecological systems. This is especially important in the forestry sector, which is sensitive 
to the ecological and economic impacts of climate change, and where the adaptive decisions 
of owners play out over long periods of time. These decisions are subject to experienced and 
expected impacts, and depend upon the temporal interactions of a range of individual and 
institutional actors. Knowledge of, and responses to, climate change are therefore very 
important if forestry is to cope with, or take advantage of, the effects of climate change over 
longer timescales. 
It is important to understand the role of human behaviour and decision-making processes in 
the study of complex socio-ecological systems and modelling is a method that can support 
experiments to advance this understanding. This study is based on the development of 
CRAFTY-Sweden; an agent-based model that allows the exploration of Swedish land-use 
dynamics and adaptation to climate change through scenario analysis. In CRAFTY-Sweden, 
forest and farmland owners make land use and management decisions according to their 
objectives, management preferences and capabilities. As a result of their management and 
location characteristics they are able to provide ecosystem services. To explore future 
change, quantitative scenarios were used that considered both socio-economic development 
pathways and climatic change. Simulations were run under the different scenarios for the 
period 2010-2100, for the whole of Sweden. Furthermore, because institutions (i.e. 
organisations) also influence socio-ecological systems through their actions and interactions 
between them and with land owners and the environment, a conceptual model of 
institutional actions applied to socio-ecological systems was developed. The application of 
this conceptual model was explored through a model of institutions that can act, interact and 
adapt to environmental change in attempting to affect ecosystem service provision within a 
simple forestry governance system. 
I found that forestry in the future will likely be unable to meet societal demands for forest 
services solely on the basis of autonomous adaptation. A northward expansion of agriculture 
and especially of forestry proved positive for both sectors to adapt to changing conditions, 
under several scenarios, given the substantial land availability and the improved 
xii 
 
environmental conditions for plant growth. Legacy effects of past land-use change can have 
a great impact on future land-use change and adaptation processes, especially in forestry. 
Also, greater competition for land may lead to shorter forest rotation times. Socio-economic 
change and land owner behavioural differences may have a larger impact on owner 
competitiveness, land-use change and ecosystem service provision than climate-driven 
changes in land productivity. Different owner objectives and behaviour resulted in different 
levels of ecosystem service provision. Also, particular forest types were differently suitable 
for adaptation depending on the sets of objectives under which they were managed. Owners 
implementing particular management strategies can be differently competitive under 
different future scenarios, and the suitability of such strategies for adaptation is not a static, 
inherent characteristic of a system. Instead, it evolves in response to changing contexts that 
include both the external global change drivers and the internal dynamics of agent 
interactions. Additionally, institutional conceptual models as presented here can support 
better understanding of the key institutional decision-making dynamics and their 
consequences, endogenously, flexibly across different socio-ecological systems. Finally, 

















The uncertain effects of climatic change and changing demands for ecosystem services on 
the distribution of forests and their levels of service provision require assessments of future 
land-use change, ecosystem service provision, and how ecosystem service demands may be 
met. This is especially so in countries such as Sweden, which have large forest areas that are 
economically and culturally important, and which are likely to be affected by climatic change. 
Adaptation is necessary to cope with or take advantage of the effects of climate change, 
especially in the forestry sector, where the adaptive decisions of owners play out over long 
periods of time. Under such uncertain prospects there is an obvious need for in-depth studies 
of potential future land-use transitions in Sweden with a focus on forestry, to better 
understand possible changes in forest management and ecosystem service provision. The 
main questions answered with this research are: 1) What owner types and management 
strategies exist in the Swedish forestry sector and how are their management decisions 
made? 2) How might global change influence future land use change and ecosystem service 
provision in Sweden?  3) How can the forestry sector adapt to environmental change in 
meeting future demands for ecosystem services in Sweden? 4) How can institutions, their 
actions and interactions in the forestry sector be modelled? I explore ecosystem service 
provision, land-use change and adaptation to global change in the forestry sector using 
CRAFTY-Sweden, an agent-based model that represents large-scale land-use dynamics, based 
on the demand and supply of ecosystem services. Services are supplied by land owners on 
the basis of their objectives, management preferences and other behavioural traits, as they 
compete for land under changing environmental conditions. Future impacts and adaptation 
within the Swedish forestry sector were simulated for scenarios of socio-economic change 
and climatic change, between 2010 and 2100. Furthermore, because institutions (i.e. 
organisations) also influence socio-ecological systems through their actions and interactions 
between them and with land owners and the environment, I developed a conceptual model 
of institutional actions applied to socio-ecological systems. I discuss the results in terms of 
their implications for the modelling of socio-ecological systems and adaptation. I also 
examine the effects of different drivers on ecosystem service provision and on the suitability 
of different management strategies for adaptation, and suggest how future societal demands 
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1 General introduction 
Land-use activities have transformed a large proportion of the planet’s land surface (Foley et 
al. 2005). Such land is today under intense pressure, subject to the demands of a growing 
human population and to changing patterns of consumption (Bouma et al. 1998; Godfray et 
al. 2010; Smith et al. 2010). These demands drive competition for the limited land resource 
between food producers, resource extractors, nature conservationists or urban developers 
amongst others. On top of this, the effects of climatic change on land systems are already 
being seen (e.g. Larson 2013; Parmesan and Yohe 2003; Soja et al. 2007), and are expected 
to become greater (IPCC 2014b). 
Globally, forestry production (i.e. timber and non-timber forest products) is estimated to 
change only modestly with climate change, albeit regional and local changes are likely to be 
large (IPCC 2007; Soja et al. 2007). Forest productivity increase is generally expected to 
happen in the long term especially at high-latitude regions, although recent studies have also 
shown declining productivities in several areas of boreal forest, attributed principally to 
warming-induced drought (IPCC 2014b; Schroter et al. 2005). Such regional changes are 
expected to be particularly apparent in Sweden, where forests have great economic, 
environmental and cultural importance. There, significant projected future changes include 
an increase in the frequency of warm temperature (Fig. 1) and precipitation extremes, and a 
weakening of cold extremes (Rummukainen et al. 2012; Schroter et al. 2005). Forests are one 
of Sweden’s most valuable natural resources, covering 69% of the country, and providing for 
one of Sweden’s largest industries, the forestry sector (SLU 2015; Ulmanen et al. 2012). In 
2010, the forest industry accounted for 10–12% of total employment and turnover in 
Swedish industry, and 11% by value of Sweden’s exports. In several counties the forest 
industry accounted for 20% or more of industrial employment. The sector accounts for about 




Fig. 1 Changes in annual mean temperature in Sweden under Radiative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 
4.5 (moderate increase) and 8.5 (high increase) (adapted from SMHI (2016)). 
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Swedish forestry is expected to be significantly affected by climate change, in terms of 
increased forest growth and increased forest damage and biodiversity loss (IPCC 2007; IPCC 
2014a; Schroter et al. 2005), and ecological responses and adaptation (Sedjo 2010). There 
are concerns that indirect effects of climate change can make forests more sensitive to strong 
winds, as long as management regimes remain unadapted, if trees grows taller, if they are 
stressed by other weather extremes or from not being acclimatized to the new climate, or if 
ground frost melts (Blennow et al. 2010). Bark beetle outbreaks and damage are often a 
secondary impact following the wind throw of trees (Lagergren et al. 2012). Additionally, 
demand is anticipated to substantially exceed the potential supply of woody biomass in 
Europe up to 2030, putting a very high pressure on Swedish forest resources and likely forcing 
difficult trade-offs between forestry policy goals (Jonsson et al. 2011). At the same time, land 
and resource use is expected to have an even greater effect on biodiversity than climate 
change (Swedish Biodiversity Centre 2008; as cited in Ulmanen et al. 2012). Furthermore, the 
fact that important forest owner decisions, such as those regarding what species to plant, 
play out over several decades makes the forestry sector particularly vulnerable to socio-
economic and climatic change. In the midst of such uncertain changes, there is a need to 
explore how the forestry sector may be affected by socio-economic and environmental 
change (i.e. global change) in the future, and how the sector may be able to adapt in order 
to meet societal demands for ecosystem services (ES). 
Sweden has established greenhouse gas emission reductions as part of its commitments 
made under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The 
Swedish milestone target for the environmental quality objective ‘Reduced Climate Impact’ 
states that emissions (from activities not included in the EU Emission Trading System) are to 
be reduced by 40%, or around 20 million tonnes carbon dioxide equivalents (Mt CO2-eq.) 
between 1990 and 2020 (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 2016). Removals and 
emissions from forestry and other land uses are, however, currently not included in the 
national target (Swedish Environment Agency web 2016). This allows Sweden flexibility to 
plan future land use that is independent of the country’s mitigation targets. 
It is expected that Sweden will achieve its 2020 target. Swedish emissions, excluding net CO2 
from land use, land-use change, and forestry (LULUCF), were reduced by 14.14 Mt CO2-eq. 
between 1990 and 2014 (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 2016). LULUCF 
contributed in 2014 a net uptake of 45.07 Mt CO2-eq., making the country carbon neutral as 
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of the same year. Forestry, and particularly standing forest biomass, makes the majority of 
the carbon uptake accounted for LULUCF. Net removals in this sector are heavily influenced 
by harvests and natural disturbances (e.g. storms). Nevertheless, the carbon emissions 
considered when setting reduction targets only included in-house emissions, while emissions 
associated with overseas production of goods and services imported and consumed in 
Sweden are not included. Sweden is a net importer of CO2, importing 11 Mt CO2-eq more 
than it exported in 2008 (Minx et al. 2008). If such emissions were to be considered in the 
future as part of net emission reduction targets, it is possible that LULUCF could be included. 
This being the case, it becomes essential to consider the expected substantial reduction in 
forest carbon sequestration that will take place before 2050, associated with large-scale 
harvests. Such oscillations can have a major impact on the uptake of carbon in Sweden, and 
the effects can last for decades, given the relatively slow growth rates of forests.  
Sustainable forestry is one of the 16 environmental quality objectives to be achieved by 2020 
(Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 2012). The Swedish Environmental Protection 
Agency states that: 
“To preserve important forest environments, nature reserves and other forms of protection 
are needed, combined with voluntary set-aside of forest land by owners. Forest areas may 
also need to be restored or managed in ways that enhance their values. […] A broader 
challenge is to adapt forestry practices so that they conserve and develop the natural and 
cultural values of forests, while still remaining competitive.” 
To achieve sustainable forestry, Swedish Environmental Protection Agency sets specific 
milestone targets for nature reserve and voluntary set-aside expansion (Swedish 
Environmental Protection Agency 2016): In relation to forests, first, an increase is  necessary 
in formally protected forest land of approximately 150 000 hectares of high nature value 
below the montane forest zone. Additionally, voluntary set-aside by the forestry industry 
should have increased by 2020 by approximately 200 000 hectares to a total of 1 450 000 
hectares of forest land in areas that are, or may develop into, high nature value areas. It is 
expected that the protection of forests with a high nature value will likely contribute to 
increasing national levels of biodiversity and recreation being supplied, although how this 
protection will affect the provision of other forest services at the regional and national scales 
is somewhat uncertain. 
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The study of future changes in socio-ecological systems is often done through simulation 
models that allow the representation of system dynamics across time and space, and their 
consequences under predefined scenario conditions (Schluter et al. 2012). Integrated 
assessment models combine diverse system elements across the boundaries of sectors, 
disciplines and system components (Hamilton et al. 2015; Harfoot et al. 2014). This kind of 
model provide a means to explore the connections and feedbacks between different system 
components, including the social, economic and ecological implications of different natural 
or anthropogenic factors. Integrated assessment models are often used to study land-use 
change (i.e. land-use models), its causes and its consequences. 
Land-use change is the consequence of complex land-use decisions and results from multiple 
interactions between biophysical and socio-economic factors (Foley et al. 2005; Ojima et al. 
1994). Behavioural and cognitive factors (e.g. objectives) have proven to have a strong 
influence on forest owner choices for management practices (Andersson and Gong 2010; 
Ingemarson et al. 2006). Silvicultural decisions are complex, largely due to the uncertainty 
associated with long time horizons in forest management (Blennow et al. 2014). Therefore, 
the behaviour and decision-making of forest owners should be incorporated as a 
determinant of land use and as a driver of land-use change in socio-ecological system models. 
The need to represent human behaviour and decision-making processes in models of 
complex socio-ecological systems is increasingly recognised (Dearing et al. 2010), and it has 
drawn in recent years the attention of the land-use modelling community towards agent-
based models (ABMs) (Matthews et al. 2007). These models essentially consist of a number 
of ‘agents’ (i.e. entities with autonomous behaviour) that interact with each other and their 
environment and that make decisions as a result of these interactions (Ferber 1999). Within 
the context of socio-ecological systems, an ABM is made up of a population of agents, 
generally land managers, and a landscape within which they can act and interact (Rounsevell 
et al. 2012). 
ABMs have developed considerably since they first came out in the 1970s (Hare and 
Deadman 2004), growing in complexity (Janssen and Ostrom 2006; Valbuena et al. 2010) and 
becoming increasingly popular in the social sciences and land system science (Matthews et 
al. 2007; Parker et al. 2003; Valbuena et al. 2010). Nevertheless, conceptual gaps and 
challenges still remain to accurately and empirically ground the representation of human 
behavioural processes and their links to the land system. To start with, ABMs have so far 
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focused on representing individual decision-making at local or regional scales. However, no 
such models have been developed at larger scales (e.g. national, continental, global) 
(Rounsevell et al. 2012). Given that land uses and ES are influenced by many national and 
international policies, and that on-going global change debates are increasingly played out 
at national, continental and global scales, large-scale ABMs may be particularly informative. 
Nevertheless, such models are still difficult to construct, mainly because they are very data-
demanding, but also due to the high computational power required to run simulations at 
such large scales at a resolution at which decision-making land units (e.g. landholding, forest 
stand) can be adequately represented. 
A shortcoming of land-use/cover change models in general is the common assumption that 
land uses are uni-functional, being allocated to the production of a single good or service 
(e.g. meat, cereal, timber, recreation). In real-world systems, however, the majority of land 
uses generate multiple goods and services (Foley et al. 2005). Such multi-functionality is 
increasingly encouraged by national and international policies (Otte et al. 2007), and its 
widespread adoption is a crucial land use issue. Additionally, land-use intensity affects the 
production of goods and services as well as associated terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems 
(Socolow 1999; Tilman 1999). Even so, few land-use/cover change models have made an 
attempt at incorporating multi-functional land uses (Groot et al. 2009) or land-use intensity 
gradients (Renwick et al. 2013; Temme and Verburg 2011; Van Asselen and Verburg 2013), 
and only in the agricultural sector. 
Institutions (e.g. government administrations, NGOs, society), which have a considerable 
influence on land managers through policy instruments and direct interventions, have 
generally been incorporated within these models in an indirect way through the creation of 
policy scenarios (e.g. Guzy et al. 2008; Ralha et al. 2013; Van Berkel and Verburg 2012). This 
approach can be useful in studies of disparities between the outcomes of various policies. In 
other cases, however, where the role of institutions is to be included in the model, but where 
scenarios are focused on other phenomena (e.g. effects of climate change, management 
strategies), the inclusion of institutions in the form of agents could make the model a more 
accurate representation of reality. Besides, the fact that institutions are created by people 
with their inherent behavioural mechanism of decision-making further justifies the need to 
attribute agency to them. Nevertheless, to date only three studies have incorporated 
institutional agents in some way in ABMs, two of which explored forest management 
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strategies (Campo et al. 2009; Purnomo et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2013). Institutional agents 
would allow behaviour to be attributed to institutional entities, the inclusion of interactions 
between institutions and with other agents, and explicit treatment of the effects of such 
interactions and the environmental context on institutional policy decisions. 
Models have great potential to explore forest socio-ecological systems, but their contribution 
has been limited in practice because of the various omitted system elements and drivers. 
Hence, there is a need to advance socio-ecological system models by incorporating such 
elements within them. To study the dynamics of forest socio-ecological systems I develop an 
ABM to address the abovementioned shortcomings of previous ABMs in this field with the 
purpose of enhancing model representativeness of real-world processes, using the case 
study of Sweden. I apply this model to the exploration of changes in socio-ecological systems 
associated with forestry, and the adaptation of this sector to environmental and climatic 
change. The expected rapid change in forest land use and management in Sweden due to 
regional and global environmental change effects justifies the need for an integrated study 
of land-use dynamics that accounts for both environmental change and decision-making 
from all involved stakeholders. Moreover, the underrepresentation of the interactions 
between the effects of land-use change and climate change in Swedish advisory and policy 
documents (Schroter et al. 2005; Ulmanen et al. 2012) further corroborates the need for such 
a study. Institutional interactions are addressed in a conceptual framework. Given that no 
formal model currently exists to assist the representation in ABMs of the decision-making, 
actions and interactions of institutions involved in forestry, I developed a conceptual model 
of these institutional processes. 
Using the developed ABM I assess the consequences of different socio-economic and 
environmental scenarios in order to explore answers to the research questions (stated 
below) under a range of plausible future conditions. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) offers a definition of the term scenario as used in the natural sciences (IPCC 
2013):  
“A scenario is a coherent, internally consistent and plausible description of a possible future 
state of the world. It is not a forecast; rather, each scenario is one alternative image of how 
the future can unfold.” 
Scenario development is performed using the formal scenario framework developed by (van 
Vuuren et al. 2014), which is meant to assist the generation of new scenarios to support 
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research and assessment of adaptation and mitigation strategies and climate impacts. The 
scenario framework essentially combines the Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs) 
(O'Neill et al. 2014) (i.e. socio-economic scenarios integrated within a space of challenges to 
climate change adaptation and mitigation) and Representative Concentration Pathways 
(RCPs) (van Vuuren et al. 2011) (i.e. radiative forcing pathways resulting from different 
greenhouse gas atmospheric concentrations) (Fig. 2). All scenarios will be defined at the 
national scale and will be projected up to the year 2100. The reason for modelling such a long 
period is that changes in forest management tend to take a long time to happen (i.e. several 
decades) due to the fact that trees need to grow for several decades before they reach 
optimal size for harvesting. Also, the relatively slow rate of climatic change and subsequent 
impacts on capitals (IPCC 2014b) justifies the long-term time horizon. 
 
Fig. 2 Proposed scenario framework for adaptation assessment on the basis of the SSPs (columns) and 
the RCPs (rows) (van Vuuren et al. 2014) 
With the aim of exploring uncertainty about how to adapt to future global change in Swedish 
forestry, and to improve modelling approaches to explore land-use change, ES provision and 
adaptation in the forestry sector, throughout this thesis I address four research questions, 
each of which is the focus of a thesis chapter: 
1. What owner types and management strategies exist in the Swedish forestry sector and 
how are their management decisions made? (Chapter 2) 
 





3. How can the forestry sector adapt to environmental change in meeting future demands 
for ES in Sweden? (Chapter 4) 
 
4. How can institutions, their actions and interactions in the forestry sector be modelled? 
(Chapter 5) 
Finally, findings from all four chapters, limitations of the study, future research, and policy 



























Characterising forest managers through their 






Adapted from Blanco, V., Brown, C., Rounsevell, M.D.A. 2015. 
Characterising forest managers through their objectives, attributes 











Forest land use and management has changed considerably in recent decades (Meyfroidt et 
al. 2010; Rudel et al. 2005; Siry et al. 2005) with globalization being identified as one of the 
main drivers of forest land use change (Meyfroidt et al. 2010; Seppala 2008). A shift in the 
industrial production of timber away from boreal and temperate forests to fast-growing 
tropical and subtropical forests has taken place since the 1980s, as trade between these areas 
increases (Seppala 2008), and as demand for timber products grows in many developing and 
newly industrialised countries, especially in the Asia-Pacific region (FAO 2012). This trend 
coupled with the increasing adoption of sustainable forest management and forest 
certification schemes, especially in developed countries (Seppala 2008; Siry et al. 2005), has 
supported the provision of non-timber goods and services such as recreation or biodiversity 
conservation (Seppala 2008). At the same time, the use of plantations to meet global 
demands for wood and fibre for industrial use has increased since the 1960s (FAO 2000; FAO 
2005; Sohngen et al. 1999). 
Furthermore, social and economic change in developed countries has led to the 
environmental, biological and recreational benefits of forestry becoming better recognised 
and valued (Janse and Ottitsch 2005), leading to increased demand for non-timber forest 
services. In particular, forest multi-functionality, understood as the capacity of a forest to 
provide multiple market and non-market ecosystem services (ES) (Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment 2005; Ninan and Inoue 2013; Richnau et al. 2013), is encouraged increasingly by 
national and international policies (Otte et al. 2007), and its widespread adoption is a crucial 
land use issue. 
In the midst of these global and macroeconomic drivers of forest land use change, forest 
managers make decisions about the management of their forests, and the subsequent 
provision of ES generated from forest land. Forest managers’ attitudes towards forests and 
forestry, and the objectives for their forests, are perhaps the most important elements 
affecting management decisions (Ní Dhubháin et al. 2007; Nordlund and Westin 2011) and 
are likely to have substantial impacts on the range of goods and services provided (Arano and 
Munn 2006; Sorice et al. 2014; Urquhart and Courtney 2011). Hence, there is a need to 
investigate forest manager decision-making and its consequences for forest socio-ecological 
systems in order to inform land-use and forestry policy (Beach et al. 2005; Ingemarson et al. 
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2006; Urquhart and Courtney 2011) and sustainable forest management plans (Emtage et al. 
2007; Wiersum et al. 2005). Additionally, such information can inform the development of 
simulation models as a means of representing interactions and feedbacks between ‘agents’ 
(i.e. entities with autonomous behaviour depicting real-world actors) and their environment; 
a priority for the provision of improved insight and understanding of socio-ecological systems 
(Ferber 1999; Rounsevell et al. 2012). 
Despite the key role of forest managers in determining the supply of forest ES at the 
epicentre of global forest land-use change, no attempt has been made so far to characterise 
forest managers at global scales. Such large-scale studies need to recognise that each forest 
manager has their own unique characteristics and circumstances, rendering attempts to fully 
account for individual behaviour infeasible (Emtage et al. 2007). To deal with this 
heterogeneity within forest manager communities a common approach is to group together 
similar ‘types’ of land managers and then to detail the profiles of these groups. This leads to 
a land manager typology, which, whilst not describing individuals, depicts archetypal 
patterns that tend to repeat themselves within the community (Emtage et al. 2007). Hence, 
heterogeneity is reduced by creating clusters of land manager types, within which managers 
are expected to display somewhat similar behaviour and decision-making compared to 
individuals in other groups.  
The creation of typologies is common in analyses of the agriculture sector (e.g. Guillem et al. 
2012; Karali et al. 2013), but less so for forestry, where typologies have almost exclusively 
targeted specific local or national-scale cases. Such approaches have not been applied across 
scales where they could improve understanding of the management of forest systems 
internationally and the resulting provision of ecosystem goods and services, especially under 
global trade and environmental change. 
Nevertheless, previous typological studies and reviews have suggested that a small number 
of broad classes may be sufficient to describe forest managers across large geographical 
scales (e.g. Beach et al. 2005; Ní Dhubháin et al. 2007; Wiersum et al. 2005). 
Wiersum et al. (2005) observed that the management characteristics of forest owners1 were 
statistically more commonly associated with countries than with types of rural area (these 
                                                          
1 Throughout the text I refer to forest managers wherever studies refer to those responsible for 
management (owners or otherwise). I do occasionally use the term owners when referring to specific 
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differing in socio-economic and land-use characteristics). This suggests that, at very large 
geographical scales, large scale characteristics (e.g. national policies, culture) might better 
explain the forms of forest management practised than specific small-scale characteristics. 
Hence, I postulate that despite geographical heterogeneity, it should be possible to create 
forest owner typologies at large scales (i.e. supranational). These typologies may or may not 
replicate the same patterns found at lower scales (e.g. local, landscape), yet they can in 
principle depict the different types of owners according to the relative similarities and 
dissimilarities existing at the large scale. 
This idea is supported by the Agent Functional Type approach to the development of agent 
typologies in the context of large-scale socio-ecological systems (Arneth et al. 2014; 
Rounsevell et al. 2012), which suggests that three dimensions be used in the definition of 
agent typologies: functional roles, agent desires or goals and behavioural mechanisms, with 
the second and third dimensions nested within the first. An agent type’s overall ‘function’ in 
a socio-ecological system can therefore be denoted by functional roles such as 
environmentalist or multifunctional (as in the study of Wiersum et al. 2005). If a number of 
individuals within a forest manager community have similar attributes across the three 
dimensions, they can be represented by a single forest manager type. Similarities in 
attributes may increase or decrease across spatial scales. 
Given the global and interconnected nature of drivers of forest land-use change, there is a 
clear need for forest manager typologies to be developed at supranational scales that can 
aid the understanding of forest manager choices and their implications at an international 
level. An international forest manager typology may be further used to create communities 
of agents that can populate agent-based models operating at global scales. These models 
could provide an understanding of land-use processes and socio-environmental interactions 
unprecedented at global scales, as no agent-based models have yet been created at such a 
scale (Arneth et al. 2014). Moreover, an international typology in conjunction with smaller 
scale nested typologies (e.g. national, local) may contribute a robust basis on which to 
construct forest policy and sustainable management plans (Emtage et al. 2007; Rounsevell 
et al. 2012). 
                                                          
studies that have used this term to maintain consistency with those studies; or when addressing issues 
directly related to forest owners that may not necessarily apply to managers (e.g. bequest). 
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To improve understanding and modelling of forest managers at international scales, I 
develop a qualitative forest manager typology based on a meta-analysis of quantitative and 
qualitative information about forest manager types and their decision-making strategies. I 
assess (1) whether groups of forest managers share characteristics across different locations 
and scales; and if so, (2) what these characteristics are and how they vary between groups; 
and (3) what forest manager functional types exist at the broad scale. Using this information 
I discuss a forest manager typology across gradients of environmental, social and economic 
benefits provided by forests, and within a sustainability framework. I further discuss the 
typology’s implications for forest multi-functionality and for future research on land use 
decision-making and natural resource management. 
 
2 Methods 
I conducted a meta-analysis of the existing literature on forest manager and forest owner 
typologies and decision-making mechanisms (Fig. 3). Using the search database ‘Web of 
Science’ I searched, under the categories ‘Topic’ and ‘Title’, for the term combinations: forest 
manager typolog*, forest owner typolog*, forest owner typ*, forest manager typ*, forest 
owner profile, forest manager profile, forest owner objective*, forest manager objective*, 
forest owner decision, forest manager decision. For all publications in the search output lists 
I screened the title and abstract first, and, if there was a direct relationship to the topic of 
the study, I subsequently analysed the full paper. If these papers mentioned other, pertinent 
papers that were not identified during the initial search, these were included in the analysis. 
I restricted the analysis to papers published after 1990 to ensure that the information was 
up-to-date, while still covering a long period of time (24 years).  
I selected 31 publications containing information directly relevant to the generation of a 
generic forest manager typology (Table A.1). Such information referred to forest managers’ 
(principally private forest owners) values, attitudes, beliefs, objectives, decision-making 
mechanisms, socio-demographic and economic attributes, and management strategies. 
These studies covered different geographical scales and locations within Europe and the 





Fig. 3 Steps of the literature meta-analysis performed to develop the forest manager typology 
 
Table 1 Number of publications cited per country and geographical scale at which the survey was 
conducted. Review papers and papers not relating to a particular geographical location were included 
under the category “Others” 




Supranational Others Total 
Country/ Country cluster 
     
  Sweden 2 5   7 
  Denmark  1   1 
  Finland 1    1 
  United Kingdom 1    1 
  Austria 1 1   2 
  Portugal  1   1 
  United States (1-5 states) 2 8   10 
  European Union (8 countries)   1  1 
  Others    7 7 
  Total 7 16 1 7 31 
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I used the Agent Functional Type conceptualisation to establish the structure of the agent 
types (Arneth et al. 2014; Rounsevell et al. 2012). This hierarchical structure incorporates the 
overarching management roles at the highest level, with subdivisions of these leading to 
manager functional types at the lowest level. Overarching management roles were selected 
from among recurrent forest manager types found in the literature (i.e. emerging in at least 
5 papers) that relate to their management strategies and objectives. On occasion, different 
studies applied different names to types with very similar underlying characteristics and 
overall motivations (e.g. productionist, economist, and investor) according to the 
descriptions of types and the quantitative/ qualitative information behind them. In such 
cases these types were included under one overarching management role with shared 
characteristics. Where the internal variability of group characteristics was large, some 
overarching management roles were then subdivided into types. These types were defined 
according to subgroups found in the literature, which could be delimited within an 
overarching role because of their distinctive objectives and/or socio-demographic or 
economic attributes. The typology included those objectives and attributes that were either 
referred to as (at least) somewhat/moderately important in defining a forest manager type 
in at least three papers, or as very important at national/state scale or larger in at least one 
paper. 
Based on the comprehensive classification of forest management approaches developed by 
Duncker et al. (2012a), I linked forest manager types with their management preferences (i.e. 
approaches). The choice of a particular management approach is based on decisions about 
the type of operation to implement during the development of a forest or stand (Duncker et 
al. 2012a). These decisions were defined through the following variables: naturalness of tree 
species composition, tree improvement, type of regeneration, successional elements, 
machine operation, soil cultivation, fertilization or liming, application of chemical agents, 
integration of nature protection, tree removals, final harvest system and maturity. I linked 
agent functional types with corresponding management approaches by considering the 
similarity in the content and coherence between functional types and possible management 
categories, and descriptions of management practices in the papers. I do not go into the 
details of particular operational decisions associated with each approach; for this information 
the reader is referred to Duncker et al. (2012a). 
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Each forest manager type was defined according to primary and potential secondary 
management/ownership objectives, ranges of manager socio-demographic and economic 
attributes, and preferred forest management practices. Resulting groups of this subdivision 
of the forest manager population were ‘forest manager functional types’. 
I then characterised the different forest manager functional types within the triple bottom 
line sustainability framework (Elkington 1994) by quantifying the environmental, social and 
economic impacts of each type and its associated management practices. An overall 
sustainability index was then determined by calculating the average value of the quantified 
impacts. To quantify the environmental impact I scored the five possible levels of 
management intensity and three possible levels corresponding to the importance of nature 
conservation and environmental quality objectives for the manager type. The social impact 
was quantified by scoring the importance given to objectives that could provide public 
services, namely public recreation, aesthetics, nature conservation, environmental quality 
and hunting. The economic impact was quantified according to the three levels of focus on 
profit-making objectives.  
Score values for management intensity levels ranged from 0 to 0.4 and values for the 
importance of objectives ranged from 0 to 0.2, as shown in Table 2. These (arbitrary, but 
consistent) values were assigned following a semi-quantification of the objectives, attributes 
and management preferences of each manager functional type. The index generated for each 
impact was then the sum of the attributed values of the different characteristics 
corresponding to each manager type, divided by the sum of the maximum possible values of 
those characteristics. In this way, levels of management intensity and the importance of 
objectives, measured at different scales, were normalised (i.e. calculated on a common 
scale). Finally, the overall sustainability index, calculated by averaging the three impact index 
scores, took values between 0 (low sustainability) and 1 (high sustainability). While these 
indices are not intended to reflect meaningful absolute values, and the functional 
relationships between manager type characteristics and their degree of sustainability may 
not necessarily be linear, they do allow relative ranking of manager types. 
I considered this to be the best method with imperfect and semi-quantified information and 
therefore, even though the overall index provides continuous numerical values, it is only 
meant to be a broad guide to sustainability. 
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The sustainability of each functional type was located within a three-circle Venn diagram, 
commonly used to depict the triple bottom line framework, using values of the 
environmental, social and economic indices for each type on the corresponding axes. An 
equilateral triangle with corners at the furthest point of each circle from the centre of the 
diagram defined these axes, which spanned values 0 to 1. The point representing the 
sustainability of each functional type within the diagram was the centroid of a triangle with 
corners on the positions of the three corresponding index values. 
Table 2 Score values assigned to the different levels of management intensity and to the importance 
of objectives used to generate the forest manager functional type sustainability index 


























I found that management types and practices aligned along gradients of the provision of 
private versus public goods and services, generation of profit versus non-profit goods and 
services, and management intensity (Fig. 4). I define public goods and services as those ES 
provided by private or public land from which the general public may benefit, whether they 
are delivered on-site (e.g. recreation, aesthetic pleasure) or off-site (e.g. water purification, 
carbon sequestration). The profit versus non-profit gradient follows a general trend in the 
economic focus of forest manager types from those whose only objective is to maximise 
economic profit from forest activities, to those who have little or no interest in profit-making. 
Both the private/public goods and services and the intensity gradients follow a similar trend 
in terms of the positions of types along them. These gradients reflect management 
approaches selected by forest managers according to their objectives (Duncker et al. 2012a) 
and socio-economic attributes. Generally, more profit-oriented managers are found to be 
willing to manage their forests more intensely and so occur at one extreme of each gradient. 
Sustainability index scores varied substantially between manager types, although none 
approached the most extreme values possible under the scoring method (Table 3). Scores for 
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environmental and social impacts were, for most owner types, relatively close to each other, 
suggesting a possible correction between both sets of scores. This may be due to the fact 
that nature conservation and environmental quality objectives were accounted for in the 
calculation of both the environmental and social impact scores, as these objectives carry 
substantial relative weight in the calculation of both scores. Fig. 5  illustrates the relative 
positions of the functional types within the sustainability framework. I note that the different 





 Fig. 4 Forest manager types separated into functional groups and their approximate relative positions on axes describing the economic focus and intensity of their 
management, and the nature of the goods and services they produce. Nine Agent Functional Types were identified 
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Table 3 Index values (0-1) calculated for each forest manager functional type according to their 
capacity to fulfil the environmental, social and economic dimensions of sustainability, and the 
sustainability index resulting from the averaging of values for these dimensions for each type. I assume 
equal importance for the three dimensions 
 Environmental Social Economic Sustainability 
Industrial Productionist 0.06 0.00 1.00 0.35 
Non-industrial Productionist 0.31 0.40 1.00 0.57 
Profit-oriented Recreationist 0.43 0.40 1.00 0.61 
For-profit Multi-objective 0.50 0.40 1.00 0.63 
Non-profit Multi-objective 0.87 0.80 0.50 0.72 
Recreationalist 0.69 0.60 0.00 0.43 
Conservationist 0.94 0.70 0.50 0.71 





Fig. 5 Conceptualisation of forest manager functional types within the triple bottom line sustainability 
framework. The location of each type is a function of its position along the environmental, social and 
economic gradients determined by their corresponding index values (Table 3) for Industrial 
Productionist (IP), Non-Industrial Productionist (NIP), Profit-Oriented Recreationist (POR), For-Profit 




I find ten different objectives to be somewhat important in determining the forest 
management preferences of one or more forest manager functional types (Table 4). 
Additionally, eight socio-demographic or economic attributes are found to determine the 
definition of one or more forest manager functional types. 
Table 4 Dimensions of the forest manager functional typology (in bold) and the different attributes 









Profit-oriented Profit-making Age 
Management 
intensity 
Multi-objective Private consumption Educational level  
Recreationalist Personal enjoyment Forestry knowledge  
Conservationist Public recreation Gender  
Passive owner Aesthetics Income  
 Nature conservation Property size  
 Environmental quality Location of residence  
 Cultural conservation Property acquisition  
 Hunting 
Possession of Forest 
Management Plan 
 
 Privacy   
 
Our analysis resulted in five overarching forest management roles: profit-oriented, multi-
objective, recreationalist, conservationist, and passive owner (Fig. 4). Subdivisions of some 
of these roles produced nine forest manager functional types: industrial productionist, non-
industrial productionist, for-profit recreationist, for-profit multi-objective, non-profit multi-
objective, recreationalist, species conservationist, ecosystem conservationist and passive 
owner. I provide narrative descriptions here of all forest manager types that are included in 
the typology in terms of their main objectives, socio-demographic/ economic attributes and 
forest management preferences. These narratives start with the overarching management 
role and follow the functional type hierarchy, where pertinent, down to individual forest 
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manager functional types. Table 5 shows all characteristics defining each type, including 
those not described in the narratives. 
Some trends are found to apply to all forest managers. Possibly due to bequest 
considerations, older owners are less likely to engage in harvesting or in wildlife and 
recreation improvement activities (Joshi and Arano 2009). Other general findings are that the 
types interested in ecosystem management tend to have higher education levels (Creighton 
et al. 2002), and that female owners tend to have more pro-environmental, recreational and 




The main objective of profit-oriented managers is profit-making. Within this group three 
forest manager functional types can be distinguished, which I call ‘industrial productionists’, 
‘non-industrial productionists’ and ‘for-profit recreationists’, with the first two representing 
the majority of the profit-oriented group. There is a general consensus within the 
productionist group about the high importance of timber production and forest ownership 
as an investment (Boon et al. 2004; Ingemarson et al. 2006; Kline et al. 2000b; Majumdar et 
al. 2008). 
 
Socio-demographic and economic attributes 
Productionists are found to have, in general, lower levels of education than conservationists 
or passive owners, but higher levels than multi-objective owners (Ingemarson et al. 2006). 
Nevertheless, productionists have less forestry knowledge (i.e. knowledge about forest 
management) than multi-objective owners. Generally, owners with a higher income are less 
likely to engage in harvesting (Joshi and Arano 2009), which I interpret as showing less 
dependency on income from forestry. Indeed, a large proportion of productionists have low 
forest income dependency, although a significant fraction of them have medium or high 




Table 5 Semi-quantification of Forest Manager Functional Types (FMFT) according to their primary 
() or secondary () objectives and socio-demographic/ economic attributes, and forest 
management preferences. Names of manager types in bold refer to overarching management roles, 
while names not in bold to the right of each overarching role are the FMFTs comprised within that 
role. A manager type may cover more than one forest income dependency category: Low (L), Medium 
(M), and High (H), and may be made by a high (H) or a low (L) proportion of residents (R) or absentees 
(A). Educational level, forestry knowledge and property size are categorised for each manager type in 








































































































































































































Objectives              
Profit-making              
Private 
Consumption 
             
Personal 
Enjoyment 
             
Public 
Recreation 
             
Aesthetics              
Nature 
Conservation 
             
Environmenta
l Quality 
             
Cultural 
Conservation 
             
Hunting              
Privacy              
Attributes              
Age        
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Productionists tend to own much larger properties than recreationalists, passive or “non-
timber” owners (Boon et al. 2004; Canadas and Novais 2014; Eggers et al. 2014; Karppinen 
1998; Kline et al. 2000b; Majumdar et al. 2008), probably because of their interest in 
maximising forest income (Arano and Munn 2006). Resident owners tend to have stronger 
productionist values and stronger economic management attitudes (Nordlund and Westin 
2011), and Ingemarson et al. (2006) found a larger proportion of productionists living on or 
near their estate than conservationists or passive owners. Finally, productionists are more 
likely to have a forest management plan than any other owner type (Eggers et al. 2014; 
Ingemarson et al. 2006; Majumdar et al. 2008). 
 
Management preferences 
Productionists are more likely to carry out intensive forest management and to use single 
species plantations than any other type of owner (Arano and Munn 2006; Duncker et al. 
2012a; Fujimori 2001). 
 
3.1.1 Profit-oriented forest manager functional types 
Within the productionist group, two manager functional types can be distinguished: 
industrial and non-industrial productionists. Unlike non-industrial private forest owners, 
industrial forest owners generally own and operate a commercial wood processing plant and 
manage forests almost solely for timber and biomass production on the basis of profit 
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maximization (Arano and Munn 2006; Beach et al. 2005; Liao and Zhang 2008; Newman and 
Wear 1993). Industrial productionists also manage far larger properties than non-industrial 
productionists and generally manage them more intensely. They both fall within the 
“intensive” or “high” intensity classes of Duncker et al. (2012a). 
The for-profit recreationist type comprises owners who intend to make a business out of 
recreation associated with nature, adventure and outdoor sports activities, or hunting 
(Andersson pers comm. 2014; Matilainen and Lahdesmaki 2014) rather than timber. Their 
main objectives are likely to be profit-making and recreation, while they also give importance 
to aesthetics. Those making businesses out of hunting also attribute importance to game 
production. In Sweden, this functional type makes up a very small proportion of 
productionists. For-profit recreationists are expected to manage their forests in a non-
intensive way, and differently depending on their recreational focus. They may fall within 




Multi-objective owners are characterised by attributing high importance to several 
objectives. Like the productionists, they see forest ownership as an investment and 
concentrate on timber production (Ingemarson et al. 2006; Kline et al. 2000b; Majumdar et 
al. 2008). In Sweden, annual income was also seen as important (Ingemarson et al. 2006). 
Personal enjoyment in the form of recreation, mushroom and berry picking or appreciation 
of green space is also regarded as an important objective by multi-objective owners. In the 
UK, they also valued public recreation (Urquhart and Courtney 2011). Other objectives 
prioritised by this class include aesthetics, game management and hunting, nature 
conservation and environmental quality (the latter including water and soil conservation, 
climate change mitigation and pollution control) (Ingemarson et al. 2006; Majumdar et al. 
2008; Urquhart and Courtney 2011). In Sweden, multi-objective owners also value cultural 





Socio-demographic and economic attributes 
Multi-objective owners generally have lower education levels than conservationists, 
productionists or passive owners, and yet they have higher average forestry knowledge than 
any of these groups (Ingemarson et al. 2006). Like productionists, multi-objective owners 
with greater experience in the forestry business seem to be prepared to take relatively large 
risks (Andersson 2012). In Sweden, the proportion of female owners was lower amongst 
multiobjectivists than amongst productionists, conservationists or passive owners. While a 
large proportion of multi-objective owners have low or medium dependency on their forest 
income, a significant minority displayed high dependency (Ingemarson et al. 2006). As with 
productionists, multi-objective owners with higher incomes are less likely to engage in 
harvesting (Joshi and Arano 2009). They generally have much larger properties than 
recreationalist, passive (Kline et al. 2000b) and “non-timber” owners (Majumdar et al. 2008). 
A larger proportion of multi-objective owners than either conservationists or passive owners 
live on or near their estate (Ingemarson et al. 2006). 
 
Management preferences 
Multi-objective owners can be expected to manage forests with more than one tree species. 
Hence, they manage either a mixed forest or several fragments of different forest types. They 
also implement extended rotation periods (i.e. beyond the optimum economic harvest age) 
in order to allow for the biodiversity benefits created by older forests (Kline et al. 2000b). 
 
3.2.1 Multi-objective forest manager functional types 
Multi-objective managers give relatively high importance to several different and potentially 
competing objectives, and there is often a large variability among the managers in this group 
in the relative importance they give to their objectives. Hence, they may be subdivided into 
smaller clusters depending on the relative emphasis they put on particular objectives. I draw 
the main subdivisions by looking at the two predominant groups of forest owners that Ní 
Dhubháin et al. (2007) observed. The primary objective of the first group was the production 
of wood and non-wood goods and services, usually for profit, while the second group’s main 
objective was the consumption of such goods and services. I call these groups for-profit multi-
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objective managers and non-profit multi-objective managers respectively, as the main 
difference between them lies in the importance they give to profit-making objectives. Hence, 
the for-profit multi-objective functional type places larger importance on profit-making 
objectives relative to the other main objectives of multi-objective owners. The non-profit 
multi-objective type, conversely, prioritises every other objective over the profit-making 
objective. These managers are comparable with Majumdar et al. (2008) “non-timber” owners 
and Ross-Davis and Broussard (2007) “new forest owners”. 
For-profit multi-objective and non-profit multi-objective managers are expected to differ 
mainly in their forest income dependency and the size of their properties. Because non-profit 
multi-objective managers do not prioritise profit-making as highly as for-profit multi-
objective, their forest income dependency is likely to be low or medium, while that of for-
profit multi-objective managers is expected to span a wider range, including highly 
dependent multi-objective managers. At the same time, assuming that the profit-making 
objectives of for-profit multi-objective managers are similar to those of productionists, they 
are expected to own larger estates than non-profit managers. For-profit multi-objective 
managers generally fall within the “medium” intensity class of Duncker et al. (2012a) while 




Recreationalists’ primary objectives are personal enjoyment and aesthetics (Boon et al. 2004; 
Kline et al. 2000b; Majumdar et al. 2008), and often informal public recreation (e.g. walking, 
cycling, cross-country skiing, nature watching) (Urquhart and Courtney 2011). A substantial 
proportion of this group also judge nature conservation and environmental quality, hunting, 
private consumption of timber and fuel wood, cultural conservation and privacy to be 
important (Boon et al. 2004; Ingemarson et al. 2006; Majumdar et al. 2008; Urquhart and 






Socio-demographic and economic attributes 
There is a tendency for recreationalists to have higher education levels than productionists, 
multi-objective or passive owners (Kline et al. 2000b). This could be because recreationalists 
also tend to have higher non-forest incomes, as income can be partly explained by formal 
education level (Griliches and Mason 1972). Additionally, it is unlikely that recreationalists 
will have high income dependency on forests, given that they generally use their forests for 
their own enjoyment. Recreationalists very often own much smaller properties than 
productionists or multi-objective owners (Boon et al. 2004; Joshi and Arano 2009; Karppinen 




Recreationalists are likely to own natural forests and forests largely comprising broadleaf 
deciduous trees, as these are generally perceived as more aesthetically pleasing than 
coniferous forests (Fujimori 2001). Forests with several successional stages (i.e. different 
stand development stages) also seem to contribute to this perception. Recreationalists fall 




Conservationists’ primary objective is nature conservation, followed by aesthetics and 
environmental quality (Ingemarson et al. 2006; Majumdar et al. 2008; Urquhart and Courtney 
2011). An appreciable number of managers in this group also value cultural conservation, 
timber production, private consumption, hunting, personal enjoyment and privacy 
(Ingemarson et al. 2006; Majumdar et al. 2008; Urquhart and Courtney 2011); Andersson 






Socio-demographic and economic attributes 
There is a tendency for the conservationist manager group to include a larger proportion of 
females than the productionist or the multi-objective groups (Ingemarson et al. 2006). Also, 
conservationists often have higher education levels and lower income dependencies than 
productionist, multi-objective or passive owners (Creighton et al. 2002; Ingemarson et al. 
2006). In Sweden, the vast majority of conservationists had low forest income dependency, 
while only a very small proportion had medium dependency. Conservationists also tend to 
own much smaller properties than productionists or multi-objective owners (Eggers et al. 
2014; Majumdar et al. 2008), and usually live further away from their forest than these and 
passive owners (Ingemarson et al. 2006; Nordlund and Westin 2011). In Sweden, while 
retaining the property within the family is considered a principal goal by most owners 
(Lidestav 2010; Lönnstedt 2012), conservationists had the highest proportion of owners who 
had bought, rather than inherited, property (Ingemarson et al. 2006). 
 
Management preferences 
Conservationists are likely to own mixed, natural or old growth forests with several 
successional stages and native species (Fujimori 2001). They commonly practice extensive – 
or no – management and allow natural growth. Those conservationists with an interest in 
timber production will practice extended rotation periods (Kline et al. 2000b)(Kline et al. 
2000). Conservationists fall within either the “passive” or “low” intensity classes of Duncker 
et al. (2012a). 
 
3.4.1 Conservationist forest manager functional types 
In terms of nature conservation goals, two main conservationist management strategies 
could be distinguished: species conservation and ecosystem conservation. Conservation of 
small or declining populations seeks to prevent particular species from becoming locally 
and/or globally extinct (Caughley 1994), while the ecosystem approach to conservation aims 
to preserve biodiversity and ecosystem functions rather than single species (Franklin 1993). 
Hence, forest management differs depending on the conservation goal. Population 
conservation is likely to entail more intensive management as the forest system may have to 
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be moulded to cater to the needs of one or a few species (Baker et al. 2011), while ecosystem 




Passive owners typically do not give high importance to any particular objective and have low 
or no engagement in the management of their forests (Boon et al. 2004; Ingemarson et al. 
2006). However, the fact that some Swedish passive owners had medium forest income 
dependency and that 33.5% of them had a forest management plan no older than 10 years 
(Ingemarson et al. 2006) suggests that some do have profit-making objectives. 
 
Socio-demographic and economic attributes 
Passive owners have been recorded as having the lowest forestry knowledge of any owner 
group (Ingemarson et al. 2006). The majority of them have low forest income dependency, 
while a small proportion has medium dependency (Eggers et al. 2014; Ingemarson et al. 
2006). They also tend to own much smaller properties and to live further away from these 
than productionists and multi-objective owners, yet closer than conservationists (Eggers et 
al. 2014; Ingemarson et al. 2006; Kline et al. 2000b). 
 
Management preferences 
Passive owners generally do not manage their land. Those with profit-making objectives may 
undertake the minimal required management to make some profit from their forests. In 





4 Discussion and conclusions 
I present a generic typology of forest managers that goes beyond the continental scale, 
including forest manager types found across a number of developed countries spanning 
Mediterranean, warm-temperate, nemoral, continental and boreal biomes. By analysing 
previously-published qualitative and quantitative information about forest managers, I 
identified a small number of manager types for which there was consistent evidence across 
the developed world. I observed that similar types were found at the level of the overarching 
management-role by studies performed at different locations and scales (e.g. Karppinen 
1998; Majumdar et al. 2008; Urquhart and Courtney 2011). 
This does not mean that I expect the typology to hold strictly as presented here for every 
location and at every scale within the developed world. However, it does summarise the 
forest manager community in these areas at a ‘global’ scale and can serve as a starting point 
in studies of these managers at particular locations. While most or all forest manager 
functional types may be expected to be present in developed countries and administrative 
regions with considerable forest cover, the proportion of managers falling within each of 
these functional types will vary from place to place. Furthermore, there will be within-
functional-type variability in particular attributes between different manager communities. 
Our use of classes (e.g. Low, Medium, High) as opposed to continuous values to subdivide 
attributes reflects the uncertainty about these attributes. 
It should be noted that the coverage of forest managers in this study is largely limited to 
private forest owners, while other types of managers such as local communities, indigenous 
people, NGOs or religious organisations (e.g. the church) were not included. These types of 
managers may differ from private forest owners in their objectives and attributes, but I 
believe that the overarching roles I identify are likely to hold for at least some of these other 
types. 
It is also important to note that a series of somewhat arbitrary choices were made in the 
development of this typology that may have affected the final outcome. First, the choice of 
terms and term combinations, and the cut-off year used in the literature search determined 
the publications that went into the review. Had these choices been different, it is possible 
that other relevant articles could have come up. The selection of objectives and attributes 
included in the typology (given by a minimum number of papers that an objective/attribute 
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had to be mentioned in as (at least) moderately to very important) was also arbitrary to some 
degree. Finally, the choice of objectives and number of objectives considered for each pillar 
(i.e. type of impact) of the sustainability framework, and the number of levels scored for each 
objective, were restricted by the categories found in the typology. If objectives and levels 
included in the framework had been chosen on a different basis, sustainability index scores 
might have been somewhat different. 
The different forest manager functional types in the typology can be associated with three 
gradients according to (1) their economic focus, (2) the intensity of management associated 
with their objectives and (3) the type of goods and services they provide. The profit vs. non-
profit gradient concurs with the dichotomy highlighted by Beach et al. (2005), who 
distinguished profit-maximisers from utility-maximisers. Our typology further arranges 
manager functional types according to the degree of importance that they place on profit-
making and non-pecuniary utility generation within their objectives. Awareness of the 
particular economic foci of, and the objectives pursued by, different manager types found at 
a location can help to determine the type of policy instruments to be put into effect. For 
instance, while profit-oriented managers tend to be motivated by financial instruments (i.e. 
economic incentives and disincentives), recreationalists or conservationists, having little 
interest and dependency on profit generation through their forests, are likely to be more 
influenced by information and advisory services that can instruct them on issues such as 
nature restoration or biodiversity conservation (Boon et al. 2004; Ingemarson et al. 2006). 
The forest manager functional types can also be separated along an intensity gradient. 
Having coupled the functional types with the five forest management approaches proposed 
by Duncker et al. (2012a), the typology of forest managers follows a similar trend in 
management intensity as in the classification of their forest management approaches. I 
interpret management intensity as the degree of manipulation of natural processes (Duncker 
et al. 2012a), and this broad definition allows us to qualify the intensity of management not 
only for production purposes, but also for a number of other objectives (e.g. recreation, 
conservation), which may involve very different management practices and intensities. 
Partly as a result of the approaches taken to their management, forests generate various ES. 
Public institutions are increasingly encouraging private forest owners to provide public-good 
benefits (Boon et al. 2004; Ingemarson et al. 2006; Kline et al. 2000b; Urquhart and Courtney 
2011). As we follow the gradient in goods and services provision from industrial 
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productionists to passive managers, there is a general increase in the proportion of public 
goods provided and a decrease in private goods. Commensurate with this finding, previous 
studies have observed that ecological and societal goals are prioritised in unmanaged and 
“close to nature” forests (e.g. Duncker et al. 2012a; Gamfeldt et al. 2013; Ninan and Inoue 
2013). This tendency is especially strong in regions (such as Sweden or Slovenia) where 
private forests are open to the general public (Eriksson 2012; Ficko and Boncina 2013). Where 
forests are closed to the public, access to public goods and services such as recreation or 
aesthetics is clearly limited (Finley and Kittredge 2006; Urquhart and Courtney 2011). 
However, the fact that forests provide services such as water purification beyond their 
boundaries may render this gradient true even for private forests without public access. The 
relevance of this gradient depends therefore on the nature of the services provided by a 
particular forest and on where these services are delivered. 
Sustainable forest management recognises the necessity of balancing the ecological, social 
and economic outputs from forests (MCPFE 2003). However, it can be difficult to ascertain 
what degree of sustainability can be expected in managed forests given the wide range of 
managerial objectives, forest types and management practices. I illustrate the relationship 
between the different manager functional types in terms of their sustainability by placing 
them within the triple bottom line framework. From this conceptualisation it appears that 
multi-objective and conservationist managers are generally the most sustainable types, as 
might be expected given the large number of objectives they manage for. In contrast, 
industrial productionists emerge as the least sustainable managers given their almost 
exclusively economic focus, followed by recreationalists, penalised for attributing no 
importance to economic objectives. Even so, the fact that a generic functional type may hold 
some variability within its objectives, attributes or management strategies implies that the 
values taken by the index may consequently vary for each type within a certain spectrum. 
Therefore, sustainability index values generated here should be taken with caution and 
understood as approximate for the generic manager types. 
This conceptualisation links well with the concept of multifunctional land use, which 
attempts to maximise the diversity of goods and services that a land unit can provide. Multi-
objective managers are an obvious example of land users aiming for multifunctionality, and 
this largely ensures that they achieve high sustainability scores compared to industrial 
productionists, for instance. However, multifunctionality can potentially be addressed at 
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different scales, through multifunctional landscapes and even regions. It has been argued 
that at these scales, a range of specialised, often mono-functional, land uses within an area 
can provide a multiplicity of ES (Vereijken 2002; Wiggering et al. 2006). In such cases, more 
specialised manager types such as productionists or conservationists may have larger roles. 
It may be bold however to assume that, for the same land area, a combination of specialised 
land-uses and a multifunctional land use will be able to supply the same amounts of the same 
ES and that these will be distributed spatially in a similar fashion (Le Du-Blayo 2011). The 
approach used may in the end be determined by local and regional conditions (Cocklin et al. 
2006). A sustainability index as presented here that scores manager functional types may not 
be sufficient to evaluate sustainability at the landscape or regional level, whereas an index 
that scores the sustainability of different combinations of functional types could be useful 
for this purpose. 
While it would be desirable to develop a typology that covers the different types of forest 
managers found across the globe, the typology presented here does not account for the 
developing world due primarily to a lack of relevant literature. A forest manager typology for 
developing countries is in principle likely to differ substantially from the one presented here. 
While in the developed world the environmental and recreational elements of forestry have 
become more important in recent decades as a result of social and economic developments 
(Janse and Ottitsch 2005; Nordlund and Westin 2011), the focus in most developing nations 
remains on forest utilization for income generation and subsistence (Arnold and Perez 2001; 
Seppala 2008). Therefore, production-oriented management will likely dominate in these 
countries, while management for recreation and conservation is likely to be much less 
common. Furthermore, it may not be possible for profit-oriented managers in low income 
economies to implement high-intensity management practices due to a lack of access to the 
necessary infrastructure and financial capital. Also, the use of forest products for personal 
consumption in subsistence communities may be considerable, while it is rare in the 
developed world (Urquhart and Courtney 2011). 
Networks and knowledge transfer are an additional key element to consider when studying 
forest manager interactions and decision making (Beratan 2007). The way managers interact, 
who they interact with and the degrees of trust with which they interact strongly affect how 
they deal with complexity and uncertainty in the land-use system. It has been observed here 
for instance that a large proportion of forest managers are absentee owners and are 
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therefore likely to seek information in different ways and places than managers residing on 
or near their property. While more traditional social networks among resident land managers 
may not apply to absentees, their interactions with forestry cooperatives, the forest 
administration, and other forest advisors near a place of residence could be crucial. In the 
case of industrial productionists, information exchange may even occur at trans-regional or 
trans-national scales, making accurate representation of networks very important within the 
context of a globalised forestry sector. Further studies are needed to explore how different 
types of forest managers interact and gather information relevant to their forests. 
An additional important consideration is that typologies may evolve over time (Emtage et al. 
2007). The typology presented here represents a snapshot of the forest manager community 
over a particular period of time. Despite the typology incorporating studies of forest 
managers across 24 years, it does not reflect the “evolutionary trajectory” (Landais 1998; 
Paquette and Domon 1999) of the different manager types across this period. To reduce the 
uncertainty associated with trying to understand future land-use with ‘time-point’ 
typologies, research on the ways in which manager types evolve, learn and adapt to 
environmental change is required. 
Further in-depth studies are also needed to construct a qualitative global typology covering 
all existing forest manager types. As developing countries are absent from our typology and 
the forest manager typology literature in general, future research should aim to fill this 
knowledge gap. Despite the above caveats, the fact that a typology of forest managers can 
be clearly distinguished from the literature and aligned along gradients of management 
focus, intensity, motivation and sustainability, suggests that it is both possible and useful to 
develop global typologies of forest managers and land managers in general. These could 
assist policy making by supporting policies that are orientated toward functional types and 
the development of resource management programmes and agent-based models of land use 
processes at international scales. The incorporation of such a typology within an agent-based 
model that includes a way of representing land manager decision-making and behavioural 
processes could support studies of future land use change at large scales. Insights from such 
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Land-use and land management change have important effects on the provision of 
ecosystem services (ES) (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). Forests provide a wide 
range of essential ES, including timber and non-timber products, air purification, carbon 
sequestration, biodiversity preservation and recreation, which make fundamental 
contributions to human societies and natural systems (De Groot et al. 2010; Millennium 
Ecosystem Assessment 2005). Concerns about greenhouse gas emissions as well as future 
shortages and rising prices of fossil fuels have led to a growing interest in wood biomass as a 
renewable energy source (Buonocore et al. 2012; Zanchi et al. 2012). Future agricultural 
demands and climatic change will also likely impact the distribution of forests and their levels 
of ES provision (Alexandratos and Bruinsma 2012; Schroter et al. 2005; Soja et al. 2007; 
Tilman et al. 2001). Hence, forest management strategies are being revised (e.g. Jonsson et 
al. 2015; Kjaer et al. 2014) and future land-use change assessed (e.g.Thompson et al. 2011) 
in order to allow adaptation to changing conditions and to meet future demands for ES 
supply. 
Demands for ES are, however, often difficult to estimate (Hayha et al. 2015). Therefore, ES 
assessment often maps supply through the assessment of suitability (e.g. Hayha et al. 2015; 
Sohel et al. 2015) or vulnerability (e.g. Metzger et al. 2008; Tzilivakis et al. 2015), which need 
not consider ES demand. Mapping of ES supply is also performed through ES valuation (e.g. 
Costanza et al. 1997), which assumes demands non-explicitly. Furthermore, where ES 
demands are acknowledged, only demands for services with a market value are actually 
quantified (e.g. Verkerk et al. 2014). As a result, no study has measured the provision of non-
marketable ES in relation to demand levels; a necessary step in understanding the conditions 
and changes needed to fulfil societal needs for ES. 
Haines-Young and Potschin (2013) define ES benefits as the final outputs from ecosystems 
that have transformed into products or experiences that are not functionally connected to 
the systems from which they were derived. Yet, again, as a benefit for something can only be 
conceived if there is a demand for it, the quantification of societal benefits from particular 
services is dependent on their demand levels. Hence, it is not possible to understand how ES 
provision equates to ES benefits without assessing ES demands. 
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Land-use and land management change, which strongly determine ES provision, are 
ultimately dependent on the decisions of land owners. These decisions are driven by owner 
objectives and attitudes, which are often diverse and complex, but which allow for some 
categorisation of owners in order to consider possible present and future activities and their 
consequences (Chapter 2; Karali et al. 2013). Such categorisations are particularly useful in 
agent-based modelling (ABM) of land-use change, allowing the decision-making of individual 
land managers to be simulated efficiently and across large geographical extents (Matthews 
et al. 2007; Valbuena et al. 2010). 
The strong influence of behavioural and cognitive factors (e.g. objectives) on forest owner 
choices for management practices (Andersson and Gong 2010; Ingemarson et al. 2006; 
Vulturius et al. in review) justifies the use of ABM to explore land-use change. The adoption 
of these models to map the effects of human behaviour on ES is however recent (Boone et 
al. 2011; Brown et al. 2014; Murray-Rust et al. 2011). Given the complex nature of silvicultural 
decisions (largely imposed by the uncertainty associated with long time horizons in forest 
management) (Blennow et al. 2014) they have seldom been incorporated into ABMs, and 
then only modelled up to the landscape scale (Rammer and Seidl 2015). These complexities 
also make it very difficult to simulate ES provision in forestry, because this provision depends 
so strongly upon individual decision-making. Therefore, a clear need exists for developments 
in simulation methods that allow for the links between ES provision and forest management 
change to be explored. 
The need for improved modelling of the forest sector is best illustrated by countries such as 
Sweden, which have large forest areas that are economically and culturally important, and 
which are likely to be affected by climatic change. A 69% forest cover (SLU 2015) of which 
approximately 50% is owned by individual owners (Swedish Forest Agency 2015) with diverse 
objectives, and the fact that in 2011 forestry accounted for 2.2% of GDP showcase the 
importance of forestry in Sweden. Hence, under the highly uncertain future faced by forest 
ES, reliable ways of exploring future land-use change at large scales are needed. Future 
uncertainty is commonly explored through scenario analysis. To develop consistent scenarios 
of future climate and global change, van Vuuren et al. (2014) developed a framework that 
combines the Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs) (O'Neill et al. 2014) (i.e. socio-
economic scenarios integrated within a space of challenges to climate change adaptation and 
mitigation) and Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (van Vuuren et al. 2011) (i.e. 
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radiative forcing pathways resulting from different greenhouse gas atmospheric 
concentrations). Hence, I developed an ABM that accounts for land owner decision-making 
and that is capable of appraising future ES provision in the context of ES demands, applied to 
future changes under the SSP-RCP scenarios from 2010 until 2100. The purpose of this 
exercise was to explore: a) future ES provision and how ES demands may be met, b) land-use 
change, and c) changes in land owner objectives, in Sweden. 
 
2 Methods 
To explore future ES provision and land-use change in Sweden, focusing on forestry, I 
developed the CRAFTY-Sweden model, based on the CRAFTY-CoBRA agent-based modelling 
framework, which in turn is an extension of CRAFTY (Competition for Resources between 
Agent Functional Types) (Murray-Rust et al., 2014) (see Appendix B for the model ODD 
protocol). CRAFTY allows the representation of large-scale land-use dynamics, based on 
demand and supply of ES (e.g. timber, food). Demand is given exogenously while supply 
depends on the productivities and behaviours of modelled agents, and the productivities of 
agents’ locations (described by capitals representing the availability of resources such as 
infrastructure, human capital and crop suitability). Geographical space is represented as a 
grid of cells, each of which has defined levels of a range of capitals. Each cell may be managed 
by a single land-use agent, which uses the capital stock available within the cell to provide 
services according to its own production function.  The competitiveness of a given level of 
service provision can be calculated on the basis of societal demands, overall supply levels and 
‘benefit’ functions, which describe the monetary and non-monetary value to society of 
service production. Agents can make decisions based on their current competitiveness and 
participate in an allocation procedure with potential new agents that may result in land-use 
change. I use agent functional types (Rounsevell et al. 2012) (hereafter agent types) for the 
definition of agent production and behaviour. This approach helps to characterise agent 
typologies that define general characteristics of agents, from which individual agents can 
subsequently be drawn. 




2.1 Model description 
In CRAFTY-Sweden, agents include different types of forest owners and farmers. Farmers 
were defined to simulate the competition for land between forestry and agriculture. Forest 
owner decision-making involves four key components: 1) owner objectives and associated 
management practices, 2) the time of felling, 3) an estimation of the future benefits agents 
expect to obtain from their land-use, 4) and their willingness to abandon, change 
management or hand over land to a different owner considering their competitiveness. 
Farmers consider all but the second component. Using land productivities and infrastructure, 
modelled forest owners are able to produce timber from different tree species, carbon 
sequestration, biodiversity, and recreation, while modelled farmers choose to produce one 
or more services among cereal, meat and recreation (Fig. 6).  
In the following, I describe the development of the land owner typology, and the owner 
production and decision-making mechanisms. I also explain how baseline capitals, land-use 
and land owner types were mapped throughout Sweden. Finally, I describe the approach to 
scenarios and the analysis of simulation results. 
 
Fig. 6 Schematic representation of the structure of the CRAFTY-Sweden model showing flows (solid 
lines) and associations (dashed lines) between components 
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2.1.1 Land owner typology: design and validation 
I developed a typology of forest and agricultural agents, focusing especially on the former. 
To define forest owner types I used as a basis the forest owner typology described in Chapter 
2. Because this typology was based on studies performed at different scales and contexts to 
those found in Sweden, I performed a validation exercise of the typology using empirical 
information from 872 Swedish forest owners (Vulturius et al. in review). A cluster analysis 
showed that the five overarching management roles identified by the theoretical typology 
(productionist, multi-objective, recreationalist, conservationist and passive) were also clearly 
discernible in the empirical data. The cluster analysis was performed by Gregor Vulturius, 
from the Stockholm Environment Institute. Supplementary materials on this validation can 
be found in Appendix C.1. 
Within each overarching management role, different options for forest management are 
possible, including the use of different types of forest (defined by species composition). 
Forest types were assigned to each management role on the basis of existing forest stand 
compositions (Swedish Forest Agency 2015) and potential adaptation measures to climate 
change that consider species composition, number of thinnings and rotation lengths (Felton 
et al. 2016; Jonsson et al. 2015) on the basis of owner objectives (Chapter 2; Duncker et al. 
2012a). Forest types assigned were pine (Pinus sylvestris), spruce (Picea abies), boreal 
broadleaf (Betula pendula, B. pubescens, Alnus incana, A. glutinosa, Populus tremula), 
nemoral broadleaf (Fagus sylvatica, Quercus robur, Fraxinus excelsior, Ulmus glabra, Tilia 
cordata, Carpinus betula), and combinations of these, resulting in 17 forest owner types. The 
management and decision-making strategies of each owner type are described in sections 
2.1.4, 2.1.5, and 2.1.6. 
Given the current levels of agricultural production (Swedish Board of Agriculture 2009) and 
management intensities prevailing in Sweden (Institute of Environmental Studies 2015), 
farmers were separated by the main services provided (i.e. cereal or meat) in combination 
with their main objectives (i.e. commercial or non-commercial). 
 
2.1.2 Capitals 
The capitals that agents can use in service production are productivities for pine, spruce, 
boreal broadleaf, and nemoral broadleaf forests, grassland productivity (natural capital), and 
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transportation infrastructure (infrastructure capital). Table 6 shows capital descriptions, their 
data sources, and the ES they contribute to producing (see Appendix C.2 for further detail on 
the calculations that led to final capitals). 
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3. GEMU, JRC 
SLU: SLU Forest Map, produced by Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, accessed via 
ftp://salix.slu.se/download/skogskarta 
UNECE: United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, accessed via http://www.unece.org/trans/areas-of-
work/transport-statistics/statistics-and-data-online.html 
EEA: European Environment Agency, accessed via http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps 





2.1.3 Baseline land-use and land owner distribution 
Land-use map 
To create a baseline land ownership map for 2010  I first devised a land-use map at 1km2 
resolution that included pine, spruce, pine-spruce, pine-boreal broadleaf, spruce-boreal 
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broadleaf, boreal broadleaf, and nemoral broadleaf productive forests, agriculture, 
protected areas, non-productive forests, semi-natural vegetation, wetlands, open spaces, 
‘other unmanaged’ land, artificial, and water bodies. SLU Forest Map data (SLU 2010) on the 
proportion of different tree species per cell were used to identify forest cover and classify it 
according to the forest types assigned above, according to the proportion of forest within 
the cell, and the proportions of different species within that forest. CORINE land cover (EEA 
2014) was used to identify all other land use/land cover classes. Nationally Designated Areas 
(EEA 2015) were then superimposed to define protected areas. Non-productive forests are 
also protected and unavailable for production (Swedish Forest Agency 2014c). Thus, I 
identified them by: 
1. Assigning to forested cells the value of the highest productivity found among all 
forest types within that cell; and  
2. Given the proportion of non-productive forest per county (Swedish Forest Agency 
2015), selecting for each county the equivalent number of cells with the lowest 
productivity values. 
Mean forest age values from the SLU Forest Map were used to assign forest ages. 
 
Agent locations 
Forest owner types were allocated to productive forest types using data about: a) the area 
of productive forest land by county and ownership classes for 2010 (Swedish Forest Agency 
2015); and b) the proportion of owners in each county belonging to each group from the 
cluster analysis. Agricultural land and (some) semi-natural vegetation were assigned to 
commercial cereal, non-commercial cereal, commercial livestock, and non-commercial 
livestock farmer agents according to the land-use intensity in 2010 (Institute of 
Environmental Studies 2015). Remaining semi-natural vegetation, wetlands, and ‘other 
unmanaged’ land were left unallocated. Protected areas, non-productive forests, open 
spaces with little or no vegetation, artificial surfaces, and water bodies were not available for 
allocation during simulations. Fig. 7 shows the resulting map of Sweden. Further detail on 





Fig. 7 Map of land owner type distribution throughout Sweden in 2010. Available and unavailable land 
refer to land that can or cannot be managed by agents, respectively 
 
2.1.4 Land owner service production 
The production of agricultural services was modelled on an annual basis. Forestry services 
are however dependent on forest age. Additionally, climatic change can affect service 
production by acting on productivities. I therefore developed ways of modelling the time-
dependent component of the different services in CRAFTY. The production of a service by an 
agent in a given year was based on the Cobb Douglas function, adapted to incorporate a time 
component (Eq. 1). 
 =	, 	 		
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Production () of a service  within a cell is the product for all capitals (
) of the optimal 
production that an agent type would be able to achieve in a given year (), and the unit-
less (i.e. [0-1]) cell capitals (




weighted by the capital sensitivities of that agent type () (Table 7). To reflect individual 
variability, optimal production  	was uniformly randomly drawn from [0.95,, 1.05,], 
and capital sensitivity levels from [ − 0.1,  + 0.1]. Production calculations for each 
service are described below. 
 
Timber 
For timber production,  is given by a forest owner type-specific function that determines 
timber growth given the forest’s age. The ProdMod model (Eko 1985) was used to generate 
timber growth curves for each owner type given their management preferences. Given 
passive owners’ generalised lack of primary objectives for forestry, I assumed them to inherit 
forest, and therefore only enabled them to take over the forest and associated optimal 
production function of other owner types managing forests with the same tree species as 
them. Hence, optimal production functions were not calculated for passive owners. Table 7 
shows parameter values used in ProdMod that differed for each owner type. See Appendix 
C.4.1 for further detail on optimal timber production function calculation. 
 
 
Table 7 Land owner type production, felling age and competitiveness (scenario-independent) parameters. Number of stems planted per ha for each forest type, site 
index, number of thinnings implemented, age at each thinning per forest type, and percentage removed per thinning are parameters given to ProdMod to calculate 
the (age-dependent) optimal timber production and (above ground) carbon sequestration functions. These functions and remaining parameters in this table are 
CRAFTY-Sweden inputs. Yearly  illustrates yearly optimal farmer production. Productivity and infrastructure sensitivities () are given per service. Felling age means 
() and standard deviations () represent number of years past minimum felling age (m.f.a.) of a forest, given as the m.f.a. range dependent on site quality 




























2500 280 3 24, 39, 54 25, 20, 20 - 0.8a, 1e, 0.06f 0.2a, 1g 65-100 12, 10 0.05 
Productionist 
Spruce 
2600 360 3 23, 38, 53 25, 20, 20 - 0.8b, 1e, 0.06f 0.2b, 1g 45-95 10, 8 0.05 
Productionist 
Pine-Spruce 
1250, 1300 280, 360 3 24/23, 39/38, 54/53 25, 20, 20 - 0.8a,b, 1e, 0.06f 0.2a,b, 1g 45-95 10, 8 0.05 
Productionist 
Boreal Br. 
2200 320 3 15, 30, 45 25, 20, 20 - 0.8c, 1e, 0.06f 0.2c, 1g 40-60 9, 7 0.05 
Multi-objective 
Pine-Spruce 
1150, 1250 280, 360 2 24/23, 39/38 30, 25 - 0.85a,b, 1e, 0.06f 0.1a,b, 0.8g 45-95 15, 12 0.05 
Multi-objective 
Pine-Boreal Br. 
1840, 420 280, 320 2 24/20, 39/35 25/50, 20/25 - 0.85a,c, 1e, 0.06f 0.1a,c, 0.8g 65-100 10, 8 0.05 
Multi-objective 
Spruce-Boreal Br. 
2000, 420 360, 320 2 23/20, 38/35 25/45, 20/25 - 0.85b,c, 1e, 0.06f 0.1b,c, 0.8g 45-95 10, 8 0.05 
Multi-objective 
Boreal Br. 
2100 320 2 15, 30 30, 25 - 0.85c, 1e, 0.06f 0.1c, 0.8g 40-60 15, 12 0.05 
Recreationalist 
Pine-Spruce 
1100, 1100 280, 360 3 24/23, 39/38, 54/53 25, 20, 20 - 0.9a,b, 1e, 0.06f 0.3a,b, 0.6g 45-95 80, 14 0.05 
Recreationalist 
Boreal Br. 





1250, 1250 350, 300 3 25/22, 40/37, 55/52 25, 20, 20 - 0.9d, 1e, 0.06f 0.3d, 0.6g 110-150 60, 14 0.05 
Conservationist 
Boreal Br. 
2100 320 1 15 35 - 0.9c, 1e, 0.06f 0.3c, 0.8g 40-60 100, 14 0.05 
Conservationist 
Nemoral Br. 
1250, 1250 350, 300 1 25/22 35 - 0.9d, 1e, 0.06f 0.3d, 0.8g 110-150 60, 14 0.05 
Passive 
Pine-Boreal Br. 
- - - - - - 0.9a,c, 1e, 0.06f 0.1a,c, 1g 65-100 25, 17 0.05 
Passive 
Spruce-Boreal Br. 
- - - - - - 0.9b,c, 1e, 0.06f 0.1b,c, 1g 45-95 25, 17 0.05 
Passive 
Boreal Br. 
- - - - - - 0.9c, 1e, 0.06f 0.1c, 1g 40-60 15, 10 0.05 
Passive 
Nemoral Br. 
- - - - - - 0.9d, 1e, 0.06f 0.1d, 1g 110-150 10, 10 0.05 
Commercial 
Cereal 
- - - - - 201 0.8h 0.5h - - 0.2 
Non-commercial 
Cereal 
- - - - - 121 0.5h 0.3g,h - - 0.2 
Commercial 
Livestock 
- - - - - 324 0.6i 0.5i - - 0.2 
Non-commercial 
Livestock 
- - - - - 193 0.3i 0.2g,i - - 0.2 







Due to the difficulty of calculating soil carbon levels in interaction with forest productivities, 
only above-ground sequestered carbon (excluding the stump) was calculated. Optimal 
production functions of above ground carbon were also calculated using ProdMod outputs 
(Appendix C.4.2). 
Biodiversity 
The calculation of optimal forest biodiversity production considered forest age (Duncker et 
al. 2012b; Koskela et al. 2007; Marchetti 2004), using the generation of coarse woody debris 
with age as a proxy (e.g. Berg et al. 1994; Jonsell et al. 1998; Siitonen 2001), tree diversity 
(Gamfeldt et al. 2013; Marchetti 2004) and management practices undertaken by each 
owner type (e.g. woody debris removal), which have an influence on biodiversity (Chapter 2; 
Duncker et al. 2012a; Duncker et al. 2012b). I chose these forest attributes as indicators of 
biodiversity because of the availability of baseline data for them and the possibility of 
updating the data during model simulations. Finally, I considered the effect of forest 
productivity on biodiversity, specifically on coarse woody debris (Sturtevant et al. 1997), by 
assigning sensitivities to timber productivities. For further details of the calculation of 
optimal biodiversity production functions see Appendix C.4.3. 
Recreation 
Recreational value in Scandinavia is largely determined by the age of a forest, but also by 
forest management practices, accessibility and, to a lesser extent, by the types of tree species 
present (i.e. conifer vs broadleaf, and monoculture vs mixed) (Edwards et al 2012). See 
Appendix C.4.4 for further detail on optimal recreation function calculation. 
Cereal and meat 
Given baseline maps with available capitals and commercial cereal, non-commercial cereal, 
commercial livestock and non-commercial livestock agent locations (see section 2.1.6), their 
 and  were adjusted until total cereal and meat production equalled the total production 
in Sweden reported by the FAO (2015) for 2010. The production of non-commercial agents 
was set at 0.6 times that of the commercial agents to reflect approximate differences in 





2.1.5 Forest Felling 
The forest in a cell is clear-felled when it reaches an age that depends on site quality (i.e. 
productivity) (Lagergren et al. 2012) and owner objectives. In Sweden, the stand age at felling 
is regulated by law for pine and spruce to guarantee that the production potential is utilised 
(Kunskap Direkt 2015), and for beech, birch and oak recommended rotation periods exist (Löf 
et al. 2009; Rytter et al. 2008). Hence, lowest minimum felling age was assigned to the highest 
productivity values, while highest minimum felling age corresponded to the lowest 
productivity values (Table 7; Appendix C.5). Also, each owner type was assigned a Gaussian 
distribution of the planned felling age (above minimum felling age) (Table 7). This distribution 
was defined as being within the recommended rotation periods for all owner types except 
for recreationalists, conservationists and passive owners managing broadleaf forests. As 
these latter groups are not primarily interested in timber production (Chapter 2), they were 
assigned felling age distributions beyond the recommended rotation period. Felling age is 
determined at the time that an agent is allocated to a cell by randomly drawing a number 
(i.e. age) from within the agent type’s distribution. Upon felling, timber is harvested and 
carbon sequestered in the standing timber is removed from the national pool. 
 
2.1.6 Competition for land 
Farmers can be taken over by other agents each year because they are assumed to manage 
on annual timescales. For forest owners however, I assume that they will not abandon or 
change the management approach on their land until the forest has reached maturity, in 
order to recover the initial investment. Hence, competition for forested land starts only once 
the minimum age of felling has been reached. At that point a ‘potential’ agent with a higher 
competitiveness score than the incumbent agent can take over its land, resulting in one of 
two outcomes: 
1. If the potential agent is a forest owner type willing to plant the same forest type as 
that already standing in the cell, it will inherit the production functions of the former 
owner, as the effect of changing management of a forest once maturity is reached is 
negligible. Age of felling is however adjusted to meet the objectives of the new agent. 
As mentioned in section 2.1.3, passive owners follow this system exclusively and do 




2. If the potential agent is a farmer or a forester not meeting the above criteria, the 
standing forest is clear-felled and land is either converted to farmland or to newly-
planted forest. 
Forest owners plan what they will plant according to (non-climate sensitive) charts that show 
potential tree growth according to site conditions. Even though some owners may also 
consider climate change and risk spreading, this is currently not a generalizable trait of 
Swedish forest owner decision-making (Blennow et al. 2012). Hence, while farmer service 
production is evaluated for the coming year, forest owners evaluate it for the (future) year 
of felling. To evaluate agent competitiveness for a given bundle of services I use the benefit 









where the production level  is time-discounted by forest age at felling (#) to reflect desire 
for shorter-term returns where possible. Time-discounted production is normalised by the 
current per-cell demand (%) (i.e. demand divided by the total number of cells) to achieve 
levels that are comparable across agent types supplying services that are measured in 
different units. The per-cell unmet demand ('), is also normalised by the demand to give a 
proportional unmet demand. Finally, & is a weighting factor representing the importance of 
the unmet demand of each service. #  and & are parameterised to reflect observed time 
discounting and the assumed importance to society of meeting service demand levels, 
respectively. 
If an existing agent’s competitiveness is lower than its ‘giving-up’ threshold, it will abandon 
the cell. If a potential agent’s competitiveness within a cell is greater than the existing agent’s 
by a value larger than the existing agent’s ‘giving-in’ threshold, then the potential agent takes 
over the cell. Giving-up and giving-in thresholds reflect minimum acceptable benefit and 
tolerance to competition respectively, and are drawn from agent type-specific Gaussian 
probability distributions to simulate individual differences (Murray-Rust et al. 2014). Also, 
because not all farmers and foresters are affected by market conditions to the same degree 
or at the same time, I implement giving-up probabilities for each agent type that apply to 




mean values are scenario-dependent and are given in section 2.2, while standard deviations 
were set at 0.1 for all agents. Giving-up probabilities are given in Table 7. 
 
2.2 Scenario analysis 
Five future scenarios were defined by combining RCPs and SSPs. RCP4.5 was combined with 
SSPs 1, 3 and 4, and RCP 8.5 with SSPs 3 and 5, so as to explore coherent combinations of 
emission and socio-economic futures (Carter et al. 2015). Each RCP was also simulated with 
three climate models. Each climate model-RCP combination consisted of a different set of 
climate-induced annual productivity changes. Table 8 presents scenario-specific parameters. 
The ecosystem model LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al. 2001) was used to simulate forest dynamics 
during 2010-2100 using climate projections of the Global Circulation Model-Regional 
Circulation Model ensembles (hereupon ‘climate models’) EC-Earth-RCA4, IPSL-RCA4 and 
NorESM-RCA4 for RCPs 4.5 and 8.5 from the EURO-CORDEX project (Jacob et al. 2014; Jones 
et al. 2011). LPJ-GUESS simulations were performed by Dr. Fredrik Lagergren, from Lund 
University. Annual climate-induced change was calculated for all productivities using LPJ-
GUESS spatial projections of yearly timber volume growth for pine, spruce, boreal broadleaf 
and nemoral broadleaf forests, and yearly net primary productivity (NPP) change for grass 
until 2100 at 50x50 km resolution. Upon checking for non-linearities in volume growth and 
NPP change projections, linear models were considered to be adequate. Therefore, a 
regression coefficient was calculated for every cell by performing linear regression on 
projected growth values. These values were then downscaled to 1 km2. See Appendix C.6 for 
more details on calculations of climate impact on productivities. 
Following land-use and European SSP storylines from Engström et al. (2016) and Kok et al. 
(2015) respectively, SSPs differed in: a) future demands for ES, b) probability distributions for 
owner type giving-in and giving-up thresholds, c) the importance to ‘society’ of meeting 
demands for each service, and d) the possibility of farmland displacing forest land. Baseline 
demands for timber, cereal and meat were assumed to equal the observed production in 
2010 (FAO 2015; Swedish Forest Agency 2015), while those for carbon sequestration, 
biodiversity and recreation were assumed to equal the simulated baseline supply. Future 
projections were calculated using the IIASA SSP data (IIASA 2015) on decadal rates of change 




demands. Demands for biodiversity were projected following the SSP storylines with 
guidance from modelled global future changes in species abundance from UNEP (2007). 
Rates of change in recreational demands were assumed to be the same as those for 
biodiversity. Giving-in thresholds were set higher and giving-up thresholds lower for SSPs 
with greater barriers to adaptation (i.e. SSPs 3 and 4). See Appendix C.7 for further details 
about the creation of service demand projections. 
CRAFTY-Sweden simulations were run for Sweden for the 2010-2100 period at a 1km2 
resolution. The model was calibrated to produce minimal short-term (decadal) changes in 
land management under constant levels of demand and productivities, so that the effects of 
long-term forest management and scenario conditions could be isolated. The model was then 
run under these static conditions for the period 2010-2100 to produce a reference scenario. 
To understand model behaviour, sensitivity analysis was performed by altering values of 
behavioural, benefit function components, demands and productivities individually. To 
measure the effect of random model components 32 simulations were run under different 
random seeds, but otherwise identical parameterisations. Consequently, each climate 
model-RCP-SSP combination was run once (under one random seed). 
 
2.3 CRAFTY-Sweden outputs 
Modelling outputs presented here are for land-use change and ES provision. Agent types 
were mapped for every year during 2010-2100, and are presented for each scenario grouped 
into land-use and functional role categories through maps depicting hotspots of change, and 
figures showing nationally and regionally aggregated change. Hotspots were defined as 
50x50 km (smaller next to country borders and on islands, down to 39km2) units of analysis 
where the category with the highest proportional increase (calculated as the mean increase 
from the three climate model runs for the scenario divided by the area of the analysis unit) 
experiences an increment above 10%. Following the larger administrative divisions used by 
the Swedish Forest Agency, regional changes were aggregated into the Swedish regions: 
Upper Norrland, Lower Norrland, Svealand and Götaland, and shown as percentage changes 
between 2010 and 2100 (i.e. area change relative to available area in the region) with error 
bars showing the variability in the change between maximum and minimum values 
generated among the three climate models. Finally, ranges of service provision defined by 
maximum and minimum values among climate models were plotted for each scenario. 
 
 
Table 8 Scenario matrix. Service demands are only shown for the years 2010, 2050 and 2100. Demands shown for 2010 under the Reference scenario also apply to all 
other scenarios 
 Reference SSP 1 - RCP 4.5 SSP 3 - RCP 4.5 SSP 3 - RCP 8.5 SSP 4 - RCP 4.5 SSP 5 - RCP 8.5 
Service Demands 2010 2050 2100 2050 2100 2050 2100 2050 2100 2050 2100 2050 2100 
Pine Timber 
(mill. m3sk) 
35.29 35.29 35.29 37.98 40.22 32.85 31.14 33.00 31.77 36.71 36.24 34.97 35.30 
Spruce Timber 
(mill. m3sk) 
44.45 44.45 44.45 47.84 50.66 41.37 49.22 41.56 40.01 46.23 45.65 44.04 44.46 
Boreal Br. Timber 
(mill. m3sk) 
7.64 7.64 7.64 8.22 8.71 7.11 6.74 7.14 6.88 7.95 7.85 7.57 7.64 
Nemoral Br. Timber 
(mill. m3sk) 
1.51 1.51 1.51 1.63 1.72 1.41 1.33 1.41 1.36 1.57 1.55 1.50 1.51 
Carbon Sequestration 
(mill. ton) 
592 592 592 637 675 551 522 554 533 616 608 587 592 
Biodiversity 
(1000, unitless) 
234 234 234 234 257 210 183 206 175 222 211 199 189 
Recreation 
(1000, unitless) 
345 345 345 345 380 311 270 304 258 328 312 293 279 
Cereal 
(mill. ton) 
4.32 4.32 4.32 6.28 6.27 6.60 8.46 6.55 8.38 5.82 5.88 7.12 7.30 
Meat 
(1000 ton) 
537 537 537 765 718 808 966 815 998 761 781 1226 1178 
Importance of meeting 
service demands 
( ( ( ( ( ( 
Pine Timber 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.09 1.1 
Spruce Timber 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.09 1.1 
Boreal Br. Timber 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.040 0.045 
Nemoral Br. Timber 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.007 0.01 
Carbon Sequestration 0.2 0.35 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Biodiversity 1.1 2.50 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 




Cereal 5.0 4.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 
Meat 4.5 4.0 4.8 4.8 4.5 5.0 
Agent Type Thresholds Give Up Give In Give Up Give In Give Up Give In Give Up Give In Give Up Give In Give Up Give In 
Productionist Pine 0.30 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.28 0.12 0.28 0.12 0.28 0.12 0.30 0.10 
Productionist Spr 0.30 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.28 0.12 0.28 0.12 0.28 0.12 0.30 0.10 
Productionist Pin-Spr 0.30 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.28 0.12 0.28 0.12 0.28 0.12 0.30 0.10 
Productionist Bor.Br. 0.26 0.10 0.26 0.10 0.24 0.12 0.24 0.12 0.24 0.12 0.26 0.10 
Multi-objective Pin-Spr 0.29 0.10 0.29 0.10 0.27 0.12 0.27 0.12 0.27 0.12 0.29 0.10 
Multi-objective Pin-Bor.Br 0.25 0.10 0.25 0.10 0.23 0.12 0.23 0.12 0.23 0.12 0.25 0.10 
Multi-objective Spr-Bor.Br 0.25 0.10 0.25 0.10 0.23 0.12 0.23 0.12 0.23 0.12 0.25 0.10 
Multi-objective Bor.Br. 0.25 0.10 0.25 0.10 0.23 0.12 0.23 0.12 0.23 0.12 0.25 0.10 
Recreationalist Pin-Spr 0.24 0.30 0.24 0.30 0.22 0.32 0.22 0.32 0.22 0.32 0.24 0.30 
Recreationalist Bor.Br. 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.18 0.32 0.18 0.32 0.18 0.32 0.20 0.30 
Recreationalist Nem.Br. 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.18 0.32 0.18 0.32 0.18 0.32 0.20 0.30 
Conservationist Bor.Br. 0.23 0.30 0.23 0.30 0.21 0.32 0.21 0.32 0.21 0.32 0.23 0.30 
Conservationist Nem.Br. 0.23 0.30 0.23 0.30 0.21 0.32 0.21 0.32 0.21 0.32 0.23 0.30 
Passive Pin-Bor.Br. 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.30 0.08 0.32 0.08 0.32 0.08 0.32 0.10 0.30 
Passive Spr-Bor.Br. 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.30 0.08 0.32 0.08 0.32 0.08 0.32 0.10 0.30 
Passive Bor. Br. 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.30 0.08 0.32 0.08 0.32 0.08 0.32 0.10 0.30 
Passive Nem. Br. 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.30 0.08 0.32 0.08 0.32 0.08 0.32 0.10 0.30 
Commercial Cereal 0.24 0.70 0.24 0.70 0.22 0.72 0.22 0.72 0.22 0.72 0.24 0.70 
Non-commercial Cereal 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.90 
Commercial Livestock 0.24 0.70 0.24 0.70 0.22 0.72 0.22 0.72 0.22 0.72 0.24 0.70 
Non-Commercial Livestock 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.90 








3.1 Ecosystem service provision 
Timber provision grows steadily for all forest types except nemoral broadleaf during the first 
third of the simulation period across scenarios, as standing timber stocks are harvested (Fig. 
8). Harvests fall thereafter and grow again during the last third of the century for the 
reference scenario, while for the SSP-RCP scenarios they remain largely unchanged during 
this period. Nemoral broadleaf timber provision, however, grows only modestly for all 
scenarios throughout the simulation period, while remaining far below demand levels. 
Carbon sequestration for the reference scenario mainly decreases during the first half of the 
century and increases during the second half. For all other scenarios it decreases throughout, 
though more slowly during the second half of the century. 
Biodiversity and recreation provision generally increase for approximately the first 20 years, 
decrease until the middle of the century and increase thereafter. While scenarios with 
greater challenges to climate change mitigation (i.e. SSPs 3 and 5) tend to cluster together, 
others show higher supply levels and more differentiated trajectories. Biodiversity demands 
are met under four scenarios including the reference, while demand for recreation is only 
met under RCP3-SSP8.5. 
Cereal provision grows and in some cases starts to stabilise in the second half of the 
simulation, although under no scenario does it reach demand. Meat supply does however 
meet demand throughout the simulation. 
 
3.2 Land-use change 
Overall, major land-use change was largely concentrated in the northernmost region (i.e. 
Upper Norrland), while the southernmost (i.e. Götaland) experienced the smallest changes 
(Fig. 9a). Changes in SSP3-RCP4.5, SSP3-RCP8.5 and SSP5-RCP8.5 are largely similar, although 
uncertainty in the magnitude of change is larger under RCP8.5 in the southern half of the 
country due to more divergent underlying climate change projections. 
Nationally, an increase in agriculture and a decrease in unmanaged land are found, with the 




scenarios. For other scenarios, extensive conversion of unmanaged land concentrates in 
Norrland. Agricultural expansion is generally larger under scenarios with higher mitigation 
challenges, and tends to concentrate throughout scenarios in the middle of the country (i.e. 
Lower Norrland and Svealand). 
Monocultural conifer plantations tend to show minimal or no change. Pine-spruce forests 
generally expand extensively in the north and decrease in the south. Under the reference 
scenario however, they expand throughout the country. Mixed conifer-broadleaf forests 
expand in Upper Norrland and Svealand, but have only small increases in Lower Norrland. 
Trends in change for these forests differ in Götaland, where expansion happens under the 
reference scenario and SSP1-RCP4.5, but no change is observed under SSP4-RCP4.5, and loss 
occurs under all other scenarios. Boreal broadleaf forests have no observable change. 
Nemoral broadleaf forests undergo either no change or expansion, the latter being most 
prominent under SSP1-RCP4.5. 
Hotspots of land-use expansion in pine-spruce forest, mixed conifer-broadleaf forest, 
nemoral broadleaf forest, agriculture and unmanaged land are observable for the different 
scenarios (Fig. 10a). Western Norrland is a hotspot for pine-spruce forestry expansion across 
all scenarios. Pine-spruce forest hotspots occur also in the south under the reference 
scenario, and to a lesser extent under SSP4-RCP4.5, SSP3-RCP4.5, SSP3-RCP8.5 and SSP5-
RCP8.5. Only one hotspot occurs of mixed conifer-broadleaf forest expansion in the south 
under SSP1-RCP4.5. This scenario also has several hotspots of nemoral broadleaf forests in 
Upper Norrland, Svealand and Götaland. Agricultural expansion hotspots are present in the 
southern regions under SSP1-RCP4.5, SSP3-RCP4.5 and SSP3-RCP8.5, while under SSP5-
RCP8.5 they also occur towards the north. Finally, a hotspot of land abandonment exists 
consistently in south-eastern Götaland under all scenarios except the reference. 
 
3.3 Changes in land owner functional roles 
Upper Norrland was the only region where no land owner functional role had a discernible 
decrease across scenarios (Fig. 9b). In all other regions the percentage of productionists 
decreased, except in Götaland under the reference scenario. Productionist loss was strongest 
in Svealand and weakest in Götaland, reflecting a decrease in the proportion of 




owners were most successful, substantially increasing in numbers except in the south under 
scenarios with greater challenges to climate change mitigation. This type experienced its 
largest increases in Upper Norrland. 
Recreationalists decreased in the southern regions and increased in Upper Norrland, but 
their total numbers decreased under all scenarios except SSP1-RCP4.5 and the reference 
scenario. Conservationists experienced small or no changes in all regions and under all 
scenarios except for SSP1-RCP4.5, under which their numbers increased substantially, 
especially in Upper Norrland. The percentage of passive owners remained nearly unchanged 
under all SSP-RCP scenarios, but increased slightly under the reference scenario, mostly in 
Götaland. 
Commercial farmers generally increased in numbers under all SSP-RCP scenarios, but 
decreased in southern regions under the reference scenario. Non-commercial farmers show 
very similar changes under all scenarios, increasing in the north, barely changing in the mid 
latitude regions, and decreasing in the south. 
Hotspots of increase in productionist, multi-objective, passive, commercial farmer, and non-
commercial farmer functional roles can be observed among all scenarios (Fig. 10b). The 
reference scenario resulted in hotspots of productionists in Upper Norrland, multi-objective 
owners in all regions, and passive owners in Lower Norrland and Götaland. Under SSP1-
RCP4.5 and SSP4-RCP4.5 multi-objective owner hotspots occurred in all regions although to 
a much lesser extent in the southern ones, where commercial farmer hotspots also occur 
under SSP1-RCP4.5. SSP3-RCP4.5 had incremental hotspots in multi-objective owners in 
southern regions, and commercial farmers in all regions. SSP3-RCP8.5 differs from SSP3-
RCP4.5 in that it has a hotspot of multi-objective owners in the south, and it has no 
commercial farmer hotspots in Upper Norrland. Finally, SSP5-RCP8.5 has hotspots of multi-
objective owners in all regions, primarily northern ones, commercial farmers throughout the 






Fig. 8 Means (continuous lines) and ranges (semi-transparent areas) (defined by the three climate 
models) of ecosystem service provision, and service demands (dashed lines) through the study period, 















Fig. 9 Percentage change of a) land-use and b) land owner functional role categories per scenario and 




















Fig. 10 Locations of hotspots of increase in a) land-use and b) land owner functional role categories 







4.1 Future changes in land use and ecosystem service provision 
This work demonstrates the adoption of mechanisms to simulate forest owner decision-
making in large scale land-use change and ES provision modelling, and uses these to assess 
possible changes in the Swedish forestry sector under different climate and socio-economic 
change scenarios. Findings suggest substantial scope for model applications of this kind, and 
also for great variation in ES provision in the Swedish forestry sector, and important land-use 
change throughout the country. 
Some of the changes in ES provision that I simulate are not caused by scenario conditions or 
forest manager decision-making. In particular, the sinusoidal trajectory of pine, spruce and 
boreal broadleaf timber supply through time under the reference scenario is largely 
determined by the uneven distribution of forest ages within Sweden. This is a legacy of past 
land management decisions. Forestation in the country increased from the beginning of the 
20th century until the 1960s, when the maximum area of forest planted per year was attained, 
after which rates began to decline (Swedish Forest Agency 2015). The model suggests that 
this will result in a peak in supply during the 2030s, approximately 70 years after the forest 
planting peak. In reality, the magnitude of this peak is likely to depend upon the extent to 
which felling can be coordinated to preserve supply and price levels, but the need to harvest 
within certain time periods does constrain the scope for such actions. As a result, decreases 
are likely in timber revenue and in the supply of other forest services, with reductions in the 
supply of biodiversity, recreation, and carbon sequestration being projected in our 
simulations. Therefore, it is clearly important that the impacts of a future acceleration in 
timber harvesting are considered and addressed. 
More generally, the substantial decoupling between the simulated supply of, and demand 
for, forest services over the course of 90 years (in contrast to the results for agriculture) 
demonstrates the difficulty of continuously meeting societal demands for ES produced over 
long periods of time.  The consistent supply of multiple forest services represents a complex 
optimisation problem that can only be solved, if at all, using national overviews and top-down 
(e.g. policy) mechanisms. An obvious example is the provision of biodiversity and recreation, 
which depends upon nationally designated areas and prohibitions on felling in non-




scenarios I modelled (i.e. SSP1-RCP4.5). Future analyses of service provision under such 
scenarios should therefore also consider services provided by protected natural systems, in 
order to evaluate how far they are able to absorb impacts of changes such as large-scale 
felling in productive forests. Another consideration is the extent to which food demand 
exerts pressure on forest management and ES provision, with our simulations suggesting 
shortfalls in cereal supply even under sub-optimal forest ES provision. A higher societal 
sensitivity to cereal supply levels would contribute to bringing supply closer to the demand, 
which would further compromise the provision of forest ES. Furthermore, the potential 
increase in agriculture in the north would entail a more widespread competition with forestry 
throughout the country. Our simulations suggest that this northward expansion would 
largely come at the expense of unmanaged land, comprising wetlands and semi-natural 
vegetation, which also supply ES such as water supply, nutrient retention, food, recreation, 
or biodiversity (Costanza et al. 1997). Hence, it is important to understand that meeting 
future demands for agricultural and forest services will likely entail trade-offs with ES 
supplied by other natural systems. 
I also find that, under the SSP-RCP scenarios, carbon sequestration decreases as timber is 
increasingly felled throughout the first third of the century, but does not increase again as 
timber felling decreases after that (in contrast to the reference scenario). Similarly, 
biodiversity and recreation decreases are never entirely reversed under the SSP-RCP 
scenarios, while they are under the reference scenario. The reason for this is that forest-to-
forest land-use change is substantially more frequent under the SSP-RCP scenarios than for 
the reference, meaning that fewer forests reach their scheduled age of felling under the SSP-
RCP scenarios. The lower mean national forest age reached under SSP-RCP scenarios also 
entailed smaller annual timber harvests nationally as younger forests were being felled, and 
this keeps carbon sequestration, biodiversity and recreation at lower levels. These findings 
confirm qualitative results from Roberge et al. (2016), who suggest that the provision of 
supporting and cultural ES, and economic outputs from timber would be negatively impacted 
by shorter rotations in Fennoscandian forests. 
This phenomenon is explained by changes in demand levels and climate change, which 
together prompt forest managers to adapt their management activities more frequently and 
dramatically than they would otherwise do (with the size of this effect depending on the 




alternative management strategies).This effect is consistent with the ongoing consideration 
of  management alternatives (e.g. multi-species planting, or introduction of exotic species 
respectively) as adaptations to climate change (Felton et al. 2016; Kjaer et al. 2014). If forest 
owners do consider felling early when faced with a profitable alternative, the successful 
uptake of one or more innovations could trigger continued changes between forest types as 
simulated here, which could negatively affect the provision of services that increase with 
forest age. Further simulations including the uptake of innovations as a function of networks 
among forest owners (Satake et al. 2007) and relevant institutions would be particularly 
useful here. 
Many of our findings were broadly consistent between SSP3-RCP4.5 and SSP3-RCP8.5, which 
seems to indicate that the influence of climatic change on land productivities (being the only 
parameter different between them) may be less important than that of socio-economic 
changes or behavioural differences. Additionally, the great resemblance between SSP3-
RCP8.5 and SSP5-RCP8.5 suggests that land owner and societal behavioural factors (e.g. 
sensitivity to profit levels on the part of landowners and sensitivity to supply levels on the 
part of society), despite substantially different service demand trajectories, are key in 
determining the course and impact of land use change. Furthermore, this holds true for the 
provision of timber and non-timber forest services. 
Climate change, and especially service demand levels do, however, appear to influence the 
geographical distribution of land-use, as observed when comparing SSP3-RCP4.5, SSP3-
RCP8.5, and SSP5-RCP8.5. We see an expansion in both commercial and non-commercial 
agriculture towards the north as a response to the higher demands for agricultural products 
and increasing suitability for agriculture in the north. Additionally, the distinctive expansion 
of nemoral broadleaf forests and conservationists across the country, and of recreationalists 
in the north under SSP1-RCP4.5, are consequences of the higher value and demand being 
placed by society on biodiversity and recreation. 
 
4.2 Model assumptions and limitations 
It can be difficult to identify causes and effects in simulations from complex system models 
because of the multiple interactions and feedbacks inherent within such models. However, 




analysis and the exploration of simulation results, and sources of uncertainty among model 
assumptions. Giving-in and giving-up thresholds represent a range of personal characteristics 
that control an agent’s responsiveness to demand levels. Here I assign random distributions 
to these thresholds, in the absence of empirical data with which they could be 
parameterised. Our, and previous (Brown et al. 2016c; Brown et al. 2014; Murray-Rust et al. 
2014), sensitivity analyses show that the effect of random model components on agent 
behavioural parameters has a lower impact on ES provision compared with components that 
differ between scenarios (demand and productivity changes, and mean behavioural values). 
Land owner giving-up probabilities help to regulate the rate of owner type and land-use 
change, with lower giving-up probabilities resulting in less abrupt yearly changes, especially 
for farmers/farmland. Greater randomness between agents means less ‘rationality’ in land 
use change. Further insight into how behavioural parameters affect simulation results, 
through extensive sensitivity analyses, are presented in Brown et al. (2014), Brown et al. 
(2016c) and Murray-Rust et al. (2014). 
The ES demand change scenarios were derived from the SSP-RCP scenarios, but it is 
important to acknowledge the difficulty in estimating such demands because of the 
substantial uncertainty inherent within these scenario assumptions. It is also important to be 
cautious with the results for owner type and land-use change in the north west of Sweden, 
dominated by the Scandes mountain range. In this area, the effect of topography on 
productivity changes arising from climate change is difficult to model since productivities 
were calculated from climate change data at a coarser spatial resolution (50x50 km). 
Therefore, the effect of climate change is highly uncertain in north-western Sweden. 
Furthermore, the model allocates forest in the mountainous region under all scenarios, 
including the reference, to cells where forest was previously not present. This is mainly due 
to the time lag between the moment when forests start being planted in response to unmet 
demands and the moment when demands are met. During this time period, while service 
supply from young forests is still low, forests continue to be planted, to the point that they 
occupy available areas that may be less productive. This may be unrealistic depending on the 
level of return that ‘real world’ land owners are willing to accept from forest activities. 
Climate change is expected to have a substantial impact on biodiversity, disrupting the 
equilibrium of biomes through species extinctions, shifts in species and community 




Bellard et al. 2012; Dawson et al. 2011; Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). Our model 
did reflect the effect of climatic change on the distribution of differently biodiverse forest 
types, leading to shifts in the location and aggregate amount of biodiversity being generated. 
Otherwise, we only used biodiversity indicators that were representative for the scale and 
resolution of our approach, i.e. coarse woody debris levels, tree diversity, management 
practices, and (having a much smaller effect) forest productivity. While the generation of 
coarse woody debris (a determinant of biodiversity in our ABM) may be affected to some 
extent by climate change as timber volume growth rates increase, its availability will still be 
mainly determined by the management strategy being applied (Mazziotta et al. 2015). Tree 
diversity and management practices are indirectly affected in the ABM through the 
limitations posed by forest productivity. The direct effect of forest productivity on 
biodiversity was very small, and therefore barely if at all representative for the direct effect 
off climate change on biodiversity. Overall, given the scale used and the subsequent limited 
small-scale biological realism, it was difficult to accurately represent the effects of climate 
change on biodiversity beyond its effect on forest distribution. Therefore, if the levels of 
biodiversity generated by particular forest types were altered by climate change, resulting 
aggregate levels of biodiversity would be more uncertain. If this were the case, the 
competitiveness of different owner types could differ too through time, leading to different 
land-use transitions and levels of service production.  
Not allowing land ownership to change between forest owner types before stand maturation 
means that the effect of management on forest growth rates and their service provision 
throughout the life of the forest is fixed when the forest is planted. This would only be a 
limitation though if it were common for forest ownership and management to change during 
early forest development stages. Additionally, I did not account for voluntary set-asides for 
conservation, which make up at least 5% of the productive forest area (Swedish 
Environmental Protection Agency 2016). In addition, due to certification requirements, trees, 
tree groups and buffer zones are left on most felling sites, also reducing the harvested 
volume somewhat. Had voluntary set-asides and certification requirements been accounted 
for, yearly timber provision would have been lower and the outcomes of the modelled 
competition process slightly different. Conversely, as today, the majority of the planting 
material in Sweden comes from seed orchards, and these plants are expected to grow 
considerably faster (10-20%) compared to plants used in past decades, accounting for this 




on timber provision of not including voluntary set-asides or certification requirements, and 




CRAFTY-Sweden brings us a step forward in the understanding and representation of large 
scale land-use change and its complexities under climate change. Our results show that 
variability in human behaviour has a substantial role in determining the effects of climatic 
forces and societal demands on ES provision and land-use change.  Important changes in 
land-use and ES provision can be expected in Sweden as a result of changing demands and 
climate, especially towards the north of the county. Increasing food demands and 
increasingly favourable climatic conditions for agriculture would lead to agricultural 
expansion, if food imports are not increased. Such expansion would require trade-offs with 
currently unmanaged land, such as wetlands, which contribute important ES. Furthermore, 
accelerating timber harvesting throughout Sweden due to a nationally uneven age 
distribution, and increasing rates of forest land-use change between forest types may have 
negative consequences for forest ES provision. Finally, the challenge of steadily meeting 
societal demands for ES produced over long time periods and at large scales would require 
top-down mechanisms that use national-scale information to regulate forestry processes 























The importance of socio-ecological system dynamics in 
understanding coping and adaptation to global change 








This chapter has been submitted for publication to the Journal of 
Environmental Management. It builds on the methodology presented 
on Chapter 3 to present and discuss new modelling results with a 









Adaptation is needed to offset or exploit the effects of climate change on socio-ecological 
systems. This is especially so in forestry, a sector that is sensitive to the ecological and 
economic impacts of climate change (Hanewinkel et al. 2013; Keskitalo 2011; Lindner et al. 
2010), and where timespans of several decades exist between planting decisions and 
harvesting. Forestry also has great potential for climate change mitigation, through carbon 
sequestration and the use of wood biomass as a renewable energy source. However, 
competition for land with agriculture is likely to intensify as food demands grow, further 
altering the distribution and composition of forests and the levels of ecosystem services (ES) 
they can provide (Alexandratos and Bruinsma 2012; Buonocore et al. 2012; Tilman et al. 
2001; Zanchi et al. 2012). However, despite the importance and sensitivity of managed 
forests to global change, relatively little is known about how the sector can or will adapt. It 
is important therefore to improve understanding of forestry adaptation processes, the 
drivers and consequences of forest owner decisions, and the suitability of different forest 
management strategies in meeting societal service demands under future climatic and socio-
economic conditions. 
Effective management strategies enhance the coping capacity of managers and the land 
system. Knowledge about effective management strategies can also contribute to building 
resilience through adaptive capacity in land-based sectors. The concepts of coping and 
adaptive capacity have different meanings and connotations, and yet they have often been 
used to mean the same thing (Levina and Tirpak 2006). Coping capacity can be defined as 
“the ability of people, organizations, and systems, using available skills, resources, and 
opportunities, to address, manage, and overcome adverse conditions” (IPCC 2012), p. 558). 
Adaptive capacity can be understood as “the combination of the strengths, attributes, and 
resources available to an individual, community, society, or organization that can be used to 
prepare for and undertake actions to reduce adverse impacts, moderate harm, or exploit 
beneficial opportunities” (IPCC 2012), p. 556). Coping capacity can be strengthened with 
adaptation measures, while adaptive capacity includes both coping capacity and potential 
adaptation measures (Levina and Tirpak 2006). As a result, both are dynamic processes, with 
adaptive capacity in particular evolving as a result of changes in climate impact, society, 




The concept of adaptive capacity has been used to evaluate generic, sectoral and cross-
sectoral adaptation (e.g. IPCC 2012; Johnston and Hesseln 2012; Lindner et al. 2010; Sharma 
and Patwardhan 2008). However, the estimation of these capacities is commonly done 
through indicators, aggregated into indices, which are specific to the (temporal) context in 
which they are defined (Acosta-Michlik et al. 2013; Metzger et al. 2006; Vincent 2007). While 
the assessment of past and present adaptive capacity through such indices is accepted, no 
appropriate method currently exists for their projection into the future, which requires 
consideration of complex system dynamics affecting indicator variables (Araya-Muñoz et al. 
2016; Vincent 2007). Furthermore, while some studies have considered present capacities in 
combination with impact projections to assess future vulnerability (Lung et al. 2013; Metzger 
et al. 2006; Preston et al. 2008), the (unquantified) uncertainty carried by these approaches 
limit their utility (Lung et al. 2013). Besides, the implementation of adaptive measures will 
depend on a range of uncertain behavioural and cognitive factors (e.g. beliefs, experiences) 
(Blennow 2012; Vincent 2007), which are not considered in quantitative assessments of 
adaptive capacity. Hence, the concept of capacity as commonly employed is not sufficient for 
studies of future adaptation processes. 
Instead, future adaptation processes may be explored through process-based models of 
socio-ecological systems, which allow simulation not only of the states of the system, but 
also the dynamics that determine state changes. In land-based sectors, adaptation (including 
maladaptation) involves changes in land cover and/or management strategies (i.e. land-use 
change) that are determined by the decisions of land managers. In forestry, the capacity to 
cope or adapt to future environmental conditions under different management strategies 
has been evaluated (Le Goff et al. 2005; Seidl and Lexer 2013; Valladares 2008), but the 
behaviour and objectives that constitute the decision-making processes of forest owners 
about such management strategies (Andersson and Gong 2010; Ingemarson et al. 2006; 
Vulturius et al. in review) have seldom been considered in such assessments. Only Rammer 
and Seidl (2015) simulated adaptive management to climate change in forest landscapes by 
coupling human and environmental systems using agent-based models (ABM; i.e. models in 
which the individual behaviour of agents such as land owners is represented explicitly). In no 
cases have models been used to assess the suitability of particular management strategies 
for climate change adaptation. Furthermore, despite the importance of regional and global 
drivers of forest change such as competition for land or societal demands for ES, only climate 




I present therefore a novel approach to adaptation assessment based on a land-use ABM to 
assess the suitability of different forest management strategies in adapting to future socio-
economic and climatic change. The model accounts for land owner behaviour, the supply of, 
and demands for, ES, and the effects of climate change on land productivity. I apply this 
model to the Swedish forestry sector and its competition with agriculture. Simulations were 
undertaken for different socio-economic and climatic scenarios, to evaluate the 
competitiveness of different forest management strategies and their evolution through time. 
The model essentially represents autonomous adaptation processes, i.e. “adaptation that 
does not constitute a conscious response to climatic stimuli, but is triggered by ecological 
changes in natural systems and by market or welfare changes in human systems” (IPCC 
2007)p. 869). Hence, an additional purpose of the work presented here is to assess how 
useful measures of competitiveness and coping ability are in illuminating adaptation 
processes in forestry, and autonomous adaptation in particular. 
 
2 Methods 
I used the CRAFTY-Sweden model (Chapter 3) to explore adaptation to global change in the 
Swedish forestry sector. CRAFTY-Sweden is an applied extension  of the CRAFTY ABM 
framework (Murray-Rust et al. 2014) that represents large-scale land-use dynamics, based 
on the demand and supply of ES (Fig. 11). The services represented here are timber (from 
several different tree species), carbon sequestration, biodiversity, recreation, cereal and 
meat production (from agriculture). Demands are defined exogenously while supply depends 
on land productivity (that varies through time and space), the behaviour of modelled agents, 
and the infrastructure present at a given location.  
Agents include different types of forest owners and farmers characterised by their objectives 
and associated management practices (Chapter 3), with farmer agents included in order to 
simulate the competition for land between forestry and agriculture. Geographical space is 
represented as a grid of cells across the whole of Sweden at a resolution of 1km2. Each cell 
has defined levels for a range of capitals representing the availability of infrastructure and 
land productivity. A cell is managed by a single land-use agent, which uses the capital stock 
available within the cell to provide services according to its own production function. The 




demands and overall supply levels through ‘benefit’ functions, which describe the monetary 
and non-monetary value to society of service production. Agents can make decisions based 
on their current competitiveness (including an estimation of the future benefits they expect 
to attain from their land-use), and their willingness to abandon, change management or hand 
over land to a different owner. On the basis of their competitiveness, agents participate in 
an allocation procedure with potential new agents that results in land-use change. 
In the following, I outline the land owner typology from which modelled agents are drawn, 
and the production and behavioural mechanisms. I then describe the approach to scenarios 




Fig. 11 Schematic representation of the drivers and their interactions in the CRAFTY-Sweden modelling 
approach 
2.1 Land owner typology 
Forest owners were classified into 17 forest owner types (Table 9), and farmers into four 
farmer types (i.e. commercial cereal, non-commercial cereal, commercial livestock, and non-




Chapters 2 and 3. The management and behavioural mechanisms of owner types are 
described in sections 2.2 and 2.3. 
 
Table 9 Possible combinations of overarching forest management roles (columns) and forest types 
(rows) found to be managed under such roles in Sweden. Each combination constitutes a management 
strategy 
 Productionist Multi-objective Recreationalist Conservationist Passive 
Pine      
Spruce      
Pine-Spruce      
Pine-Boreal Broadleaf      
Spruce-Boreal Broadleaf      
Boreal Broadleaf      
Nemoral Broadleaf      
 
 
2.2 Land owner service production 
The production of agricultural services was modelled on an annual basis. Forestry services 
are however dependent on forest age and hence are less consistent through time (e.g. the 
changing provision of recreation, and the highly irregular provision of timber when a forest 
is thinned or felled). Additionally, climatic change can affect service supply by acting on 
productivities. 
The production of a service within a cell is dependent on the optimal production (i.e. 
production under ideal conditions) that an agent type would be able to achieve in a given 
year, affected by cell capitals, the annual climate-induced change in cell capitals, and the 
capital sensitivities of that agent type. To reflect individual variability, optimal production 
and capital sensitivity levels were randomly drawn from uniform distributions.  The following 
section describes the main elements underpinning the calculation of the production of 
different ES. Further details are available in Chapter 3. 
For timber production, optimal production is given by a forest owner type-specific function 
that determines timber growth given a forest’s age. The ProdMod model (Eko 1985) was used 
to generate timber growth curves for each owner type given their management preferences 




under currently ideal environmental conditions. Optimal production functions of above-
ground carbon storage were also calculated using ProdMod. The forest in a cell is clear-felled 
when it reaches an age that depends on site productivity and owner objectives. Given 
recommendations and legal regulations of stand age at felling to guarantee that the 
production potential is utilised, I defined (productivity dependent) minimum felling ages for 
the different forest types. Felling age is determined at the time that an agent is allocated to 
a cell by randomly drawing a number (i.e. age) from within an agent type-specific Gaussian 
distribution of the planned felling age (above minimum felling age). Felling age-related 
parameters are given in Table 7. Upon felling, timber is harvested and carbon stored in the 
standing timber is removed from the national pool. 
The calculation of optimal forest biodiversity production considered forest age, using the 
generation of coarse woody debris with age, tree diversity and management practices 
undertaken by each owner type (e.g. woody debris removal), which have an influence on 
biodiversity. Recreational value was largely determined by forest age, but also by 
management practices, accessibility and, to a lesser degree, by the types of trees and 
combinations present (i.e. conifer vs broadleaf, and monoculture vs mixed). 
According to baseline maps with available capitals and agricultural agent type locations, the 
optimal productions and capital sensitivities of agent types were adjusted so that total cereal 
and meat production equalled the total production in Sweden reported by the FAO (2015) 
for 2010. The production of non-commercial agents was set at 0.6 times that of the 
commercial agents to reflect approximate differences in production potentials across 
equivalent classes in Van Asselen and Verburg (2013). 
 
2.3 Competition for land 
Farm land can be taken over by other agents each year because agricultural management is 
on annual timescales. For forest owners, however, I assume no abandonment or change in 
management approach until the forest has reached maturity, in order for forest agents to 
recover their initial investment. At this point a ‘potential’ agent with higher competitiveness 
than the incumbent agent can take over the land, resulting in one of two outcomes: 
1. If the potential agent is a forest owner type willing to plant the same forest type as 




owner, as the effect of changing management of a forest once maturity is reached is 
negligible. Age of felling is however adjusted to meet the objectives of the new agent. 
Because passive owners are assumed to acquire forests through inheritance, they 
follow this system exclusively and do not compete for unmanaged land. 
2. If the potential agent is a farmer or a forester not meeting the above criteria, the 
standing forest is clear-felled and land is either converted to farmland or to newly-
planted forest. 
Forest owners plan what they will plant according to (non-climate sensitive) data that show 
potential tree growth according to site conditions. While some owners may also consider 
climate change and risk spreading, this is currently not a generalizable trait of Swedish forest 
owner decision-making (Blennow et al. 2012). Hence, while farmer service production is 
evaluated for the coming year, forest owners evaluate it for the (future) year of felling under 
current conditions. To evaluate agent competitiveness for a given bundle of services a benefit 
function is used, with production level being time-discounted by forest age at planned felling 
to reflect the desire for shorter-term returns where possible. Time-discounted production is 
normalised by the current per-cell demand for particular services to achieve levels that are 
comparable across agent types supplying services that are measured in different units. 
Accordingly, a per-cell unmet demand is taken into consideration, and normalised by total 
demand to give a proportional unmet demand. A weighting factor representing the assumed 
importance to society of meeting service demand levels of each service is also part of the 
benefit functions. For further details regarding benefit functions and parameter values used 
see Chapter 3. 
If an existing agent’s competitiveness is lower than its ‘giving-up’ threshold, it will abandon 
the cell. If a potential agent’s competitiveness within a cell is greater than the existing agent’s 
by a value larger than the existing agent’s ‘giving-in’ threshold, then the potential agent takes 
over the cell (subject to the time constraints described above). Giving-up and giving-in 
thresholds reflect minimum acceptable benefit and tolerance to competition respectively, 
and are drawn from agent type-specific Gaussian probability distributions to simulate 
individual differences (Murray-Rust et al. 2014). Also, since farmers and foresters are not all 
affected by market conditions to the same degree or at the same time, I implement giving-




their giving-up threshold. Mean giving-in and giving-up thresholds are given in Table 8, and 
giving-up probabilities are given in Table 7. 
 
2.4 Scenario analysis 
Five future scenarios were defined by combining Representative Concentration Pathways 
(RCPs) and Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs) as described in chapter 3. Each RCP was 
simulated with three climate models to capture some of the uncertainty across climate 
models. Each climate model-RCP combination consisted of a different set of climate-induced 
annual productivity changes. 
The ecosystem model LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al. 2001) was used to simulate forest dynamics 
during 2010-2100 using climate projections from the Global Circulation Model - Regional 
Circulation Model ensembles (hereupon ‘climate models’) EC-Earth-RCA4, IPSL-RCA4 and 
NorESM-RCA4 for RCPs 4.5 and 8.5 from the EURO-CORDEX project (Jacob et al. 2014; Jones 
et al. 2011). Following land-use and European SSP storylines from Engström et al. (2016) and 
Kok et al. (2015) respectively, SSPs differed in: a) future demands for ES, b) the importance 
to ‘society’ of meeting demands for each service, c) probability distributions for owner type 
giving-in and giving-up thresholds, and d) the potential for farmland to displace forest land 
(Table 10). 
Table 10 SSP scenario descriptions in relation to ecosystem service demands, importance to society of 
meeting service demand levels, and giving-up and giving-in thresholds (reflecting willingness to sell 
land and tolerance to competition respectively). For parameter values see Table 8 
Reference Demands for all services remain unchanged through time. 
Higher importance of meeting demands for pine and spruce timber than for boreal and 
nemoral broadleaf timber. Medium importance for all other services. 
More profit-oriented owner types, being more sensitive to benefit values, have higher 
giving-up thresholds and lower giving-in thresholds. 
Farmland cannot displace forestry. 
SSP1 
“Sustainability” 
Demands for timber and carbon sequestration grow until the end of the century. Demands 
for biodiversity and recreation are stable until 2050 and grow thereafter. Cereal and meat 
demands grow until the middle of the century and slowly decrease afterwards. 
Farmland cannot displace forestry. 
Compared to the Reference, higher importance for carbon sequestration, biodiversity and 
recreation, and lower for cereal and meat. 
Similar giving-up and giving-in thresholds as under the Reference. 
SSP3 Demands for timber, carbon sequestration, biodiversity and recreation decrease, and 






Compared to the Reference, lower importance of meeting demands for carbon 
sequestration, biodiversity and recreation, and higher for cereal and meat. 
Lower giving-up and higher giving-in thresholds than under the Reference 
Farmland can displace forestry. 
SSP4 
“Inequality” 
Demands for timber and carbon sequestration grow (less than under SSP1-RCP4.5) until 
2050, and decline thereafter. Demands for biodiversity and recreation decrease 
throughout. Demands for cereal and meat grow until the middle of the century (less than 
under SSP1-RCP4.5 for cereal, but equally for meat) and stabilise thereafter. 
Compared to the Reference, lower importance of meeting demands for timber, carbon 
sequestration, biodiversity and recreation, and higher for cereal. 
Similar giving-up and giving-in thresholds as under SSP3-RCP4.5. 




Demands for timber, carbon sequestration, decline during the first half of the century and 
grow back to initial levels afterwards. Biodiversity and recreational demands decrease over 
the century, but at a higher rate during the first half. Demand for cereal grows substantially 
during the first half of the century and remains relatively stable thereafter. Meat demands 
more than doubles in the course of the first sixty years and slowly declines thereafter. 
Similar to SSP3-RCP4.5, but higher importance of meeting demands for meat. 
Similar giving-up and giving-in thresholds as under the Reference. 
Farmland can displace forestry. 
 
CRAFTY-Sweden simulations were run for the 2010-2100 period at a 1km2 resolution. The 
model was calibrated to produce minimal short-term (decadal) changes in land management 
under constant levels of demand and productivities, so that the effects of long-term forest 
management and scenario conditions could be isolated. The model was then run under these 
static conditions for the period 2010-2100 to produce a reference scenario. To measure the 
effect of stochastic model components 32 simulations of the reference scenario were run 
under different random seeds, but otherwise identical parameterisations. Finally, each 
climate model-RCP-SSP combination was run once (under one random seed). 
 
2.5 CRAFTY-Sweden outputs 
Modelling outputs presented here relate to forest owner competitiveness and coping ability, 
which together determine the course of autonomous adaptation. To evaluate 
competitiveness, agent types were mapped for every year during 2010-2100, and are 
presented as ranges of owner type numbers defined by maximum and minimum values 
among climate models plotted for each scenario. Coping ability is assessed using a coping 
index, which reflects whether a particular management strategy is at least as competitive 
under an uncertain future global change scenario (defined by the scenario space) as under 




were calculated by assigning a yearly score to each management strategy depending on the 
number of scenario simulations (out of 15), which return a number of owners implementing 
that strategy above the reference. A point was scored for every simulation where numbers 
were larger than or equal to those under the reference, and zero if they were smaller. The 
coping index was also assessed at the level of forest owner functional roles by aggregating 
index levels of management strategies belonging to each role weighted by the maximum 




In general, I see substantial changes throughout the simulations with distinct trajectories in 
the numbers of owners implementing the different management practices (Fig. 12). All 
management strategies had different levels of competitiveness under different sets of 
objectives, given the same forest type. Multi-objective owners were always the most 
competitive managers for a particular forest type, while passive owners were always the least 
competitive. Other owners differed in relative competitiveness depending on their objectives 
and forest type. Owners managing forests containing pine or spruce showed an initial 
increase or no change in numbers until around 2025, followed by a decrease that lasted 10-
25 years, and a subsequent increase that would either continue until the end of the 
simulation, level off, or lead to an eventual decrease. Recreationalists and conservationists 
managing nemoral broadleaf forests showed somewhat similarly-shaped trajectories, while 
passive owners managing these forests differed, being stable in number until 2065-2080 and 
decreasing thereafter. There were very few owners managing boreal broadleaf forests, with 
2010 numbers ranging from 1-19 depending on the owner type, and results tended to diverge 
with time (Fig. D.1). Generally, farmers showed increasing trajectories during the first half of 











Fig. 12 Ranges in the number of agents for each management strategy through time, for the three 
climate models (shaded areas) and their means (solid lines) for the five SSP-RCP combinations, and the 
Reference scenario (mean of 32 variations of random seed). Management strategies implemented by 




Most forest owner types increased in number under SSP1-RCP4.5, followed by SSP4-RCP4.5, 
while commercial farmers became les numerous under these scenarios. The results for SSP3-
RCP4.5 and SSP3-RCP8.5 tend to cluster, as do the results for SSP5-RCP8.5, to a lesser extent. 
Productionist pine and multi-objective pine boreal broadleaf owners only maintained 
numbers throughout the simulation under SSP1-RCP4.5, while productionist spruce owners 
increased in all scenarios except SSP1-RCP4.5. Productionist pine-spruce, however, only 
increased under the reference scenario. Multi-objective owners managing pine-spruce and 
spruce-boreal broadleaf forests always achieved higher numbers in 2100 than 2010 despite 
an initial decrease in numbers for most scenarios. Passive owners managing pine-boreal 
broadleaf and spruce boreal broadleaf rebounded from their initial decrease approximately 
15 years earlier than multi-objective owners managing the same forest types. These passive 
owners eventually increased numbers towards the end of the century compared with 2010 
under all scenarios (except SSP5-RCP8.5 for passive pine-boreal broadleaf), with maximum 
numbers under the reference scenario. Similarly, recreationalist pine-spruce owners 
recovered from an initial large decrease 15-20 years earlier than productionist and multi-
objective owners of the same forest type, although never reaching their 2010 numbers. 
Recreationalist and conservationist nemoral broadleaf, in contrast, had higher numbers at 
the end of the century under all scenarios, especially SSP1-RCP4.5, while the opposite was 
true of passive nemoral broadleaf owners. 
 
3.2 Ability to cope with global change 
I find substantial variability in the coping ability of forest owners through time (Fig. 13). 
Generally, productionist and multi-objective owners have a higher coping index over longer 
time periods than other owner types. Nevertheless, both had lower levels of coping until 
approximately 2025, followed by high levels until the 2060s and a decrease to medium-low 
levels thereafter. During their final decline in coping ability, levels dropped slightly less for 
multi-objective owners than for productionists, and grew again slightly during the final 
decade. Coping levels of recreationalists and passive owners increased until approximately 
2030, with coping ability then falling gradually for recreationalists and abruptly for passive 
owners. Finally, conservationist coping fell to medium-low levels during the first third of the 





Fig. 13 Evolution of the forest owner type coping index through time. Each panel shows the coping 
levels of a forest owner functional role in managing different forest types (i.e. the coping ability of a 
forest owner under different management strategies) (solid lines), and the mean coping levels of each 
functional role weighted by the number of agents of that role managing each forest type each year 
(dashed lines). The number of agents implementing each management strategy in 2100 is shown to 
the right of each solid line 
 
These dynamics differed significantly across forest types. For instance, pine-spruce owners 
always experienced large decreases in coping levels from a peak in the 2020s, whatever their 
objectives. Pine, pine-boreal broadleaf, and boreal broadleaf forest owners were more 
robust, having medium-to-high levels of coping ability from the mid-2020s onwards, with the 
notable exception of passive owners of pine-boreal broadleaf forests. Nemoral forest owners 






 The results demonstrate that the competitiveness and coping of a management strategy is 
informative about the coping capacity of individuals implementing that strategy, and 
ultimately about the strategies’ suitability for climate change adaptation. The approach 
accounts for a range of ES provided through the implementation of different forms of forest 
and farmland management, and so goes beyond simple yield or economic-based 
assessments. It also allows an exploration of the potential future development in ES supply 
to assess the overall capacity of the forest sector to adapt to climate change. Our modelling 
approach has nevertheless some limitations, which are discussed in Chapter 3. 
The results suggest that substantial forest felling will occur in Sweden prior to 2050 as a 
consequence of the legacy of past forest planting in Sweden (Chapter 3). The felling 
contributes to the decline during this period in the numbers of owner types managing conifer 
or conifer-broadleaf forests. These rapid changes demonstrate the importance of large-scale 
felling events as windows of opportunity to incorporate new forest management strategies 
for adaptation to a changing global context. Hence, institutions such as national or regional 
governments, supra-national institutions or owner associations that administer top-down 
measures (e.g. information dissemination, awareness creation) can maximise their ability to 
trigger effective adaptation by targeting these periods. However, this requires advance 
planning as well as avoidance of new waves of planting that increase vulnerability in the 
supply of ES associated with uneven age distributions (Chapter 3; Rammer and Seidl 2015). 
After the initial felling period, higher rates of forest planting and competition for land occur, 
which are more strongly dependent on the climatic and socio-economic change assumptions. 
During this later period, the majority of forest owner types were most competitive under the 
SSP1-RCP4.5 scenario largely due to the greater demands for forest services, the higher 
importance attached to meeting these demands, and lower demands for food. For similar 
reasons, commercial cereal and commercial livestock farmers were much more competitive 
under SSP3-RCP4.5, SSP3-RCP8.5 and SSP5-RCP8.5. The similarity between the agent types 
in SSP3-RCP4.5 and SSP3-RCP8.5 indicate a relatively low impact of climate change on forest 
owner competitiveness compared to that of behavioural attributes or societal demands. This 
is largely consistent with previous research suggesting that future socio-economic conditions 




al. 2016c; Harrison et al. 2015; Harrison et al. 2016). Nevertheless, in many cases uncertainty 
ranges for the number of agents were substantially larger for RCP8.5 than for RCP4.5, which 
arises from the larger differences in productivity between climate models in RCP8.5 than in 
RCP4.5. 
That boreal broadleaf forest owner numbers remained very low throughout all simulations 
suggests that planting boreal broadleaf forests alone (i.e. not in combination with other 
forest types) is not a good way of adapting to future global change in Sweden. However, the 
low numbers of such forests in all scenarios means that few other conclusions can be drawn 
regarding owners of these forests. In contrast, recreationalists and conservationists 
managing nemoral broadleaf forests experienced substantial growth in numbers in spite of 
starting at relatively low initial numbers (371 and 180 respectively). Their substantial increase 
was mainly caused by the gap between supply and demand for nemoral broadleaf timber 
being relatively large throughout the simulations (Chapter 3). Furthermore, the high 
importance attributed to meeting demands for carbon storage, biodiversity and recreation 
in SSP1-RCP4.5 relative to other scenarios made these owner types considerably more 
competitive in SSP1-RCP4.5. Taken together, these results demonstrate the considerable 
importance of changes in the demand and supply levels of forest ES in determining future 
land use change; a system component that is rarely considered in the current generation of 
forest sector models. 
Most owner types whose forests underwent major felling during the first half of the century 
experienced lower rates of felling in SSP1-RCP4.5, followed by SSP4-RCP4.5, despite demands 
for timber being larger in these scenarios. This is mainly explained by higher demands for 
carbon storage, biodiversity and recreation, which are supplied at higher levels in older 
forests, under these scenarios, and by the relatively high importance given to meeting 
demands for these services compared to demands for timber. Large scale felling events 
concentrated within a short time period can determine the competitiveness of owner types 
such as productionist pine or multi-objective pine-boreal broadleaf under different scenarios. 
Others (for example pine-spruce forest owners in SSP1-RCP4.5), can have a higher 
competitiveness during the felling period, but become less competitive when the 
competition process is more intense, indicating the context-dependency of competitiveness. 
The large variability in coping ability of most forest management strategies throughout the 




felling events, the magnitude of unmet demand for forest services, or the intensity of 
competition. Once again, these results indicate that both coping ability and competitiveness 
are dependent on past events as well as the current environmental and socio-economic 
situation. This suggests that the suitability of management strategies for autonomous 
adaptation is not an inherent, static characteristic of the system, but is dependent on the 
change in socio-environmental interactions through time. 
Furthermore, the success of different management strategies is dependent on spatial 
characteristics (e.g. land productivity, infrastructure), as illustrated by regional differences 
(across Sweden) in changes in management strategies throughout the simulations (see 
Chapter 3).Although the impact of climate change on productivity did not substantially affect 
the competitiveness of management strategies in this study, it is likely that climatic change 
would determine the appropriateness of strategies in other areas of the world (e.g. Gauthier 
et al. 2014; Hannah et al. 2011; Pardos et al. 2015; Temperli et al. 2012). Thus, I can conclude 
that the suitability of strategies for autonomous adaptation is a dynamic trait of the system 
that is dependent on spatio-temporal contexts. Consequently, the implementation of 
adaptive management throughout stand rotation periods (i.e. monitoring and adjusting 
silvicultural operations such as thinning) (Pukkala and Kellomaki 2012), may contribute to the 
successful adaptation of forests to future global change. 
Moreover, the dynamic nature of the suitability of management strategies for autonomous 
adaptation indicates the need to re-evaluate the approaches currently used to study the 
adaptive/ coping capacity of individuals and their management strategies in socio-ecological 
systems. This is especially so in sectors such as forestry, where the decisions of owners and 
the implementation of strategies are time-decoupled from the provision of ES. Process-based 
models may therefore be a more appropriate method of studying autonomous adaptation 
and future adaptive/ coping capacity than models that project these capacities using static 
indicators based on discrete time snapshots. 
The management strategies of multi-objective owners were found to be more suitable for 
adaptation than those of owners with different objectives managing similar forest types. 
While managing forests for multiple objectives often implies both synergies and trade-offs 
between the ES provided (Chapter 3; Gamfeldt et al. 2013; Holm 2015), the success of multi-
objective owners reflected a higher capacity to provide, under the simulated scenarios, more 




This finding is consistent with that of Brown et al. (2016c), which identifies the ability of 
multifunctional management to provide different services and limit trade-offs as very 
important in shaping land-use change across sectors. This supports the adoption of multiple 
objective or multifunctional forestry, which has been integrated into national forest 
management planning in many countries over the last decades (e.g. Carvalho-Ribeiro et al. 
2010; Rico and Gonzalez 2015; Swedish Forest Agency 2014c; Zhang et al. 2000). It is still 
necessary however to better understand the extent to which multiple services can in reality 
be produced together, and multifunctional management needs to be better incorporated in 
models of the forestry sector (e.g. by incorporating more comprehensive sets of ES). Owners 
with a narrower set of objectives were, however, also somewhat successful at using 
particular management strategies (e.g. productionist spruce), and can be particularly 
successful in particular locations and scenarios. Therefore, while multi-objective 
management strategies may be a good solution to meet present and future forest service 
demands, it does not represent a panacea for all future conditions and is unlikely to prove 
superior to the maintenance of heterogeneity in ownership and management objectives 
across larger scales (Rammer and Seidl 2015). Hence, a combination of strategies that can 
support multifunctionality at different scales is advisable. 
I found that while some management strategies may become more competitive in the future 
(e.g. multi-objective spruce-boreal broadleaf), and especially so for particular scenarios (e.g. 
SSP1-RCP4.5), others may become less competitive, such as productionist pine in SSP3-
RCP8.5. Nevertheless, some strategies that are less competitive now may still become more 
competitive under future conditions , as illustrated by productionist pine or multi-objective 
pine-boreal broadleaf. This suggests that, while competitiveness and coping ability are both 
determinants of the suitability of a management strategy for autonomous adaptation, they 
are independent of one another and provide complementary insight into the adaptation 
process. This suggests the need to evaluate these concepts separately in studies of coping 
and adaptation, which has not to date been identified in the adaptation literature. 
The objectives of forest owners made a difference to both the competitiveness and coping 
ability of forest types. It is therefore important to not only consider the suitability of tree 
species or species compositions in adapting to climatic or socio-economic change, but also 
how well management practices associated with particular objectives may perform under 




Hence, policy makers and forest advisors need to understand that societal demands for ES 
will be most successfully met when forest types are managed in ways that align with owner 
objectives. 
Besides age constraints on when forests could be substituted or management strategies 
changed, I assumed free conversion from one management strategy to another (e.g. 
productionist to conservationist), competitiveness allowing. Such a conceptualisation may be 
correct if the change in strategy is associated with a change in ownership. However, in terms 
of actually realising adaptation by individual or collective owners, there may be barriers to 
transitioning to different strategies due to knowledge, values, attitudes and objectives (Boon 
et al. 2010; Kilgore et al. 2008; Kline et al. 2000a). In this case, the change from a strategy 
based on a particular set of objectives to one based on different objectives is likely to be 
more gradual than simulated here, and in many cases may not happen at all due to the 
reluctance to alter objectives. Furthermore, changes between strategies with more similar 
sets of objectives (e.g. productionist to multi-objective) are more likely than changes to more 
distinct strategies (e.g. productionist to conservationist). Governmental organisations have 
therefore an important role in promoting successful adaptation strategies and facilitating, as 
far as possible, transitions between strategies with very different objectives when 
appropriate. 
Even where successful individual-level adaptation is achieved, successful sectoral-level 
adaptation does not necessarily follow. Our results indicate that under enhanced 
competition and high rates of forest land-use change (leading to shorter rotation periods), 
the Swedish forestry sector may not be able to meet demands for ES (see also Chapter 3). 
This indicates that even if potentially successful strategies are available and implemented as 
adaptations, contextual conditions may affect their impact in the forestry sector as a whole 
and the extent to which societal demands for forest services are met. Hence, planned 
adaptation via policies and incentives is likely to be essential in addition to autonomous 
adaptation carried out by individual owners, if future ES demands are to be met. Our findings 
suggest that process-based models that account for dynamism in competitiveness and coping 
ability, ES provision and forest owner decision-making have a crucial role to play in 






The suitability of management strategies for adaptation is dependent on spatio-temporal 
dynamics. Adaptation is not a static, inherent characteristic of a system, but evolves in 
response to changing contexts that include both the external global change drivers and, 
importantly, the internal dynamics of agent interactions. Process-based models, capable of 
simulating the heterogeneity of real-world actors, socio-environmental interactions and 
change, are therefore a valuable tool in studying adaptation processes, including future 
coping and adaptive capacity. Competitiveness and coping ability were shown to be 
independent determinants of the suitability of management strategies for adaptation, each 
providing different, but complementary types of information about the adaptation process. 
Furthermore, assessment of the extent to which a diverse range of ES can be provided by 
mono- or multi-functional management is critical in understanding the potential of future 
adaptation strategies.  
The objectives of forest owners determine the success of particular species and species 
combinations in adapting to global change. Among the management strategies simulated, 
those aiming to provide multiple ES in a balanced way may be better at adapting to global 
change in regions with a bio-physical and socio-economic context such as Sweden. Across 
large regions, a combination of management strategies is nevertheless advisable to meet 
forest service demands by taking advantage of location-specific context and changes, and to 
present response heterogeneity in the face of uncertain global change. Many findings (e.g. 
the competitiveness of management strategies) were more uncertain under high-end 
climate change scenarios, meaning that more extreme futures will be more difficult to adapt 
to. Large-scale felling events represent windows of opportunity to incorporate new forest 
management strategies for sectoral adaptation in a changing global context. While 
management strategies exist that are suitable to successfully cope with future global change, 
their implementation does not guarantee that the forestry sector at the larger scale will be 
able to adapt successfully. Forestry in the future will likely be unable to meet societal 
demands for forest services on the basis of autonomous adaptation alone. Therefore, top-
down mechanisms such as monitoring, providing information about potentially more 
successful strategies, and promoting proactive decision-making are necessary to help 















A conceptual model of environmental institutions and 








This chapter presents a conceptual model of institutional actions in 
socio-ecological systems that can be applied in the future to agent-









Interconnected market forces and the rise of international environmental conventions lead 
institutional drivers to affect land-use from local to global scales (Lambin et al. 2003). 
Understanding how institutions affect the complex systems within which they operate 
(Pierson 2000) requires the identification of mediating factors and adaptive strategies at 
operational levels as well as insight into the interplay with individuals and other institutions 
across spatial and temporal scales. While formally an institution can be described as an 
underlying pattern or rule of behaviour in a society, the term is commonly used in the 
environmental science literature to refer to a specific organisation, a policy instrument or a 
policy programme (Dovers and Hezri 2010). In this paper, I use the term institutions to refer 
to formal organisations. 
In socio-ecological systems (SESs), within which land managers and institutions interact with 
the bio-physical environment, complex institutional systems can be distinguished (Ostrom et 
al. 1999; Pierson 2000). Multilevel governance can be understood as the result of institutions, 
including NGOs and companies, acting at multiple levels (e.g. municipality, state, 
supranational) (Yang et al. 2015). Their actions and interactions constitute decision-making 
systems in environmental matters such as land use or natural resource management 
(Keskitalo 2013). While not all institutions involved in a socio-environmental system 
coordinate or are even aware of other institutions’ decisions and actions, it is the joint effect 
of their actions that determines how the system evolves. 
To understand changes in land use and natural resource management, it is important to 
understand institutions and their actions and interactions with one another and with 
individual decision makers (e.g. land owners) (Agrawal and Yadama 1997; Ostrom 2005). 
Institutions have almost exclusively been dealt with in a qualitative way in the environmental 
science literature. Even though SESs are often explored using models, attempts to model 
institutions explicitly are rare (Campo et al. 2009; Purnomo et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2013). In 
practice, SES models usually consider institutional policies and interventions as exogenous 
factors that differ between scenarios, but which are not included endogenously (i.e. 
represented as processes) within the model (e.g. Guzy et al. 2008; Ralha et al. 2013; Van 
Berkel and Verburg 2012). This approach can be useful in studies of the disparities between 




arising from institutional decision making. Moreover, institutions are made up of people with 
inherent behavioural mechanisms and decision-making processes that underpin agency. 
Models capable of simulating human behaviour and decision making, such as agent-based 
models (see Chapters 3 and 4; (Ferber 1999), are becoming increasingly popular within the 
SES modelling community (Rounsevell et al. 2012). These models, however, tend to simulate 
the behaviour of individuals, while the behaviour of collective entities such as organisations 
has largely been neglected (Rounsevell et al. 2014). Including institutions in these models, 
explicitly, could allow better understanding of the influence on, and dynamics of, institutions 
within SESs. While a few studies have undertaken the representation of institutional 
behaviour in models of, for instance, forestry (Purnomo et al. 2005) or water management 
(Bohensky 2014; Schluter and Pahl-Wostl 2007), their treatment has been largely context-
specific.  
Here, I present and demonstrate a generic conceptual model to represent institutional 
decision-making and interactions to support modelling of institutional behaviour and its 
impacts beyond specific socio-ecological contexts. I contend that the applicability of this 
conceptual model across different contexts, and therefore the possibility of using models to 
explore aspects of institutional decision-making and policy implementation in greater depth, 
can contribute substantially not only to SES analysis, but also to fine-grained analysis of policy 
planning. 
I develop a generic conceptual model of institutional action applied to SESs based on (a) a 
(static) conceptual model of institutional types supported by empirical evidence from the 
Swedish forestry sector, and (b) an overview of institutional decision-making processes with 
a focus on SESs. I demonstrate the application of this conceptual model by creating an 
exploratory dynamic model of institutions that interact in a simple forestry governance 
system and run simulations under three scenarios. On the basis of these results I discuss the 
advantages and opportunities for further development of the conceptual model and its 
components, the possibilities for institutional model parameterisation, the benefits of 
coupling institutional models with other SES models that simulate human-environment 





2 Conceptual background 
Institutional actions result from external drivers and internal coordination mechanisms 
(Lengnick-Hall and Beck 2005; Ostrom 2005). External drivers are found in the environment 
within which an institution operates. They can relate to the bio-physical environment (e.g. 
climatic change) or to the actions of other actors in the system (e.g. lobbying by other 
institutions). Internal coordination mechanisms are the ‘cognitive’ processes (and 
automatisms that do not require any thinking) that underpin the decision-making of an 
institution in response to external drivers. Below, I describe how an institution makes 
decisions and implements these in the context of land-use change steered by its internal 
mechanisms and external drivers. 
 
2.1 Ecosystem service provision 
Institutions participating in SES governance either directly or indirectly affect the provision 
of public (e.g. biodiversity, storm protection) and private (e.g. timber, food crops) goods and 
services known as ecosystem services (ES) (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). ES are 
the benefits provided to humankind by ecosystems. Incorporating ES into a conceptual model 
provides an appropriate bridge between the provision of benefits generated by ecosystems 
and the demand for those benefits that institutions aim to fulfil. The goals pursued by 
institutions are underpinned by the ES that they seek to affect. Therefore, an institutional 
goal can be defined as a cluster of the (more specific) objectives for ES provision. For instance, 
the goal of achieving forest multi-functionality can be broken down into a number of 
balanced objectives for forest service provision (e.g. timber, biodiversity, carbon 
sequestration). 
 
2.2 Short term versus long term objectives 
Formal institutional actors, especially governments, are concerned with the short-term 
consequences of their actions; long-term effects tend to be heavily discounted because of 
electoral cycles and other considerations (Pierson 2000). Long-term consequences tend only 




of forestry, however, long-term objectives are important because of the requirement for 
long-term planning, and many of the implications of institutional decisions only play out in 
the long run.  The long growth periods of trees and the resulting slow generation of ES and 
revenues, which are largely dependent on forest stand age, mean that outcomes from a 
policy related to changes in tree species or in management strategies that is implemented 
today may only be expected to have an effect after several years or decades. Non-
governmental institutions such as environmental NGOs or land-owner associations may 
establish their long-term objectives according to a similar rationale. In the short-term, they 
need to set their priorities according to the levels of ES they aim to achieve. 
 
2.3 Actions 
Institutions place constraints on, and create opportunities for, other actors (e.g. restricting 
or allowing access to land, labour, financial capital, technology, or information) through 
various actions, including the implementation of regulations and norms (Batterbury and 
Bebbington 1999; Morgan et al. 2010). They therefore choose those actions that are (or 
appear) most effective in achieving their objectives. In turn, individuals and organisations 
respond to institutional actions and to the environments they create (North 1990; Pierson 
2000). 
 
2.4 Institutional adaptation 
Institutional adaptation typically consists of a sequence of events, including (1) the 
experience of environmental change and uncertainty, (2) the execution of institutional 
actions to deal with these changes and uncertainties, and (3) the realization of institutional 
outcomes and performance consequences (Lengnick-Hall and Beck 2005). Both 
environmental conditions and organisational capabilities shape an institution’s response and 
the consequences of these responses. 
Chakravarthy (1982) presented a framework of adaptive fit that includes three states: 
unstable fit, stable fit, and neutral fit. Each of these states can lead to institutional endurance 
through adaptation. The term adaptive fit is used to mean that an institution is able to 




A defensive strategy (i.e. based on reducing an institution’s interactions with its 
environment) promotes unstable fit. Institutions with unstable fit remain vulnerable to 
external events and depend on buffers for protection from the possible adverse 
consequences of environmental change. Unstable fit is best suited to an environment that 
changes slowly and predictably. In forestry systems however, a defensive strategy is not 
sufficient because it requires long-term planning despite slow processes. 
A reactive strategy can support stable fit. Institutions with stable fit attempt to identify and 
react to environmental change by realigning the institutional decisions as environmental 
conditions change. This form of adaptive fit is appropriate for institutions confronting 
moderate levels of environmental complexity. Stable fit allows for the process known in 
climate change science as coping or autonomous adaptation (IPCC 2012; IPCC 2014b), which 
involves addressing adverse conditions with the aim of achieving functioning in the short to 
medium term. 
A proactive strategy can promote neutral fit. Highly complex environments require neutral 
fit so that institutions are able to reduce their vulnerability to change by anticipating external 
shifts. This type of adaptive fit allows for anticipatory adaptation processes (IPCC 2014b). 
Anticipatory adaptation takes place before the impacts of environmental change are 
observed. 
A determinant of institutional adaptation is learning, since institutions, as with individuals, 
learn from experience (Pierson 2000). In the context of land use decision-making, the 
International Institute for Environment and Development (1994, as cited in Kengen 1997) 
stated that, in practice, there is no alternative to presenting the policy-maker with a range of 
indicators and models. Surveying and monitoring enables institutions to learn about the state 
of the bio-physical environment and its associated services. Information gathered through 
these methods is however often imperfect (Monk 2014; Yokomizo et al. 2014). In turn, 
institutions learn from such information and make decisions limited by uncertainty (Bryson 
et al. 2010). 
Also, measuring the performance of actions can allow institutions to learn about their 
effectiveness. However, it is often very hard to observe or measure important aspects of 
performance (Pierson 2000). Finding reliable indicators of performance is difficult because 
the outcomes of the actions of an institution are highly dependent upon the actions of others 




the actions of one institution. Even if mistakes or failures in policies are apparent, 
improvement through trial-and-error is difficult and time-consuming. Therefore successful 
learning is difficult: while learning does happen, it is often underpinned by inaccurate or 
incomplete information. 
 
3. Overview of methods 
3.1 Conceptualising institutional agent types and their interactions 
Information about Swedish forestry institutional structures, actions and interactions with 
other institutions and with forest owners were derived from peer-reviewed and grey 
literature. This knowledgebase was used to create an institutional network representing a 
(static) conceptual model of interacting forestry institutions. I created a typology (Rounsevell 
et al. 2012) of institutions to deal with institutional heterogeneity and reduce the large 
number of institutions involved in the system to a set of similar “types”. Generic institutional 
types were identified through descriptors (e.g. ‘research supplier’, ‘forest campaigner’, 
‘government’) that were commonly used in the forest governance literature (e.g. Meidinger 
2006; Werland 2009). Because of their specific roles, each Swedish forestry institution was 
found to correspond to a generic institutional type, viz supranational institutions, 
certification programmes, national, regional and local governments, environmental NGOs, 
owner associations and research suppliers. Generic goals and actions of institutional types 
were identified from the goals and actions of the corresponding real institution and their 
actions in achieving their goals. 
 
3.2 Decision making and the institutional action conceptual model 
Supranational institutions, environmental NGOs, owner associations and government, which 
have goals and actions that relate directly to the different ES that land can provide, were 
modelled as agents (see Rounsevell et al. 2012). For simplicity, research suppliers were 
represented implicitly in terms of (the quality of) information about the environment that 




I then defined and incorporated decision-making processes into each institutional type. An 
institutional action conceptual model was adapted from the generic LARA framework 
(Lightweight Architecture for boundedly Rational Agents) (Briegel et al. 2012) since it is able 
to account for institutional decision-making processes. The core elements of LARA for 
deliberative decision-making are (a) a decision-maker’s goal preferences, (b) a set of 
behavioural options (BO), and (c) some knowledge about the utility of each BO to achieve the 
different goals. The decision-maker’s selection of a BO is based on its beliefs about the 
utilities of BOs in the present situation, obtained by multiplying situational goal preference 
weights with the utility of each BO in achieving each goal. A situational goal preference 
results from multiplying a basic preference with the situational effect (weight) on that 
preference. In our conceptual model, LARA’s core elements for deliberative decision-making 
were reframed to the context dealt with here and termed service preferences, potential 
actions and perceived effectiveness of potential actions2. 
The model’s path of information processing and decision-making works as follows: the 
information perceived by an agent from the environment is stored in its memory, together 
with its goals, service preferences (understood as the relative importance attributed to 
objectives), and potential actions. Goals correspond here to levels of service provision that 
an institutional type wishes to achieve. Given that the optimum production level of a service 
is found where it meets the demand, it is reasonable to assume that institutions will try to 
ensure the fulfilment of self-defined demand levels. Following information storage in 
memory, the institution deliberates, leading to the establishment of action priorities. Finally, 
the institution evaluates and decides which action/s to implement. 
 
3.3 Example model illustration: a simple forestry governance system 
I illustrate an application of the conceptual model through a simple forestry governance 
model generated using Microsoft Excel and Visual Basic. The model was parameterised by 
assigning levels of service preferences and perceived effectiveness of potential actions to 
reflect the information gathered about the institutional structures of the Swedish forestry 
                                                          
2 Corresponding to goal preferences, behavioural options and situational utilities respectively 




sector, for three types of institutions: government, environmental NGOs, and owner 
associations. Levels of service preferences were assigned according to the institutional type 
goals defined in Table 11 (see results section 4.1). Potential actions of the government are to 
subsidise service production, to set production quotas, and to invest in infrastructure (e.g. 
roads).  Environmental NGOs and owner associations may lobby the government to support 
the supply of the different services. Even though governmental actions are meant to affect 
forest managers’ ability to generate services, given the focus of this paper on institutional 
modelling, managers were not modelled and governmental actions were assumed to 
influence service provision (and hence supply-demand difference) directly. 
Three hypothetical scenarios were generated that differ in the production levels of the three 
services provided by managed forests at a given moment in time. The competing services are 
timber, biodiversity, and recreation. Each model simulation was run for 50 time steps. 
 
4. Institutional types, the conceptual model and its application 
4.1 Institutional types conceptual model 
Appendix E provides a set of narratives describing the actions of, and interactions between, 
Swedish forestry institutions. Fig. 14 represents these interactions as a network. Given the 
complexity of this network, and the difficulty of representing and parameterising such great 
number of institutions and interactions in a simulation model, Fig. 15 was developed as a 
generic interpretation of Fig. 14, to create a (static) conceptual model of interacting forestry 
institutional types. The goal of research suppliers is to generate and provide knowledge 
(Table 11), but this is dependent on the goals of research funders. The goals of a government 
depend on its electorate, and on the goals of stakeholders who influence the government. 
The goals of environmental NGOs and owner associations are more stable and reflect the 






Fig. 14 Representation of the relationships between institutions and forest managers in the Swedish 
forestry sector based on their actions and the geographical-hierarchical level (colour-coded) at which 
they operate. Similarly-shaped boxes represent a particular institutional type: a) rectangle = 
government; b) rounded corners = research suppliers; c) snip diagonal corners = environmental NGOs; 
d) round upper corners = owner associations; e) round diagonal corners = supranational institutions. 
All solid arrows are unidirectional. Dashed arrows signify presumed connections that could not be 







Fig. 15 Conceptual model of generic institutions in the Swedish forestry sector. Arrows represent the 
direction of influence through actions performed by institutional types 
Table 11 Institutional type goals and actions in relation to forestry 
Institutional type Goals Actions 
Government - Production 
- Environmental 
- Climate change mitigation 
and adaptation 





- Grant permits 
Research Suppliers - Provide knowledge 
(weather, water, climate, 





- Monitor environment 
- Inform/advise 
Environmental NGOs - Nature conservation 
- Sustainability 
- Climate change mitigation 
and adaptation 






Owner Associations - Owner profitability - Inform/advise 
- Provide services 
- Lobby 
Supranational Institutions - Sustainability 
- Multi-functionality 
- Climate change mitigation 
and adaptation 
- Establish international 
hard and soft law 
- Inform/advise 
- Grant certification 
 
 
4.2 An institutional action conceptual model 
Fig. 16 shows an overview of the institutional action conceptual model. When institutional 
agents make deliberative decisions about their actions, they do so by considering their 
service preferences, how well the demands for services are being met (from here on ‘supply-
demand difference’ (SDD)) and the perceived effectiveness of their potential actions. These 
three decision-making components take values for the services considered by the 
institutional type, which can be normalised for comparability and to reflect differences 
between values without the need for additional weighting factors. Values for service 
preferences ()), SDDs (*) and perceived effectiveness of potential actions (+,,) are taken 
by a function (Eq. 1) that calculates final values to determine which actions (-) are taken 
upon which services () and which are not, i.e. action priorities (#),,). An action is 
implemented upon a service if its #),, value is above a predefined threshold. 
#),, =	) ∗	 /−*0 ∗ 	+,, (1) 
 
A service preference 	) represents the relative importance given by an institution to the 
generation of a certain service in relation to the importance attributed to the generation of 
other services. Even though institutions may have long-term and short-term objectives, and 
thereby preferences, I only regard one type of preference for the sake of simplicity. 
 Planned adaptation to environmental change can be incorporated into the model through 
adjustments of ). An institution may decide to adapt after becoming aware that conditions 
have changed or are expected to change, with the intention of returning to, maintaining, or 
achieving a desired state (Easterling et al. 2007). Changing conditions may refer to alterations 
to an institution’s circumstances (e.g. markets) (e.g. Mosnier et al. 2014; Nkem et al. 2010) 




2010). These may prompt an institutional agent to readjust the relative importance given to 
a number of services. Changes to ) values may also be predefined following decisions to 
adapt established through scenarios. 
The service SDD 	* indicates to the institution how well the demand for a service is being 
met at the time of deliberation. If demand is unmet, then -1< *<0, while in a situation of 
oversupply 1> *>0. In Equation 1, * is multiplied by -1 because I assume that the magnitude 
of the intended change in supply, in order to meet the demand, is inversely proportional to 
the magnitude of the SDD. As information monitored by research suppliers or others is 
generally imperfect, uncertainty can be incorporated in monitored * values through an 
uncertainty distribution. The resulting value of multiplying ) and * reflects the institutional 
agents’ situational service priorities. 
The perceived effectiveness of an institution’s potential action to increase or decrease the 
production of a service 	+,, reflects an institution’s self-assessed efficacy in 
increasing/decreasing production of the service by implementing a particular action. 
Effectiveness would be limited in the real world by factors such as budget restrictions, 
available knowledge or power. This perceived effectiveness may be influenced by learning. 
Knowledge acquired by an institution at any point in time that does not relate to service 
provision may be incorporated via changes in the perceived effectiveness of certain potential 
actions and preferences for affected services. Such a mechanism would be relevant when 
simulating processes of planned adaptation to climate change, for instance. New knowledge 
becoming available about the means for adaptation (e.g. improved policy tools, new 
technologies) (e.g. Harrison et al. 2013; Lindner et al. 2010) could justify reassessing the 
institution’s perceived effectiveness of relevant actions. Additionally, changes to an 
institution’s power or available (financial) resources may entail a shift in the perceived 
effectiveness of its potential actions. The +,, can only take values between 0 and 1 if the 
action is intended to increase service production, and between 0 and -1 if the action is meant 
to reduce service production. Adjustments to +,, values can be introduced at given points 
in time through scenarios, reflecting for instance increases or decreases in dedicated budgets 
or new available knowledge. 
The action priority 	#),, indicates the degree of priority of an action (i.e. implementation). 
An action with a priority value higher than the exogenously determined threshold value will 




Implemented actions are intended to effect land capitals, land-use, institutions, or land 
managers’ ability to produce services. For example, if the action “subsidise” for the service 
“biodiversity” obtains a value higher than the implementation threshold, then a subsidy to 
biodiversity will be enacted. As a result of subsidising biodiversity, levels of biodiversity may 
or may not increase. In the subsequent time step research suppliers will monitor biodiversity 
levels again and a new decision-making process will commence. 
 
 
Fig. 16 An overview of the institutional action conceptual model showing the relationship between 
key components of the model and main entities of a SES (i.e. land, land managers, and other 
institutions). Grey boxes connected by dashed lines represent processes that may occur only once 
over several iterations 
 
4.3 Example model illustration 
4.3.1 Model and Parameterisation 
Developed scenarios are shown in Table 12. Table F.1 shows the initial parameters assigned 
to the model at time t0, and the changes to some parameters and generated variables at time 
t1. Levels of perceived effectiveness of potential actions, and service preferences of 
environmental NGOs and owner associations are kept constant throughout the simulation. 
The chosen implementation threshold value is the same for all institutions and, like the action 




government for a service, the level of governmental preference for the service increases by 
0.1. The effect of subsidising or investing in infrastructure is to increase a service’s SDD level 
by 0.1, while setting quotas decreases service SDD by 0.1. Also, to simulate competition 
between services supplied from limited land resources, service supply is reduced at each time 
step if one or both of the other services increase. Equations 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the nature 
of the changes in timber, biodiversity and recreation respectively subject to the effects of 
implemented actions and changes in the two other services. 
 
*1,23 =	*1, +	+#1, − 	+#4, ∗	54,1
−		+#6, ∗ 	56,1 
(2) 
 
*4,23 =	*4, +	+#4, − 	+#1, ∗ 	51,4
−		+#6, ∗ 	56,4 
(3) 
 




where +#1, +#4 and +#6 are the effects of the governmental action/s on timber (7), 
biodiversity (8) and recreation (9), and 5,: is a factor determining the collateral effect of an 
action targeted at a service (;) on the SDD of another service (<). 5,: parameter values can 
be found in Appendix F. 
Multiple model runs were performed with different initial service SDDs, service preferences, 
perceived effectiveness of potential actions, and implementation thresholds. A sensitivity 
analysis of the implementation thresholds was undertaken by measuring the area between 
a curve of SDD modelled with threshold value 0 and SDD curves with threshold values 
between -1 and 1 at intervals of 0.1. 
 
Table 12 Descriptions and levels of service supply-demand difference (SDD) for three scenarios used 




Scenario Description Service SDD 
  Timber Biodiversity Recreation 
TIMBER 
PROFUSION 
Available forest land is managed 
primarily for timber production while 
other services are treated as 
secondary. Timber supply is very high 
to the point of substantially going 
beyond the demand. The supply of 
biodiversity associated with 
production-oriented forests is low. 
Under such circumstances some 
recreation is provided, but it does not 
meet demand. 
 
0.6 -0.5 -0.1 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDEN 
A large proportion of the forest land 
is managed with nature conservation 
as a primary objective. Supply of 
timber does not meet demand, while 
biodiversity is oversupplied. 
Recreation, being partly associated 
with levels of biodiversity, is also 
supplied slightly beyond the demand. 
 
-0.2 0.5 0.1 
PERFECT 
EQUILIBRIUM 
Forest land management seeks multi-
functionality. Production levels of all 
three services are equal, but they do 
not meet the demand. 
 
-0.3 -0.3 -0.3 
 
 
4.3.2 Modelling Results 
It can be observed that, while projected SDDs are somewhat sensitive to changes in all four 
parameters, they are most sensitive to adjustments in implementation thresholds. While 
initial SDDs, preferences, and perceived effectiveness of actions have the same weight in 
determining institutional action priorities, the former is more influential on the outcomes as 
it sets the starting position for service SDDs. 
Sensitivity analysis shows a major effect of implementation thresholds on SDD outcomes. 
Service SDD projections behave particularly differently if the threshold is above, equal to or 
below 0 (Fig. 17a). Thresholds above 0 reflect lower institutional intervention, and higher 




time steps where institutions may intervene, service provision appears to become ‘good 
enough’ at which point institutions no longer attempt to influence service provision, which 
then remains constant over time. If the threshold is equal to 0, intervention becomes intense 
until, after a few initial time steps, service provision is close to meeting the demand. From 
this point onward the provision of different services oscillates above and below demand 
levels, while remaining close to these levels, as a result of service competition for available 
land and subsequent institutional interventions. If the implementation threshold is set below 
0, patterns are somewhat similar to those when the threshold equals 0, except that the 
oscillations occur around higher SDD values for lower thresholds. This high intervention leads 
to oversupply as institutions support production even where their action priorities are very 
low or even negative. Overall, service SDDs are more sensitive to threshold decreases (from 
threshold = 0) than they are to increases (Fig. 17b). 
Simulation runs for the three service SDD scenarios with an implementation threshold of 0.2 
generate substantially different SDD projections (Fig. 18). While production levels cause 
institutional action when they are far away from the demand, in the “Timber Profusion” and 
“Environmental Eden” scenarios, the service that is initially supplied the most continues to 
be more supplied than the others, and the least supplied service remains the least supplied. 
In the “Perfect Equilibrium” scenario, initial provision levels are the same for the three 






Fig. 17 a) Timber SDD projections for different implementation thresholds between -1 and 1; and b) 
sensitivity (i.e. area between curves) of service SDD for implementation thresholds with decreasing 
and increasing values at 0.1 point intervals starting from a threshold value of 0 
 
 
Fig. 18 Timber, biodiversity and recreation SDD projections simulated with an implementation 






The institutional action conceptual model presented here provides an advance in SES models 
by allowing important institutional dynamics to be represented endogenously. This was 
demonstrated by a simple, illustrative implementation, but other implementations are 
possible to address different contexts and a wide range of research questions. 
The three institutional types (i.e. government, environmental NGOs, owner associations) can 
be observed at any level of governance (e.g. local, national, and international) and are likely 
to occur in all SESs, yet their decision-making parameters may differ. Nevertheless, a model 
could represent any number of institutional types or more specifically-defined institutions. 
For instance the interplay could be modelled between a local and a national government, or 
the interactions between the different organisations involved in the Swedish forestry sector. 
While I chose a threshold to select implemented actions, it should be noted that different 
action-selection mechanisms could be used depending on the decision-making process. For 
instance, a simple ranking of actions according to action priority levels is an alternative. The 
implementation threshold reflects the willingness of an institution to intervene in service 
provision levels. In the simulations presented here equal threshold values were assigned to 
all institutions for the sake of model simplicity, but a more realistic model may take different 
threshold values for different institutions and even different services, as actual institutions 
may not be equally inclined to intervene. For example, in a country such as China, self-
identified as a ‘socialist market economy’, government is more likely to regulate the provision 
of certain services (e.g. energy) than in a neo-liberal country (Haque 1999; Lo 2013), which 
would prefer to leave more leeway for the market to self-regulate. Also, a government might 
be more willing to intervene in the provision of public services such as biodiversity, than in 
private services such as timber production. 
As with many models, the main challenge faced by this conceptual model when developing 
real world applications is reliable parameterisation (Bravo 2014; Smajgl et al. 2011). In spite 
of this, however, data collection methods exist that could support model parameterisation; 
the most appropriate methods being social surveys and focus groups (see Lindlof and Taylor 




In developing an empirical model of institutional types, a common method to parameterise 
agent types is to use social survey data with a cluster analysis (Chapter 3; Fontaine et al. 2014; 
Rounsevell et al. 2012). Clustering essentially describes the grouping of subjects (e.g. 
institutions) based on the similarity of attributes (Rousseeuw 1987). This method can be used 
as an alternative to the more qualitative way in which institutional types were developed 
here. 
The parameter that represents the perceived effectiveness of potential actions of an 
institution is the most difficult to define, since it is difficult for an institution to assess the 
potential effectiveness of its own actions (see section 2.4). Hence parameterisation may not 
go beyond a ‘best guess’. However, this parameter is based on a relative value, so that 
relative differences in action effectiveness can be considered between actions. Relating the 
effectiveness of actions to those of others can help in defining the effectiveness levels for 
actions that are more uncertain. Moreover, this parameter provides a means of exploring the 
effects of different learning strategies. 
In the model illustration presented here, institutions were assumed to be isolated from forest 
managers and their actions. Nevertheless, institutional models can be useful in studying SESs 
(e.g. land-use and land-cover change, natural resource management) when coupled with 
other SES models that simulate interactions between land managers and the environment. 
Coupling such models would be useful in exploring the feedbacks between institutions, land 
managers and the environment. A model of land manager agents and their decision-making 
processes could also be based on the supply of ES providing coherence across the different 
agent types (Chapter 3). 
Models of institutional decision-making in SESs could also inform policy and planning 
processes. For instance, the conceptual model enables the assessment of the effect of 
alternative policy instruments on the environment (i.e. institutional actions) or an evaluation 
of the trade-offs in ES provision resulting from policy intervention (Villamor et al. 2014). 
Moreover, coupling an institutional model with a land-use model, would allow an evaluation 
to be made of the impacts of institutional decisions and policies on land-use and land-cover 
(Matthews et al. 2007) and on the behaviour of land managers. This approach would also 







I demonstrate how the actions and interactions of institutions in SESs can be represented in 
simulation models. I show that Swedish forestry institutions can be classed into generic 
categories that support modelling, including parameterisation. I also demonstrate the 
applicability of the LARA framework in modelling actors in SESs and their decision-making 
processes, which in spite of representing institutional processes simply, offers insight into 
system behaviour. The scenario analysis shows that, provided institutional intervention is not 
high, the relative supply of each ES (in relation to the supply of other services) is not likely to 
change substantially. Hence, taken in isolation from other external factors of the SES, the 
overall status quo (in terms of relative service supply) is unlikely to change unless institutions 
intervene strongly. Simulations performed with a lower level of intervention suggest that 
cooperation between institutions would lead to more consistency in the achievement of 
policy objectives. By contrast, more competition between institutions causes them to pull in 
different directions, leading to more variability in service supply. 
Complexity and uncertainty are inseparable from policy and planning in SESs. Institutional 
conceptual modelling has a role in allowing scientists, policymakers and planners to better 
understand the consequences of institutional actions and interactions on SESs. Such models 
support better understanding of the key institutional decision-making dynamics, 
endogenously, in a flexible way across different SESs. This relies, however, on the use of 
appropriate methods to parameterise institutional service preferences, the perceived 
effectiveness of potential actions and the willingness to intervene in service provision. The 
study of appropriate methods to parameterise institutional decision-making in models is 








































1 Discussion and conslusions 
This study has addressed both adaptation to global change in the forestry sector and the 
appropriateness of modelling tools such as ABMs to study adaptation processes. Over the 
four previous chapters, I answered the research questions posed at the introduction of this 
thesis. In the following two sections, I discuss my findings focusing on first on adaptation and 
secondly on adaptation assessment and modelling. The limitations of this study and future 
research are subsequently discussed. Finally, I offer policy recommendations on the basis of 
findings. Key findings are stated in bold and discussed in each paragraph. Each key finding 
includes a list of the chapters that contain the relevant literature and evidence supporting it. 
 
1.1 Adaptation to global change 
Forestry in the future will likely be unable to meet societal demands for forest services 
solely on the basis of autonomous adaptation. Reactive adaptation strategies were found 
to be insufficient to address the effects on service provision of the substantial time-
decoupling between the supply of, and demand for, forest services; legacy effects of past 
land-use change; and competition for land between agents. Even when suitable adaptation 
strategies may be available to forest owners, successful sectoral-level adaptation will not 
necessarily follow. Therefore, top-down mechanisms and planned adaptation are necessary 
to help individuals and the sector as a whole to meet ES supply goals. Such mechanisms could 
include the promotion of uneven-aged forest management (Lafond et al. 2014; Laiho et al. 
2011) and of multi-objective forestry to ensure a more sustained ES provision.  Studies like 
this, help institutions involved in forestry and land use to better inform land owners and 
other institutions about better/worse adaptation strategies and approaches, so that they will 
be able to make more informed plans and decisions regarding adaptation. (Chapters 3 and 4) 
A northward expansion of agriculture and especially of forestry proved positive for both 
sectors in adapting to changing conditions, under several scenarios, given the substantial 
land availability and the improved environmental conditions for plant growth. Other 
studies have suggested the benefits to the provision of forest and agricultural services from 
a northward expansion in forestry and agriculture due to increased productivities resulting 




forest expansion towards the mountains occurred under all scenarios, reinforcing the 
argument that climatic conditions may make mountain areas more suitable for forestry due 
to increasing productivities (Kullman and Kjallgren 2006; Rundqvist et al. 2011; Van Bogaert 
et al. 2010). Pine-spruce forests managed by multi-objective owners were found to be the 
most successful in adapting to changing conditions by occupying land at higher latitudinal 
and altitudinal regions. Spruce-boreal broadleaf forests managed by multi-objective owners 
were also very successful, but displayed no obvious expansion towards higher altitudes, 
instead expanding in a more scattered way throughout the country. Their success was mainly 
rooted in their capacity to generate relatively high amounts of all services compared to forest 
owners implementing other strategies, especially those with narrower sets of objectives. The 
capacity to produce a more diverse set of ES, characteristic of multi-objective owners, also 
makes them more resilient, as they are less dependent on the benefits that each individual 
service can provide (Lin 2011; Schippers et al. 2015). Additionally, forests with a high degree 
of heterogeneity in species composition commonly appear less storm-sensitive than 
monocultures, which helps to spread the risk of storm damage (Jonsson et al. 2015). 
Therefore, from among the pool of tree species and compositions considered, pine-spruce 
and spruce-boreal broadleaf forests managed for multiple objectives should be given priority 
when considering adaptation measures to global change in Sweden. Other strategies may 
not be as competitive when considering the magnitude of their uptake throughout Sweden. 
However, the regional differences in biophysical conditions and their distinct evolution 
through time imply that even the least widespread strategies will be the most successful at 
particular locations. Therefore, at large scales, policy makers, planners and advisors need to 
consider a pool of management strategies broad enough to cater to the specificities that 
occur at smaller scales (e.g. local, estate). (Chapters 3 and 4) 
Climatic change, ES demands, competition processes, legacy effects of past planting events, 
and the objectives and behaviour of land owners and environmental institutions, were all 
drivers of change in land use and ES provision. However, they proved to be differently 
important and to have different impacts on the system. 
Legacy effects of past land-use change can have great impact on future land-use change 
and adaptation processes, especially in forestry. The national uneven forest age distribution 
will have a negative effect on the provision of ecosystem services (ES) following the inevitable 




Rounsevell and Reay (2009) also observed negative legacy effects from concentrating forest 
planting within a relatively short period of time in the UK, leading to very unstable net carbon 
removal through time. To avoid similar legacy effects in the future, sectoral adaptation 
should include the spreading of forest planting throughout relatively long time periods (e.g. 
two or three decades), to ensure that their felling in the future occurs more gradually in time. 
This can be achieved through uneven-aged forest management, which can provide a more 
sustained ES provision (including timber yields) over time, and contribute resistance to storm 
damage due to structural diversity (Kuuluvainen et al. 2012; Lafond et al. 2014; Laiho et al. 
2011; O'Hara 2006). Uneven-aged forest management can also build resilience due to a 
smaller degree of variation in structure over time that allows a greater ability to rapidly 
return to a pre-disturbance state (O'Hara 2006). While initial delays in planting may have 
economic and social costs, they should contribute important benefits in terms of a more 
sustained provision of ES. Also, in the mid and long-term uneven-aged forestry can be just as 
economically competitive as even-aged forestry (Kuuluvainen et al. 2012). In Sweden, even-
aged forestry is dominant (Kuuluvainen et al. 2012). If even-aged forestry remains the 
preferred strategy at the national scale, the planting of stands should be delayed at some 
locations. To minimise economic and social impacts on land where replanting is delayed, 
upon felling land could be put to a different use for some time. Land uses that can provide 
services within shorter time frames, such as agriculture, may be appropriate for this purpose. 
However, implementing such an approach would require in Sweden substantial institutional 
coordination at the national level and policy change. For instance, the current policy 
preventing the conversion of forested land to agriculture would need to be modified. 
(Chapter 3) 
A higher competition for land may lead to shorter forest rotation times. Even though the 
increase in productivities under several scenarios caused rotations to become shorter, their 
effect on rotation length was negligible compared to that of competition. In line with the 
qualitative results of Roberge et al. (2016), I showed that shorter rotations can negatively 
affect the provision of non-timber ES. In Sweden, rotations that were shorter by 10-15 years 
in Norway spruce-dominated forest (where typical rotations are 60-80 years) are currently 
being discussed to decrease the risk of storm and root rot damage (Roberge et al. 2016). If 
such an adaptation mechanism was broadly promoted, measures aiming to enhance the 
production of biodiversity and recreation, and carbon sequestration, such as extended 




likely be necessary in order to compensate for the loss associated with shorter rotation times. 
(Chapter 3) 
Socio-economic change and land owner behavioural differences were found to have a 
higher impact on owner competitiveness, land-use change and ES provision than climate-
driven changes in land productivity. Other studies have also suggested that future socio-
economic conditions are more important than climate change for land-based sectors (Brown 
et al. 2015; Brown et al. 2016c; Harrison et al. 2015; Harrison et al. 2016). This being the case, 
if ES demands are to be met by land-based sectors, mechanisms aimed at regulating societal 
demands will need to be implemented along with climate change mitigation strategies. In 
meeting demands for ES, demand regulation could be more effective than taking advantage 
from potentially increasing land productivities in Sweden. Strategies to affect global 
population growth (e.g. empowering women, guaranteeing education, providing access to 
safe and effective contraception) or consumption patterns have been tested in the past and 
can contribute to affect ES demands at the source (Chelleri et al. 2016; Spaargaren and Mol 
2008; Worldwatch Institute 2012), although this is somewhat controversial. Alternatively, the 
development and introduction of new technologies may prove effective in increasing 
production so as to meet future societal demands. For instance, the use of genetic 
modification in producing tree varieties that are better adapted to future conditions, assisted 
gene flow, and assisted migration of existing tree species, show great potential in their 
capacity to increase the resilience and adaptability of forests and enhance the production of 
different ES (Fady et al. 2016; Johnston and Hesseln 2012; Plomion et al. 2016). (Chapters 3 
and 4) 
Land owner objectives and behaviour proved to substantially determine ES provision and 
the suitability of management strategies for adaptation. That owner objectives affect the 
provision of ES has often been suggested (Arano and Munn 2006; Sorice et al. 2014; Urquhart 
and Courtney 2011). However, this study is the first to assess how they affect the suitability 
of management strategies for adaptation in the forestry sector, in accounting for the effects 
of socio-economic and climatic change. Studies exploring adaptation strategies that account 
for farmer behaviour beyond profit maximisation have been performed for the agricultural 
sector (Acosta-Michlik and Espaldon 2008; Berger and Troost 2014; Brown et al. 2016a; 
Rebaudo and Dangles 2015; Wossen and Berger 2015). These studies showed how 




result in a more accurate representation of adaptation choices made within a land-use 
modelling context, in turn improving understanding of how decision-making processes and 
behaviour impact on landscape and land-use change. This shows the need to account for 
owner behaviour in assessments of adaptation to global change and of land-use change, and 
in modelling assessments in particular, across land-based sectors. (Chapters 3 and 4) 
Some key messages can be distilled from the scenario analysis. First, if the road towards a 
lower emission and more sustainable world is to be taken, forest expansion and an increase 
in the proportion of old growth forests (e.g. through extended rotation periods or nemoral 
broadleaf forests) can play a major role in Sweden towards its achievement. Forest owners 
with sets of objectives that transcend profit making will likely be more competitive and 
have a greater presence under such a future scenario. Different approaches are currently 
being used and promoted to achieve higher sustainability and lower emissions with forestry. 
Retention of trees at final felling is among the most common methods used in Scandinavian 
forests, and it continues to receive support as an effective means of preserving biodiversity 
in commercial forests (e.g. Heikkala et al. 2014; Lamas et al. 2015; Venier et al. 2015; Work 
et al. 2010). Monkkonen et al. (2009) suggested voluntary conservation programmes, land 
purchase for conservation, and landscape level planning in productive forest lands, in 
addition to protected areas, to maximise the production of biodiversity services in 
Fennoscandian forests. Others (Koskela et al. 2007; Roberge et al. 2016) have promoted 
extended rotations to achieve high provision levels of biodiversity, recreation and carbon 
sequestration. On the other hand, under a more carbon-intensive world where sustainability 
only plays a secondary or minor role, agriculture may be attributed greater importance when 
considering land-use priorities. A large expansion in intensive agriculture can be expected 
especially under a carbon-fuelled technology-driven world. To feed a rapidly growing 
population, sustainable intensification that relies on low emission, low environmental 
impact, and high spatially and temporally efficient methods of growing food have been 
suggested (Wu et al. 2014). These involve a proper allocation of crops in space and time, 
increasing the yield per unit area of individual crops, increasing the number of crops sown on 
a particular area of land, and the protection of fertile cropland (e.g. banning of conversion of 
high quality cropland to non-agricultural use). Also, knowledge transfer to farmers and to 
those working closely with them (advisors, rural practitioners) is essential to enable effective 
adaptive actions (Iglesias et al. 2012). Planned adaptation that accounts for competing 




whichever scenario Sweden eventually follows will largely depend on developments 
elsewhere in the world. (Chapters 3 and 4) 
Management strategies can be differently competitive under different future scenarios, 
and depending on local environmental conditions, socio-economic conditions at different 
scales (i.e. local to global), owner objectives and behaviour, and other contextual factors. It 
is therefore necessary that, in deciding for tree species to plant and management strategies 
to implement, forest owners and advisors consider their suitability for the particular location 
and under possible future changes in the determinants of suitability. Such an assessment will 
likely yield less uncertain results for lower-end climate change scenarios. That many of my 
findings were more uncertain under high-end climate change scenarios, implies that more 
extreme climatic futures will likely be more difficult to adapt to. Assessments of coping ability 
under a spread of future scenarios can be helpful in finding suitable adaptation management 
strategies. A strategy with a high coping ability is a strategy that, under most or all plausible 
futures, will be able to be at least as competitive as under current conditions. Such a strategy 
is therefore a good choice, even if future socio-environmental change is uncertain, if it proves 
to be competitive under current conditions. Thus, strategies scoring high in both aspects 
should be promoted. (Chapter 4) 
 
1.2 Assessing and modelling adaptation 
A famous quote concerning models states that: “All models are wrong, but some are useful” 
(Box and Draper 1987). Under this premise, I discuss in the following how ABMs can help to 
assess adaptation to global change in forestry and land-use change. The study limitations and 
how model representations of SES processes could be improved are discussed in the next 
section. 
CRAFTY-Sweden and the institutional model developed here introduce novel concepts and 
approaches to the assessment of adaptation to global change in forestry. But also, the 
modelling results contributed important insights into the approaches, assumptions and 
drivers that should be considered in future modelling assessments of adaptation in socio-
ecological systems. Overall, the findings suggest that model applications of this kind can be 




Due to the importance of ES demands in understanding the conditions and changes needed 
to fulfil societal needs for ES, I incorporated ES demands into the evaluation of benefits from 
ES provision. This is a novel approach in the assessments of adaptation and land-use change 
in the forestry sector. The approach proved insightful in allowing an assessment of the degree 
to which ES provision under different scenarios may be able to meet societal demands, and 
give recommendations about necessary measures to close the supply-demand gap. 
The suitability of management strategies for adaptation is not a static, inherent 
characteristic of a system, but evolves in response to changing contexts that include both 
the external global change drivers and, importantly, the internal dynamics of agent 
interactions. This represents a change in paradigm in the way we assess the capacities of 
individuals and societies to adapt. It suggests that process-based models are more 
appropriate for the study of autonomous adaptation and future adaptive and coping capacity 
than models that assess these capacities using indicators based on discrete time snapshots 
or exogenous proxies, without accounting for interactions between agents that arise from 
their decisions. Other studies have also shown that agent interactions and the nature of 
those interactions can determine the success or failure (or the adaptive capacity) in adapting 
to a changing socio-environmental context. Processes of social learning, cooperation, self-
organisation and innovation have proven critical in enabling successful adaptation (Boyd et 
al. 2011; Chhetri et al. 2012; Clark and Crabtree 2015; Marshall et al. 2009; Mathew and 
Perreault 2015; Pacheco et al. 2014). Hence, models capable of simulating agent behaviour 
and interactions in SES, such as ABMs or individual-based models (Railsback 2001), are best 
placed to take the lead in assessments aimed at informing adaptation. (Chapter 4) 
Institutional conceptual models as presented here can support better understanding of the 
key institutional decision-making dynamics and their consequences, endogenously and 
flexibly across different SES. These models have a role in allowing scientists, policymakers 
and planners to better understand the consequences of institutional actions and interactions 
on SES. While, as with many models, institutional models face the challenge of reliable 
parameterisation when developing real world applications, data collection methods exist 
that could support this (e.g. social surveys and focus groups). Institutional models can be 
particularly useful in studying SES issues, such as land-use and land-cover change, natural 
resource management, or adaptation, when coupled with other SES models that simulate 




such models would be instrumental in exploring the feedbacks between institutions, land 
managers and the environment, and their consequences. (Chapter 5) 
 
1.3 Limitations and future research 
ABM was chosen because it allows to simulate the diversity in human behaviour within a 
population, and observe the consequences of individual decisions and their interactions. One 
of the main challenges posed by these models is the difficulty of their parameterisation, i.e., 
to find appropriate numeric values to represent the behavioural characteristics of individuals. 
Empirical data that is adequate to represent these behaviours is often non-existent or overly 
costly to obtain, hence limiting their application. Furthermore, the validation of ABMs (and 
especially their emergent outcomes) is at some level impossible, because social systems are 
never closed or static, and causality can never be attributed to quantitative social 
characteristics in isolation (Brown et al. 2016b). Nevertheless, we overcame the 
parameterisation and (to some extent) validation challenges by combining information 
gathered through a questionnaire survey, a literature review, and publicly available data 
from the Swedish Forest Agency. SFA and survey data were used to distribute forest owner 
types geographically, while survey data allowed the validation of the forest owner typology, 
conferring some robustness to our approach. However, even though some biophysical results 
could be validated (e.g. timber supply curve, being largely driven by past planting events, was 
validated using national forest age distributions from an alternative data source), outcomes 
that were largely determined by agent behaviour could not be validated (e.g. competition 
process) due to lack of data. 
Translating real world processes into models also has its limitations, as models are 
simplifications of reality and can therefore only represent real world processes and 
phenomena to a limited extent. The accurate representation of these processes is largely 
dependent on the modeller’s knowledge about the real world system, his/her/their capacity 
to appropriately represent these through algorithms, and the availability and suitability of 
data. Even when all these conditions apply, the purpose of the model will define the degree 
of complexity that needs to be represented. However, as the purpose of system modelling is 
to improve our understanding about systems, the fact that the system is not fully understood 




an accurate model at the desired scale and degree of complexity. Therefore, modelling is an 
iterative process through which the modeller can learn and continually adapt its models to 
learn about the real world system. This process can be useful and enlightening even when 
the accurate and complete representation of real world processes may never be achieved. 
Studying the future with SES models carries substantial uncertainties that are associated to 
model complexity and the countless interactions that can occur between the model 
components. If we consider real world elements not represented as model components, the 
uncertainty inherent in model projections is even higher. This is especially so in models that 
represent the behaviour and/or decision-making of humans, like ABMs. The fact that humans 
often make irrational and inconsistent decisions makes human systems difficult to predict. In 
fact, if anything, given the multiple paths that human decisions and their interaction could 
potentially lead to in a SES, a well performing ABM should be expected to output a rather 
wide spectrum of highly variable and unpredictable emergent outcomes reflecting high 
uncertainty. This means that ABMs (as every other SES model) should not be used for 
prediction. Nevertheless, these models remain highly valuable heuristic and exploratory 
tools that can substantially improve our understanding of SES and the interactions taking 
place within them. 
Future studies of adaptation and land-use change in SES will benefit from the incorporation 
of ES demands into the evaluation of benefits from ES provision. Nevertheless, CRAFTY-
Sweden only incorporated a limited number of ES currently being discussed and valued in 
Sweden nationally, and similar models could benefit from including a more comprehensive 
set of ES. Water conservation and purification, flood and storm protection, air pollution 
absorption or cultural values are examples of ES provided by forests that were not considered 
here (Hansen and Malmaeus 2016; Ninan and Inoue 2013). Because different forest types 
and management strategies may contribute different levels of these services, their 
incorporation could alter the suitability of forest types and management strategies for 
adaptation, leading to different land-use transitions. Furthermore, changes in demands for 
these services could further accentuate the differences between models incorporating 
different sets of services. Nevertheless, demand for, and benefits from, these services can be 
hard to determine. 
I assumed that the degree of importance attributed to meeting service demands does not 




for each service, as a result of changes in societal needs and values. To illustrate this point, 
the importance attributed to meeting demands for food in a least developed country with 
food insecurity is greater than in a developed country where access to food is adequate and 
not vulnerable. Similarly, under a socio-economic scenario such as SSP4, characterised by 
social inequality, if we assume increasing social inequality and poverty to happen at the 
national level over time, the importance attributed to meeting food demands would grow 
over time too. The representation of the evolution of benefits obtained from the provision 
of different services would therefore benefit from characterising the importance of meeting 
demands as a time-dependent variable, which can be parameterised as part of scenario 
development. 
The ways in which owners interact, who they interact with and the degrees of trust with 
which they interact strongly affect how they deal with complexity and uncertainty in the land-
use system (Bodin and Norberg 2005; Huff et al. 2015; Kittredge et al. 2013; Wang et al. 
2015). Similar factors affect interactions between institutions (Lubell 2015; Lucas and Baxter 
2012; Ostrom 2009). In CRAFTY-Sweden, interactions between agents were limited to 
competition between land owners. In the conceptual institutional model, however, 
interactions and actions occurring between institutions were mapped, and could be 
represented in the institutional action model. The representation of agent networks and 
interactions has proven to be a determinant of the adoption of particular management 
strategies by land owners (Clark and Crabtree 2015; Manson et al. 2016; Olabisi et al. 2015). 
Therefore, their inclusion in CRAFTY-Sweden and similar ABMs would represent an 
improvement in the representation of agent decision-making processes and the 
consequences of this for land-use change. 
Results regarding forest expansion towards the mountains need to be taken with caution as, 
given the varying topography, the 50 by 50 km resolution of the climate data from which 
productivity trends were derived (using LPJ-GUESS) might be too coarse to simulate the 
correct trends at the 1 by 1 km resolution (Fridley 2009; Griffiths et al. 2009). Studies that 
consider the impacts of climate change on productivities may therefore benefit from higher 
resolution data on productivity trends for areas with a heterogeneous topography. 
Suggestions for further research into adaptation in forestry, beyond the realm of modelling, 
can also be drawn from this study. First, even though short rotations are currently being 




study the extent to which measures aiming to enhance the production of biodiversity and 
recreation, and carbon sequestration (e.g. extended rotations, set-asides for conservation) 
would be able to compensate for the loss associated with shorter rotation times. Also, further 
research is necessary on the effects of socio-economic change versus those caused by 
climatic change. Finally, future research into the suitability of forest management strategies 
to adapt to global change should look into both their competitiveness and their ability to 
cope under a spread of futures. 
 
1.4 Policy relevance 
If future Swedish in-house and overseas greenhouse CO2 emission are to be met, LULUCF 
may need to be accounted for. Short stand rotations will not contribute to the recovery of 
carbon sequestration in forests up to its full potential. Instead, uneven-aged forest 
management, extended rotations and set-aside for conservation can contribute to a higher 
and more stable carbon storage in forests. 
It is expected that the protection of forests with a high nature value will likely contribute to 
increasing national levels of biodiversity and recreation being supplied. I have suggested 
voluntary set-asides on the basis of my findings. I have also observed that the 
implementation of multi-objective forestry, and the diversification of management strategies 
that consider the particular spatio-temporal context also offer suitable solutions to achieve 
sustainable forestry. Short rotations, however, which have been suggested as a means of 
reducing risks from disturbances and contribute to climate mitigation, was found to be a 
detrimental solution if applied at a large scale. Extended rotation times, instead, may entail 
a higher risk in the face of disturbance, yet they can contribute to increase the provision of 
biodiversity, as well as recreation. Where extended rotations are implemented, other risk 
mitigating measures (e.g. planting trees with deep and dense root systems to prevent wind 
throw) can be included to compensate for the higher risk from longer rotation times. 
Retention of trees at final felling is commonly done today in Sweden as a way of preserving 
biodiversity in commercial forests. The implementation of uneven-aged forest management, 
especially if done at large scales, can have a crucial role in maintaining a constant provision 
of biodiversity and other ES through time. Lastly, global ES demand regulation through 




implementation of, new technologies to increase ES production can also play a major role in 
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ODD Protocol for CRAFTY-Sweden  
The model description follows the ODD (Overview, Design concepts, Details) protocol for 
describing individual- and agent-based models (Grimm et al. 2006; Grimm et al. 2010). Some 
repetition may exist between this document and thesis chapters, as the ODD Protocol is 
meant to be stand-alone. This ODD Protocol was largely developed by Sascha Holzhauer 
(University of Edinburgh), with input from me. 
 
1 Purpose 
The ‘Competition for Resources between Agent Functional Types in Sweden’ (CRAFTY-
Sweden) model is designed to model land-use changes in Sweden, with a focus on forestry. 
CRAFTY-Sweden applies the model framework, CRAFTY-CoBRA which is an extension of 
CRAFTY (Murray-Rust et al., 2014) that allows for dynamic production functions. CRAFTY can 
be used to investigate the effects of human behaviour on land use transitions under a range 
of socio-economic and environmental scenarios. CRAFTY is designed to be flexible, capable 
of handling a large variety of data and to be applicable across a wide range of empirical or 
theoretical settings. 
CRAFTY-Sweden is founded on efficient and tractable descriptions of individual behaviour 
and decision-making that takes account of the effects of climatic and environmental change, 
and may be adapted to a range of applications and scenarios. It applies exogenous demand 
levels, which agents attempt to meet according to behavioural rules and ecosystem service 
supply. The model considers the adoption of different land uses, variations in the intensity of 
land uses, diversification into multifunctional land uses, changes in productivity over time, 
land abandonment, and competition for available land. 
Agents use capitals that are available for the land parcels that they own and supply 
ecosystem services based on their respective production function. Capitals may vary across 




or heterogeneous weights for the production function and this together with the available 
capitals determines the supply level for each service (i.e., timber for different forest types, 
food, biodiversity, carbon sequestration, and recreation) by the agents. The current demand 
for a particular service and an agent’s productivity determine its competitiveness, which in 
turn, affects the introduction of new agents in the model: the distribution of agents over a 
landscape and the introduction of new agents into the system during simulation are 
determined by an ‘allocation procedure’, which is discussed in section 7 Submodels, 
Allocation. Institutions may change capital levels and issue land use restrictions (see section 
7 Submodels, Institutions). 
 
2 Entities, state variables, and scales 
Spatial units. CRAFTY-Sweden is based on a grid of cells, representing any absolute spatial 
scale. Each cell has defined levels of a range of capitals, which describe the availability of 
particular social, environmental or economic resources. A non-spatial population is assumed 
to exist and to generate demands for services. Each cell may be managed by a single land use 
agent. 
Agents. Forest owners and farmers are explicitly represented as agents in CRAFTY-Sweden. 
Both share a common architecture where agents are made up of a functional role (FR) 
characterising function and role in the system, and a collection of properties. 
A land use agent is able to leverage the capitals available on a land parcel (represented as a 
cell) to provide a range of services. Each agent has a production function as part of its FR, 
which maps capital levels onto service provision (see section 7 Submodels, Production). An 
agent’s competitiveness, according to a given level of service provision, can be calculated 
from societal demands, overall supply levels and marginal utility functions. See Table B.1 for 
a complete list of agent variables. 
Table B.1 Variables and States of agents and their FR. Default states are given in parenthesis if 
applicable. 
Variable Description States 






Giving-in threshold During competition, if a competing 
agent’s competitiveness is greater than 
the incumbent agent’s by a value larger 
than the giving-in threshold then the 
incumbent agent relinquishes that cell 
to the competitor. 
]-∞,∞[ 
Giving-up threshold If an agent’s competitiveness falls below 
its giving-up threshold (defines the 
minimum return an agent is willing to 
accept from a cell) it needs to abandon 
the particular cell (considering giving-up 
probability). 
]-∞,∞[ 
Giving-up probability Probability for giving up in case the 
agent’s competitiveness falls below the 
giving-up threshold 
[0,1]  (1.0) 
Functional component 
Role Refers to the Functional Role (FR) Reference 
Optimal production Amount of produced service in case of 
optimal conditions (all relevant capitals 
= 1.0) 
[0, ∞[ or formula (based on 
JEP3) 
Capital sensitivities Sensitivities of production towards 
capital values 
[0,1] (1.0) 
Production model Component responsible for the 
calculation of service provision 
SimpleProductionModel or  
DynamicMaxProductionModel 
 
An agent searching for land can either take over unmanaged (abandoned) cells, or cells on 
which it can outcompete an existing agent. Between them, giving-up and giving-in 
parameters provide a stylised interpretation of factors that make human behaviour deviate 
from narrowly defined optimality, such as personal connection to a landscape or way of life, 
or resistance to change. 
The functional roles (FR) that are assigned to agents make up a typology that defines general 
characteristics of land manager practices. Searching agents can be prototypes of specific FRs 
that allow the comparison of productivity, utility and other characteristics of “typical” agents 
of that FR. Finally, individual agents of a given type need not be identical – all of the agent’s 
characteristics, including production functions, and giving up/giving in thresholds are drawn 
from distributions to provide within-type heterogeneity. 
I developed a typology of forest and agricultural agents, focusing especially on the former. 
To define forest owner types I used as a basis the forest owner typology developed in Chapter 
                                                          




2. Because this typology was based on studies performed at different scales and contexts to 
those found in Sweden, I performed a validation exercise of the typology using empirical 
information from 872 Swedish forest owners (Vulturius et al. in review). A cluster analysis 
showed that the five overarching management roles identified by the theoretical typology 
(productionist, multi-objective, recreationalist, conservationist and passive) were also clearly 
discernible in the empirical data. Supplementary materials on this validation can be found in 
Appendix B.1. 
Within each overarching management role, different options for forest management are 
possible, including the use of different types of forest (defined by species composition). 
Forest types were assigned to each management role on the basis of existing forest stand 
compositions (Swedish Forest Agency 2015) and potential adaptation measures to climate 
change that consider species composition, number of thinnings and rotation lengths (Felton 
et al. 2016; Jonsson et al. 2015) on the basis of owner objectives (Chapter 2; (Duncker et al. 
2012a). Assigned forest types were pine (Pinus sylvestris), spruce (Picea abies), boreal 
broadleaf (Betula pendula, B. pubescens, Alnus incana, A. glutinosa, Populus tremula), 
nemoral broadleaf (Fagus sylvatica, Quercus robur, Fraxinus excelsior, Ulmus glabra, Tilia 
cordata, Carpinus betula), and combinations of these, resulting in 17 forest owner types. 
Given the current levels of agricultural production (Swedish Board of Agriculture 2009) and 
management intensities prevailing in Sweden (Institute of Environmental Studies 2015), 
farmers were separated by the main services provided (i.e. cereal or meat) in combination 
with their main objectives (i.e. commercial or non-commercial). 
Environment. The environment represents the terrain of Sweden with its varying geophysical 
features. This heterogeneity in the modelled landscape is represented by the amount of 
capitals (such as economic, nature, infrastructure) that exists on a cell. For instance, a cell in 
a forest region will have much higher natural capital than infrastructural capital. 
Scales. A time step in CRAFTY-Sweden represents a year in practice since this is the time span 
for which land managers make decisions, which is true at least for farmers who grow 





3 Process overview and scheduling 
At each modelled time step, the level of service production achieved by an agent is given a 
benefit value via a benefit function that relates production levels to unmet demand. Agents 
compete for land based on these benefit values, and this competition is affected by individual 
or typological behaviour. Table B.2 gives an overview of the CRAFTY-Sweden simulation 
schedule. 
Table B.2 Simulation schedule 
For each agent ∈ agents 
increase age 
For each agent ∈ agents 
update competitiveness based on demand_residual 
If competitiveness < threshold_giving-up 
  leave cell 
For each region ∈ regions 
allocate land: for each unmanaged cell 
  allocate new agent of most competitive functional role 
compete for land: for each fr ∈ functional_roles 
  calculate fr’s competitiveness on perfect cell 
For n search iterations 
  select fr randomly according to competitiveness 
  For m cells 
    calculate fr’s competitiveness 
    If fr’s competitiveness > owner’s threshold_giving-in  
      owner relinquishes cell 
      agent with fr takes over cell 
For each agent ∈ agents 
update supply of services produced 
For each region ∈ regions 
update supply and demand_residual 
For each agent ∈ agents 
update competitiveness based on demand_residual 
generate output 
 
Each time step starts by updating the decision-making context for land use agents – the levels 
of demand, capitals and any active policies. This has two stages: 
• Updates are made to the levels of demand across each region, and levels of capitals 
within each cell. These are typically loaded from external files, either as direct values 
or as functions to be sampled from on a yearly basis. Mechanisms are also available 
to dynamically modify capitals, for example in order to model land degradation 
through intensive agriculture, allowing for feedback loops in this SES. 




• First, each agent updates its level of supply, based on current capital levels. The total 
supply of each service is then calculated. 
• Next, each agent’s competitiveness is calculated, including the effect of any 
institutional policies. 
• Any agents who give up are removed from the model. 
• The active allocation procedure now runs, allowing new agents to take over 
unmanaged land and allowing other land transitions to take place, subject to 
restrictions for certain transitions. 
Once all of the land use agents have been updated, final accounting is carried out, such as 
calculating total supply and demand, creating output files, displaying model state and 
creating model run animations. 
 
4 Design concepts 
Basic principles. The design criteria used for the specification of the model framework were: 
1) The model must be able to run at large scales. This requirement holds for 
runtime costs, complexity, and the availability of data to parameterise and 
calibrate the model. 
2) The model should take into account the full range of societal demands, including 
those that are not defined explicitly in monetary terms such as biodiversity.  
3) The model must be able to represent multifunctional land use, and be 
responsive to the trade-offs between the provision of various services. 
4) The model should be able to represent the diversity of human behaviour and 
land management.  
5) The model must be able to deal with the long-term allocation of forest types. 
Agent Functional Types are derived from the concept of Plant Functional Types in Dynamic 
Vegetation Models (e.g. Lavorel et al. 2007) and used to group land-use agents by their 
decision making and productive behaviour; here adopted as Functional Roles. Land-use 
modellers are familiar with the use of typologies, especially in constructing agent-based 
models as representations of real-world actors (Robinson et al. 2007; Valbuena et al. 2008). 




simplifies model development and application, and provides a more transparent 
representation of agent decisional processes and behaviour. 
Table B.3 provides an overview of the assumptions that guided the model framework 
development. 
Table B.3 Design assumptions made in CRAFTY-Sweden 
Model assumption Details Justification 
A wide range of land-
use relevant behaviour 
can be represented by 
‘giving-in’ and ‘giving-
up’ thresholds. 
Range of personal characteristics and 
behaviours known to affect land use 
decisions can be often abstracted in 
two values giving (relative) willingness 
of land managers to change land use or 
abandon land. Believed to be a 
necessary simplification for large-scale 
land use models that adequately mimics 
observed behaviour but can be 
‘overwritten’ by more specific decisions 
(see sections 2 Entities, state variables, 
and scales, Agents and 7 Submodels, 
Decision Making). 
Known that numerous factors affect 
personal decision-making (e.g. Siebert 
et al. 2006; Gorton et al. 2008; 
Valbuena et al. 2010; Meyfroidt 2012) - 
too many to model or parameterise. 
Several studies have suggested that, for 
modelling purposes, a wide range of 
behaviours are reducible to a small 
number of dimensions similar to those 
used here (e.g. Berger 2001; Polhill et 
al. 2001; Siebert et al. 2006; Gorton et 
al. 2008; Murray-Rust et al. 2011).  
Each cell is managed 
by a single agent. 
Multiple ownership of cells is not 
supported. 
The scale of application is not defined 
and so can be set to the appropriate 
scale of land holdings in any particular 
case (the minimum size of holding that 
is of interest to the modeller). Agents 
may be permitted to manage multiple 
cells. 
Land managers can be 
Functional Roles (FR). 
The management practices (FR) and 
behaviour (BT) of land managers allows 
them to be classified into a typology 
analogous to the Plant Functional Types 
used in Dynamic Global Vegetation 
Models, increasing modelling efficiency. 
The use of types increases 
computational efficiency by providing a 
description of land management and 
human behaviour at a level of 
abstraction that decreases the need for 
empirical parameterisation but retains 
the characteristics most important to 
large-scale land use change (Arneth et 
al. 2014). Splitting in FR and BT allows 
changes in one component while the 
other persists. 
Potential productivity 
of land can be 
represented by a 
range of capitals. 
Capitals representing natural 
productivity (for any good or service 
such as a specific food or timber) and 
any anthropogenic effects on 
productivity (such as availability of 
finance or infrastructure) can be used as 
a basis for the description of ecosystem 
services. 
Well-established method of 
characterising land – see Boumans et 
al. (2002) and Scoones (1998). 
Production of services 
by land managers can 
be described by a 
The ability of land managers to produce 
services is dependent on the underlying 
productivity of the land, expressed via 
Douglas (1976), Fulginiti and Perrin 





upon access to capitals 
and productive 
abilities.  
capitals (above) and their individual or 
typological productive ability, which 
may depend upon a number of personal 
characteristics and behavioural factors. 
(A Cobb-Douglas function is used, 
adapted to incorporate a time 
component for forest services.) 
The competitiveness 
of land managers 
depends upon 
demand for specific 
services. 
Demands exist for ecosystem goods and 
services, and land managers compete to 
satisfy these demands. Land managers 
are more competitive when they can 
produce greater (total) quantities of 
services for which there is unmet 
demand. 
Demands for services are known to be 
expressed via the economic value of 
service production, and, in the absence 
of behavioural factors, land use is 
driven primarily by economics. Partly, 
decisions are made on grounds of non-
monetary (or indirectly monetary) 
demands – e.g. for green space, fresh 
water etc. – and CRAFTY-Sweden is 
designed to be capable of handling 
these, where they can be 
parameterised. No assumption about 
the relationship between unmet 
(residual) demand and utility values 
(competitiveness) is made.  
Three mechanisms of 
land use change. 
Land use (or ownership) changes when 
agents abandon land, take over 
unmanaged land, or take over managed 
land from the current owner.  
The same limited number of options 
are possible in the real world. 
Lock forest 
management 
approach until the 
forest has reached 
maturity. 
Forest owners will not abandon or 
change the management approach on 
their land until the forest has reached 
maturity, in order to recover the initial 
investment. 
Based on expert knowledge from 
Swedish forestry researchers 
A forest owner will not 
fell a forest before a 
minimum felling age. 
A forest owner will not fell a forest 
before a minimum felling age 
dependent on site quality (i.e. 
productivities), which is determined by 
law in Sweden for pine and spruce, and 
for which recommendations exist for 
other species. 
Forests are felled in Sweden after 
reaching an age that depends on site 
quality (Lagergren et al. 2012). The 
stand age at felling is regulated in law 
for pine and spruce to guarantee that 
the production potential is utilised 
(Kunskap Direkt 2015), and for beech, 
birch and oak recommended rotation 
periods exist (Löf et al. 2009; Rytter et 
al. 2008). 
Passive owners do not 
plant their forest, and 
their production is 
dependent on the 
management of the 
agent they take over 
the forest from.  
They therefore only take over the forest 
and associated optimal production 
function of other owner types managing 
forests with the same tree species as 
them, but do decide about the forest 
age at felling. 
Passive owners’ generalised lack of 
primary objectives for forestry (Chapter 
2). 
Emergence. Emergent effects that could be observed as outcomes of experiments using 




intensification of land uses, including mono- or multi-functional land uses, changes in 
productivities and yields of different land uses, and effects on capital levels.  
Adaptation. Land use agents may change their functional role in response to unsatisfactory 
competitiveness, e.g., due to changes in demands for the service they produced so far. 
Objectives. The land manager’s objective is to be sufficiently competitive in the supply of 
societal benefits. 
Learning. There is no learning in CRAFTY-Sweden. 
Fitness.  Agents’ survival in the system depends upon their competitiveness, which is 
determined by an agent’s ability to meet the demand of services in a modelled society (see 
Section 7, Population, Services, Demand and Utility). 
Prediction. Agents in CRAFTY-Sweden do not explicitly predict. 
Sensing. Land use agents in CRAFTY-Sweden are aware of the current demand (regional or 
global depending upon the setup) that is to be met. They consider the production they are 
able to achieve on a given cell with a particular capital level, e.g., when they want to change 
their functional role. Agents are aware of the competitiveness of other agents and may 
relinquish their cells to agents that are more competitive.  
Interaction. Direct interactions occur between new (‘potential’) and existing agents that 
compete for cell ownership. Land owner agents compete for land on the basis of their benefit 
values, which depend upon their ability to produce services and societal demand levels for 
those services. As land ownership and management change, demand and supply levels also 
change, so that actions taken by each agent affect the decisions of others. 
Stochasticity. There are a number of stochastic processes in CRAFTY-Sweden: 
• Initialisation of agent properties (e.g., giving-in/up thresholds, optimal production, 
capital sensitivities) from probabilistic distributions and/or the addition of noise 
• Search for cells during competition 
• Selection of functional roles to compete with incumbent land managers 
• Probabilistic giving-up 




Random numbers are sourced from different random streams which allows their separate 
control via defined initial random seeds (see CRAFTY online documentation4). This also 
ensures the reproducibility of simulations results. 
Collectives. Two types of agent collectives exist during a course of a simulation run. First is 
the list of agents that possess land parcels (cells) in the simulated landscape (grid). Second is 
the list of potential agents that enter the system to takeover cells from existing agents (if 
possible) or occupy a vacant or abandoned cell on the grid.  
Observation. CRAFTY provides a range of observations and displays to help understand the 
model behaviour during runtime. Each of the submodels has a display, which is either 
numeric or graphical, showing curves for variables of note. A range of spatially explicit 
outputs is also available; these include agent type, capital levels, competitiveness scores, 
supply of services, and so on. Any of these displays can be used to create videos of the 
model’s behaviour over time. 




To allow the framework’s configuration by non-programmers it is accomplished by a set of 
interlinked XML and CSV files. XML files define basic simulation parameters and provide 
properties for the initialisation of model components coded as Java objects, while CSV files 
provide data when there are many values required. The approach is highly flexible and 
extendable. 
CRAFTY-Sweden is initialised by reading the file Scenario.xml and following the links therein 
to the configuration of outputs and the world configuration, which in turn contains links to 
model components such as functional roles, the competition model, or the allocation model. 
A file Cells.csv includes the coordinates and capital levels of the cells in a region, the initial 
allocation of agents on these cells, and agent’s properties such as functional role, which are 





applied when these agents are initialised. Fig. B.1 gives an overview of a possible setting of 
XML and CSV files. 
 
Fig. B.1 Overview of model configuration, showing relationships between files and what each file 
provides 
 
6 Input data 
Land cover data. To create a baseline land ownership map for 2010 I first devised a land-use 
map at 1km2 resolution that included pine, spruce, pine-spruce, pine-boreal broadleaf, 
spruce-boreal broadleaf, boreal broadleaf, and nemoral broadleaf productive forests, 
agriculture, protected areas, non-productive forests, semi-natural vegetation, wetlands, 
open spaces, ‘other unmanaged’ land, artificial, and water bodies. SLU Forest Map data (SLU 
2010) on the proportion of different tree species per cell were used to identify forest cover 
and classify it according to the forest types assigned above, according to the proportion of 
forest within the cell, and the proportions of different species within that forest. CORINE land 
cover (EEA 2014) was used to identify all other land use/land cover classes. Nationally 
Designated Areas (EEA 2015) were then superimposed to define protected areas. Non-
productive forests are also protected and unavailable for production (Swedish Forest Agency 
2014c). Thus, I identified them by: 
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3. Assigning to forested cells the value of the highest productivity found among all 
forest types within that cell; and  
4. Given the proportion of non-productive forest per county (Swedish Forest Agency 
2015), selecting for each county the equivalent number of cells with the lowest 
productivity values. 
Mean forest age values from the SLU Forest Map were used to assign forest ages. 
Forest owner types were allocated to productive forest types using data on a) the area of 
productive forest land by county and ownership classes for 2010 (Swedish Forest Agency 
2015); and b) the proportion of owners in each county belonging to each group from the 
cluster analysis. Agricultural land and (some) semi-natural vegetation were assigned to 
commercial cereal, non-commercial cereal, commercial livestock, and non-commercial 
livestock farmer agents according to the land-use intensity in 2010 (Institute of 
Environmental Studies 2015). The remaining semi-natural vegetation, wetlands, and ‘other 
unmanaged’ land were left unallocated. Protected areas, non-productive forests, open 
spaces with little or no vegetation, artificial surfaces, and water bodies were made 
unavailable for allocation during simulations. Further detail on the creation of land-use and 
land owner type maps can be found in Appendix B.3. 
Capital levels. The capitals that agents can use in service production are productivities for 
pine, spruce, boreal broadleaf, and nemoral broadleaf forests, grassland productivity (natural 
capital), and transportation infrastructure (infrastructure capital). Table B.4 gives capital 
descriptions, their data sources, and the ecosystem services they contribute to producing. 
Land productivity levels can be affected by climate change. The ecosystem model LPJ-GUESS 
(Smith et al. 2001) was used to simulate forest dynamics during 2010-2100 using climate 
projections of the Global Circulation Model-Regional Circulation Model ensembles 
(hereupon ‘climate models’) EC-Earth-RCA4, IPSL-RCA4 and NorESM-RCA4 for RCPs 4.5 and 
8.5 from the EURO-CORDEX project (Jacob et al. 2014; Jones et al. 2011). Annual climate-
induced change was calculated for all productivities using LPJ-GUESS spatial projections of 
yearly timber volume growth for pine, spruce, boreal broadleaf and nemoral broadleaf 
forests, and yearly net primary productivity (NPP) change for grass until 2100 at 50x50 km 
resolution. After checking for non-linearities in the volume growth and NPP change 




regression coefficient was calculated for every cell by performing linear regression on 
projected growth values. These values were then downscaled to 1 km2. See Appendix B.6 for 
more details about the calculation of climate impacts on productivities. 
Table B.4 Identities and data sources for modelled capitals, and the ecosystem services they 
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3. GEMU, JRC 
SLU: SLU Forest Map, produced by Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, accessed via 
ftp://salix.slu.se/download/skogskarta 
UNECE: United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, accessed via http://www.unece.org/trans/areas-of-
work/transport-statistics/statistics-and-data-online.html 
EEA: European Environment Agency, accessed via http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps 




Demand levels. Demand levels (for ecosystem services) are exogenous to the model and are 
defined prior to model initialisation based on land-use and an interpretation for Europe of 
the storylines of the Shared Socio-economic pathways (SSPs) (Carter et al. 2015) from 
Engstrom et al (2016) and Kok et al. (2015) respectively. Quantifications of demands were 




assumed to be equal to observed production in 2010 (FAO 2015; Swedish Forest Agency 
2015), while those for carbon sequestration, biodiversity and recreation were assumed equal 
to simulated baseline supply due to lack of empirical data.  
Future projections were calculated using the IIASA SSP data (IIASA 2015) on decadal rates of 
change of global forest land cover (for timber and carbon sequestration), and crop and 
livestock demands. Demands for biodiversity were projected following the SSP storylines and 
with guidance from modelled global future changes in species abundance from UNEP (2007). 




Allocation Model. Land ownership within CRAFTY-Sweden changes according to three 
different mechanisms, which simulate both individual and collective aspects of land use 
dynamics. Firstly, agents may abandon their land owing to the competitiveness score that 
falls below an agent’s giving-up threshold.  
Secondly, when land is unmanaged, due to abandonment or lack of managers, it can be taken 
over by a newly created agent. By default, the set of functional roles is evaluated to 
determine agent competitiveness score on each unmanaged cell (ca,i). The functional roles 
are sampled such that the probability of a role a attempting to take over a cell scales with its 
competitiveness on a cell with ‘perfect’ capital levels; )/-0 ∝ 
,,?, where @=0 gives a 
random selection and @ → ∞ tends towards optimal selection.  
For more general land use transitions, an allocation procedure runs between active and 
potential or ambulant agents to determine ownership changes. This can include direct 
competition, where incoming agents attempt to take over existing cells; such an attempt 
succeeds where the new agent has a competitiveness on the cell greater than or equal to the 
existing agent’s competitiveness plus its giving-in threshold: 
CDE ≥ 
GHH + I;J;KI_;KGHH.  
Production function.  The production of agricultural services is modelled on a yearly basis. 
Forestry services are however dependent on forest age. Additionally, climatic change can 
affect service production by acting on productivities. I developed therefore ways of modelling 




service by an agent in a given year is based on the Cobb Douglas function, adapted to 
incorporate a time component (Eq. 1). 
 =	, 	 		
 + ∆
,  (1) 
 
Production () of a service  within a cell is the product for all capitals (
) of the optimal 
production that an agent type would be able to achieve in a given year (), and the unit-
less (i.e. [0-1]) cell capitals (
) plus annual climate-induced change in cell capitals (∆
), 
weighted by the capital sensitivities of that agent type () (Table B.5). To reflect individual 
variability, optimal production  	is uniformly randomly drawn from [0.95,, 1.05,], and 
capital sensitivity levels from [ − 0.1,  + 0.1]. Production calculations for each service 
are described below. 
Timber 
For timber production,  is given by a forest owner type-specific function that determines 
timber growth given forest age. The ProdMod model (Eko 1985) was used to generate timber 
growth curves for each owner type given their management preferences. Given passive 
owners’ generalised lack of primary objectives for forestry, I assumed them to inherit forest 
land, and therefore only enabled them to take over the forest and associated optimal 
production function of other owner types managing forests with the same tree species. 
Hence, optimal production functions were not calculated for passive owners. Table B.5 shows 
parameter values used in ProdMod that differed for each owner type. See Appendix B.4.1 for 
further detail on optimal timber production function calculation. 
Carbon sequestration 
Due to the difficulty of calculating soil carbon levels in interaction with forest productivities, 
only above-ground sequestered carbon (excluding the stump) was calculated. Optimal 





Table B.5 Land owner type production, felling age and competitiveness (scenario-independent) parameters. Number of stems planted per ha for each forest type, site 
index, number of thinnings implemented, age at each thinning per forest type, and percentage removed per thinning are parameters given to ProdMod to calculate 
the (age-dependent) optimal timber production and (above ground) carbon sequestration functions. These functions and remaining parameters in this table are 
CRAFTY-Sweden inputs. Yearly  illustrates yearly optimal farmer production. Productivity and infrastructure sensitivities () are given per service. Felling age means 
() and standard deviations () represent number of years past minimum felling age (m.f.a.) of a forest, given as the m.f.a. range dependent on site quality 




























2500 280 3 24, 39, 54 25, 20, 20 - 0.8a, 1e, 0.06f 0.2a, 1g 65-100 12, 10 0.05 
Productionist 
Spruce 
2600 360 3 23, 38, 53 25, 20, 20 - 0.8b, 1e, 0.06f 0.2b, 1g 45-95 10, 8 0.05 
Productionist 
Pine-Spruce 
1250, 1300 280, 360 3 24/23, 39/38, 54/53 25, 20, 20 - 0.8a,b, 1e, 0.06f 0.2a,b, 1g 45-95 10, 8 0.05 
Productionist 
Boreal Br. 
2200 320 3 15, 30, 45 25, 20, 20 - 0.8c, 1e, 0.06f 0.2c, 1g 40-60 9, 7 0.05 
Multi-objective 
Pine-Spruce 
1150, 1250 280, 360 2 24/23, 39/38 30, 25 - 0.85a,b, 1e, 0.06f 0.1a,b, 0.8g 45-95 15, 12 0.05 
Multi-objective 
Pine-Boreal Br. 
1840, 420 280, 320 2 24/20, 39/35 25/50, 20/25 - 0.85a,c, 1e, 0.06f 0.1a,c, 0.8g 65-100 10, 8 0.05 
Multi-objective 
Spruce-Boreal Br. 
2000, 420 360, 320 2 23/20, 38/35 25/45, 20/25 - 0.85b,c, 1e, 0.06f 0.1b,c, 0.8g 45-95 10, 8 0.05 
Multi-objective 
Boreal Br. 
2100 320 2 15, 30 30, 25 - 0.85c, 1e, 0.06f 0.1c, 0.8g 40-60 15, 12 0.05 
Recreationalist 
Pine-Spruce 
1100, 1100 280, 360 3 24/23, 39/38, 54/53 25, 20, 20 - 0.9a,b, 1e, 0.06f 0.3a,b, 0.6g 45-95 80, 14 0.05 
Recreationalist 
Boreal Br. 






1250, 1250 350, 300 3 25/22, 40/37, 55/52 25, 20, 20 - 0.9d, 1e, 0.06f 0.3d, 0.6g 110-150 60, 14 0.05 
Conservationist 
Boreal Br. 
2100 320 1 15 35 - 0.9c, 1e, 0.06f 0.3c, 0.8g 40-60 100, 14 0.05 
Conservationist 
Nemoral Br. 
1250, 1250 350, 300 1 25/22 35 - 0.9d, 1e, 0.06f 0.3d, 0.8g 110-150 60, 14 0.05 
Passive 
Pine-Boreal Br. 
- - - - - - 0.9a,c, 1e, 0.06f 0.1a,c, 1g 65-100 25, 17 0.05 
Passive 
Spruce-Boreal Br. 
- - - - - - 0.9b,c, 1e, 0.06f 0.1b,c, 1g 45-95 25, 17 0.05 
Passive 
Boreal Br. 
- - - - - - 0.9c, 1e, 0.06f 0.1c, 1g 40-60 15, 10 0.05 
Passive 
Nemoral Br. 
- - - - - - 0.9d, 1e, 0.06f 0.1d, 1g 110-150 10, 10 0.05 
Commercial 
Cereal 
- - - - - 201 0.8h 0.5h - - 0.2 
Non-commercial 
Cereal 
- - - - - 121 0.5h 0.3g,h - - 0.2 
Commercial 
Livestock 
- - - - - 324 0.6i 0.5i - - 0.2 
Non-commercial 
Livestock 







The calculation of optimal forest biodiversity production considered forest age (Duncker et 
al. 2012b; Koskela et al. 2007; Marchetti 2004), using the generation of coarse woody debris 
with age as a proxy (e.g. Berg et al. 1994; Jonsell et al. 1998; Siitonen 2001), tree diversity 
(Gamfeldt et al. 2013; Marchetti 2004) and management practices undertaken by each 
owner type (e.g. woody debris removal), which have an influence on biodiversity (Chapter 2; 
Duncker et al. 2012a; Duncker et al. 2012b). I chose these forest attributes as indicators of 
biodiversity because of the availability of baseline data and the possibility of updating the 
data during model simulations. Finally, I considered the effect of forest productivity on 
biodiversity, specifically on coarse woody debris (Sturtevant et al. 1997), by assigning 
sensitivities to timber productivities. For further details of the calculation of optimal 
biodiversity production functions see Appendix B.4.3. 
Recreation 
Recreational value in Scandinavia is largely determined by the age of a forest, but also by 
forest management practices, accessibility and, to a lesser extent, by the types of tree species 
present (i.e. conifer vs broadleaf, and monoculture vs mixed) (Edwards et al 2012). See 
Appendix B.4.4 for further detail on optimal recreation function calculation. 
Cereal and meat 
Given baseline maps with available capitals and commercial cereal, non-commercial cereal, 
commercial livestock and non-commercial livestock agent locations (see section 2.1.6), their 
 and  were adjusted until total cereal and meat production equalled the total production 
in Sweden reported by the FAO (2015) for 2010. The production of non-commercial agents 
was set at 0.6 times that of the commercial agents to reflect approximate differences in 
production potentials across equivalent classes in Van Asselen and Verburg (2013). 
Timber within a cell is harvested and all service provision is set to zero when a forest is clear-
felled. The forest in a cell is clear-felled when it reaches an age that depends on site quality 
(i.e. productivity) (Lagergren et al. 2012) and owner objectives. In Sweden, the stand age at 
felling is regulated in law for pine and spruce to guarantee that the production potential is 
utilised (Kunskap Direkt 2015), and for beech, birch and oak recommended rotation periods 
exist (Löf et al. 2009; Rytter et al. 2008). Hence, lowest minimum felling age was assigned to 





lowest productivity values (Table B.5). Also, each owner type was assigned a Gaussian 
distribution of the planned felling age (above minimum felling age) (Table B.5). This 
distribution was defined as being within the recommended rotation periods for all owner 
types except for recreationalists, conservationists and passive owners managing broadleaf 
forests. As these latter groups are not primarily interested in timber production (Chapter 2), 
they were assigned felling age distributions beyond the recommended rotation period. 
Felling age is determined at the time that an agent is allocated to a cell by randomly drawing 
a number (i.e. forest age) from within the agent type’s distribution. Upon felling, timber is 
harvested and carbon that was being sequestered in standing timber is removed from the 
national pool. 
Population, Services, Demand and Benefit. I assume the presence of a population that has a 
certain level of demand for services D. This represents the needs of the population for 
consumables such as food and timber, and less tangible demands such as those for 
biodiversity or recreation (excluding those demands which are fulfilled by imports). The 
difference between the supply and the demand of ecosystem services is the residual (or 
unmet) demand, R. The marginal benefit of production (i.e., the benefit attributed to the 
production of one additional unit of a service) is a function of this residual demand:  
(1) M = '/N0; 
where ms is the marginal benefit for service s, us is a linear function that describes the benefit 
of production of service s and rs is the residual demand for service s. As u(r) can take negative 
values, overproduction is actively penalised. For a given bundle of service provision (typically 
that provided by an agent leveraging a cell), the competitiveness (or benefit) is given by: 


















The following document gives supplementary details on the CRAFTY-Sweden model and the 
methodologies behind its development. The following sections are presented: 
 
C.1 Land owner types - Typology validation 
Methods 
The validation of the theoretical forest owner typology was done through a comparison with 
an empirical typology. The empirical typology was based on survey data from a questionnaire 
distributed among a randomized sample of 3000 Swedish non-industrial private forest 
owners, which had a response rate of 32% (Vulturius et al. in review). The statistical software 
R (R Development Core Team 2008) was used to perform a cluster analysis using Ward’s 
method (Ward 1963), in which 91% (i.e. 872 owners) of the respondents (i.e. those who 
answered all questions used in the cluster analysis) were included. 
Ward’s method is an agglomerative hierarchal cluster analysis. Hierarchal clustering is an 
attempt to optimize, stepwise a subdivision (divisive) or synthesis (agglomerative) of data. In 
the case of agglomerative hierarchal clustering, all data points (n) are initially viewed as 
individual clusters and the stepwise optimization clusters the data into one group containing 
all points. At each step, individuals or clusters of individuals are merged together with the 
most similar individual or group. 
A new data frame was created containing only those variables to be considered in the cluster 
analysis. These were the most similar variables, available from the survey, to those that were 
found to characterize forest owners in the theoretical supranational typology. These 
variables included a number of ownership objectives (timber production, tax planning, 
biofuels, return on investment, income, recreation, berry picking, aesthetic value, 
biodiversity, environmental protection, water protection, tradition, hunting), and socio-
economic attributes (gender, income dependency, property size, experience as forest 





“daisy” command with metric “gower”. The cluster analysis was performed with the Ward’s 
method using the "agnes" command. 
A Chi-square test was applied to test for independency between clusters and different 
variables. This determined how important the different variables were for the formation of 
the clusters. 
As resulting clusters can be further aggregated or subdivided into sub-clusters depending on 
the level of aggregation, I looked at two cluster groups (one of which emerged from the 
other) with a number of clusters close to the number of owner functional types in the 
theoretical typology. The first group contained four clusters, while the following group 
contained eight clusters. These clusters were characterized on the basis of agent objectives 
and socio-economic attributes. While the attributes, personal education and possession of a 
forest management plan, were not included in the cluster analysis, they were included in the 
characterization of clusters. Subsequently, clusters were labeled according to their most 
prominent traits. This resulted in an empirical typology comparable to the theoretical 
typology. As the empirical typology was only representative for non-industrial private forest 
owners, a comparison was made with this in mind (e.g. industrial productionists from the 
theoretical typology would not be included in the comparison). 
To have a systematic way of comparing the two typologies, I tabulated the importance of 
objectives and the socio-economic attributes of the different clusters and sub-clusters in a 
similar table to the one used for the supranational typology developed in Chapter 2. I used 
cluster analysis results, which show proportions of respondents who valued an objective to 
a certain degree along a five point Likert scale (i.e. from not important to very important), to 
determine which objectives were primary, or secondary, or neither. If the mean value along 
the scale (0-5) was >4, I considered the objective to be primary. If the value was 3-4, the 
objective was secondary. While the objectives included in the cluster analysis were in some 
cases not the same as in the supranational typology, several objectives in the analysis could 
be grouped under one objective from the typology. In this way, timber production, tax 
planning, biofuels, return on investment, and income corresponded to profit-making; berry 
picking and recreation corresponded to personal enjoyment; and environmental protection 
and water protection corresponded to environmental quality. If one of the ‘sub-objectives’ 
(e.g. timber production) in each of these groups was a primary or secondary objective, I 





included in the cluster analysis almost matched one to one the attributes in the supranational 




Cluster characteristics are given in Table B.1. Distinct owner groups according to their 
objectives and socio-economic attributes can be observed both in the four cluster and eight 
cluster groups. In the four cluster group two clusters (labeled c1 and c2) can be distinguished 
with profit-making as their primary objective, and with several other secondary objectives. 
These resemble substantially the non-industrial productionists and multi-objective owners 
found in the supranational typology. By contrast, the two other clusters (labeled c3 and c4) 
show low interest in profit-making, while other objectives are important such as recreational 
and environmental aspects. In the absence of very important objectives, these clusters are 
both to a large extent comparable with recreationalists, conservationists and passive owners 
from the supranational typology. 
Cluster c1 was subdivided into clusters c1.1 and c1.2. While the objectives of c1.1 seem to 
align with those of a multi-objective owner type, its socio-demographic attributes align 
closely with those of multi-objective and productionist owners. Cluster c1.2 however, having 
a broad range of objectives with a focus on profit-making and recreational aspects, resembles 
the multi-objective type. 
Cluster c2 breaks down into clusters c2.1, c2.2, and c2.3. Cluster c2.1 aligns very closely with 
both the non-industrial productionist and the for-profit multi-objective type, while c2.2 
resembles the non-profit, multi-objective and the conservationist types. C2.3, with several 
primary objectives, aligns well with the multi-objective owner type. 
Cluster c3 was subdivided into clusters c3.1 and c3.2. While c3.1 aligns well with the 
recreationalist type, c3.2, with owners who give little value to all objectives, it has the 
characteristics of the passive owner type. Finally, cluster c4, which did not subdivide (at the 
same level as with the other clusters), resembles recreationalists the most, even though it 






Table C.1 a) Clusters of non-industrial private forest owners, which were compared to b) forest owner 
functional types from the typology described in Chapter 2. Following the characterisation from 
Chapter 2, owner clusters were featured through their primary () or secondary () objectives and 
socio-economic attributes. Income dependency and location of residence (i.e. residents (R) vs 
absentees (A)) can be Low (L), Medium (M), and High (H). Educational level, forestry knowledge and 
property size are categorised for each cluster in relative terms (Lower, Medium (Med.), Higher) with 
respect to the other clusters. Cluster and owner functional types in bold represent the first level of a 
hierarchy that branch into one or two consecutive levels respectively, where owner groups not in bold 
can be found 
a) 
C1 C1.1 C1.2 C2 C2.1 C2.2 C2.3 C3 C3.1 C3.2 C4 
Profit-making            
Private 
Consumption 
           
Personal 
Enjoyment 
           
Public 
Recreation 
           
Aesthetics          (3.91)   
Nature 
Conservation 
      
(3.95) 







   
(3.98) 
     
Cultural 
Conservation 
       
(4.00) 
    
Hunting      
(3.09) 
   
(2.95) 
  
Privacy            
Age            
Educational 
Level 1 
Lower Lower Lower Lower Lower Med. Higher Med. Med. Lower Higher 
Forestry 
Knowledge 
Higher Med. Lower Higher Higher Med. Higher Lower Lower Med. Lower 
Gender (F/M) 0.23 0.01 0.85 0.23 0.00 0.64 0.69 0.25 0.27 0.16 0.96 
Income 
Dependency 





Property Size Larger Larger Larger Larger Larger Med. 
Much 
Larger 































58 55 62 72 73 66 81 27 27 26 67 












































































































































































































Objectives              
Profit-making              
Private 
Consumption 
             
Personal 
Enjoyment 
             
Public 
Recreation 
             
Aesthetics              
Nature 
Conservation 
             
Environmenta
l Quality 
             
Cultural 
Conservation 
             
Hunting              





Attributes              







   
Lower 















    
Higher 

       Lower 

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             
Forest Mgmt. 
Plan 
             
























Forest owner types in Sweden resemble closely those observed at the supranational level. 
Most owner types identified in the theoretical typology could be identified among the 
clusters of non-industrial private forest owners. As industrial and public owners were not 
surveyed, their empirical categorization was not carried out, and they were therefore not 
included in the empirical typology. While validation for the Swedish forestry system could 
not be done using the same method, it is axiomatic within Sweden that the objectives of 
industrial productionists are for timber production (i.e. primarily economically orientated). 





between environmental and economic objectives, I assumed in the simulation that public 
owners correspond to the multi-objective owner type. 
Hence, I validated a supra-national theoretical forest owner typology by developing an 
empirical forest owner typology using survey data relevant to the study area, and comparing 
them. I can confirm therefore that the theoretical typology is applicable as baseline 




Capitals that agents use in service production are productivities for pine, spruce, boreal 
broadleaf, and nemoral broadleaf forests, grassland productivity (for cereal and meat 
production), and transportation infrastructure. Baseline productivities for the different forest 
types were calculated by Dr. Mats Lindeskog (Lund University) according to equations and 
values from (Hägglund and Lundmark 1987) and (Johansson et al. 2013), using tree species, 
mean forest height, and total wood volume data from SLU Forest Map (SLU 2010) for the 
year 2010 at 20x20m resolution for Sweden. Productivity values were calculated at a 1km2 
resolution by averaging values from 400m2 cells. Baseline grass productivities were obtained 
by extracting the data for the year 2010 from the LPJ-GUESS grass NPP projections from the 
EC-EARTH model, RCP 4.5 (see section A.7). 
Given the relative importance of transport infrastructure in land-use activities, I generated 
an infrastructure indicator that indicated proximity to transport networks and central 
markets. To calculate proximity to transport networks, I used data on the locations 
throughout Sweden of roads (UNECE 2015b), railways (UNECE 2015a), and waterways (EEA 
2015), and calculated the Euclidian distance to each of them from every pixel in Sweden at a 
1km2 resolution. I then normalised the distance values for the three resulting layers so that 
the largest distances would result in the lowest proximity index values, using the equation: 
PI = 1 – D/MaxD 
where PI is the proximity index, D is the distance to the nearest road, railway or waterway, 





importance of the three modes of transport, I then summed the values for each pixel and 
divided the result by three to obtain an overall index for proximity to transport networks. 
To calculate the proximity to central markets I used data on accessibility (i.e. travel times) to 
the nearest town with a population greater than 50,000 in the year 2000 using land (road/off 
road) or water (navigable river, lake and ocean) based travel (Nelson 2008). I normalised 
these data using the above equation, where D was the distance to the nearest town. 
Subsequently, normalised values of proximity to central markets and proximity to transport 
networks (assuming equal importance of both) were added and divided by two to achieve 
the final transport infrastructure index. 
 
C.3 Baseline land-use and land owner distribution 
Land-use map 
I used CORINE land-use data for 2006 at a resolution of 100 m2 to determine the location of 
the more distinct land-use types (e.g. agriculture, forest, urban), and SLU Forest Map data 
(SLU 2010) (which included percentage forest cover, percentage of pine, spruce, boreal 
broadleaf, and nemoral broadleaf forest volume out of total forest volume, and mean forest 
age) for 2010 at a resolution of 1 km2 to determine the type of forest corresponding to the 
cells identified as forest. Since forest cover in Sweden did not change significantly between 
2006 and 2010 (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 2015), I used CORINE data to 
identify forest cover locations, and determined the type of forest within each forest pixel 
using the SLU Forest Map data. 
To do this, I first reclassified the land-use categories in the CORINE dataset to: artificial 
surfaces, agriculture, forest, semi-natural areas, open spaces, wetlands and water bodies. I 
then aggregated the 100 m2 cells into 1 km2 cells using a majority algorithm, which 
determines the new value of the cell based on the most popular values within the filter 
window. 
To establish forest type locations, I first multiplied percentage forest cover values with 
species fractions, to obtain the proportion of each forest type in each cell. I then determined 





forest type to which a pixel would belong (forest type names refer to the proportion of forest 
types in a cell): 
a. Non-forest: Pine + Spruce + Boreal Broadleaf + Nemoral Broadleaf  < 50% 
b. Pine: Pine ≥ 60% 
c. Spruce: Spruce ≥ 60% 
d. Boreal Broadleaf: Boreal Broadleaf ≥ 60% 
e. Nemoral Broadleaf: Nemoral Broadleaf ≥ 60%, or Nemoral Broadleaf > all others 
f. Pine-Spruce: Pine 60-40% and Spruce 60-40%, or Pine and Spruce > Boreal Broadleaf 
and Nemoral Broadleaf 
g. Pine-Boreal Broadleaf (managed by passive owners): Pine 60-40% and Boreal 
Broadleaf 60-30%, or Pine and (Boreal Broadleaf ≥ 30%) > Spruce and Nemoral 
Broadleaf 
h. Pine-Boreal Broadleaf (managed by multi-objective owners): Pine 60-40% and Boreal 
Broadleaf 30-20%, or Pine and (Boreal Broadleaf < 30%) > Spruce and Nemoral 
Broadleaf 
i. Spruce-Boreal Broadleaf (managed by passive owners): Spruce 60-40% and Boreal 
Broadleaf 60-30%, or Spruce and (Boreal Broadleaf ≥ 30%) > Pine and Nemoral 
Broadleaf 
j. Spruce-Boreal Broadleaf (managed by multi-objective owners): Spruce 60-40% and 
Boreal Broadleaf 30-20%, or Spruce and (Boreal Broadleaf < 30%) > Pine and Nemoral 
Broadleaf 
The proportions for forest types f-j were established based on the proportions planted by 
forest owner types in ProdMod (see section C.4) based on owner type preferences. 
Protected areas were then superimposed on the resulting forest map, to transform cells 
falling within a protected area to protected land. Non-productive areas, are also protected 
and cannot be managed for production (Swedish Forest Agency 2014c). These forests are on 
the least productive forest land. I determined the location of non-productive forests by: 
1. Assigning to each cell covered by forest (from the forest type dataset), excluding 
protected areas, the productivity value corresponding to the forest type with the 
highest productivity for that cell. The type with the highest productivity was chosen 
to ensure that non-productive forest areas was selected by considering the potential 





2. The Swedish Forest Agency (SFA) Statistics provide the proportion of forest area in 
each county that is productive and non-productive, so I selected for each county the 
corresponding proportion of forest cells with the lowest productivity values and 
labelled them as non-productive. 
The resulting forest cover mapped (derived from SLU Forest Map data) covered 71.9% of 
Sweden, while forest cover from the Corine data was 63%. Therefore, as SLU forest statistics 
(SLU 2015) report Swedish forest cover to be 69%, I used the forest cover layer to identify 
forested cells, and superimposed these onto CORINE data. Cells for which the CORINE forest 
cells did not overlap with our forest cells were converted into unmanaged land. Fig. A.1 
shows the final land-use map. 
Forest age was attributed according to the mean forest age value in the pixel as identified in 
the SLU Forest Map. 
 






Since non-productive forest cannot be managed for production, it was combined into one 
class with protected areas. Agricultural land and (some) semi-natural vegetation were 
assigned to farmer agents according to the land-use intensity within those areas. I identified 
five intensity classes according to the Institute of Environmental Studies (2015): extensive 
arable, moderately intensive arable, very intensive arable, extensive grassland, and intensive 
grassland. Agricultural land was distributed among the five categories, while extensive 
grassland was located on semi-natural vegetation (i.e. pasture) where they intersected. 
Extensive arable land was assigned to non-commercial cereal agents, while moderately and 
very intensive arable was allocated to commercial cereal agents. This resulted in 4.9% of 
arable land being allocated to extensive cereal agents, which closely resembles figures 
reported by the Swedish Board of Agriculture (2009) of 5.0% of the land dedicated to cereal 
production being used for organic production. Extensive and intensive grassland were 
allocated to non-commercial and commercial livestock agents respectively. 
The remaining semi-natural vegetation, ‘unmanaged’ land, and wetlands were left 
unmanaged. Protected areas, non-productive forests, open spaces with little or no 
vegetation, artificial surfaces, and water bodies were not assigned to any agent, as these land 
covers are not expected to undergo any important changes at the national scale. 
Forest types in productive forest land were allocated to the different owner types for which 
production functions had been generated. This was done using two different datasets with 
information about types of forest owners present within the different Swedish counties. 
These were: a) the area of productive forest land by county and ownership classes for 2010, 
obtained from SFA Statistics, which classified ownership into state, state owned companies, 
other public owners, private sector companies, individual owners, and other private owners; 
and b) the proportion of owners in each county belonging to each cluster obtained from the 
survey data cluster analysis. Owners who had participated in the survey were considered to 
correspond to individual owners in the SFA data. 
As all owners surveyed owned productive forest, their replies, and consequently the cluster 
profiles, were considered appropriate to determine the proportion of productive forest land 
owned by each cluster. Since I was able to relate clusters to owner types identified in the 
theoretical typology, I could use cluster proportions per county to determine the proportions 





The state, state owned companies, and other public owners, because they promote 
sustainable forestry that balances its economic, environmental and social aspects (see 
Chapter 5), were considered to be multi-objective owners. Private sector companies were 
identified as productionists. As I found no information about other private owners that could 
help to decide on one or more owner types to define this group, I divided the proportion of 
land owned by them equally among the five possible owner types. 
Hence, I could calculate the proportion of owners within each SFA owner class per county 
and subsequently calculate the proportion of owner types in each county. In the case of SFA 
individual owners, I calculated their distribution among the different owner types by 
multiplying the proportion of this owner class in each county by the proportions of each 
owner type derived from the cluster analysis per county. 
I then counted the number of cells of productive forest and of each forest type per county, 
and calculated the number of productive forest cells per county corresponding to each owner 
type according to their proportions. Next, owner types were assigned to forest types. As pine 
and spruce could only be assigned to productionists, pine-boreal broadleaf (<30%) and 
spruce-boreal broadleaf (<30%) could only be assigned to multi-objective owners, and pine-
boreal broadleaf (≥30%) and spruce-boreal broadleaf (≥30%) could only be assigned to 
passive owners, the number of cells of these forest types were allocated to the corresponding 
owner types. The remaining number of agents of each owner type were allocated by 
assigning probabilities of each owner type of managing each forest type in each county. 
These probabilities were a function of the likelihood of an agent type occurring in a county 
(i.e. number of agent types per county) and the likelihood of them managing a certain type 
of forest. The latter was dependent on the number of agent types that a forest type could be 
assigned to. For instance, if nemoral broadleaf could only be managed by recreationalists, 
conservationists and passive owners, each agent type would have a 33.33% chance of being 








C.4 Land owner service production 
B.4.1 Timber 
For timber production, , being the optimal production that an agent type is able to 
produce with optimal capital levels, corresponds to the production (timber volume) for a 
given year within the growth period of the forest type (i.e. age-dependent production). This 
value is calculated by CRAFTY using functions of maximum yearly standing volume that were 
generated after post-processing ProdMod’s model output of maximum timber growth. 
Prodmod is an empirical stand growth and yield model (Eko 1985). ProdMod simulations 
were run for all other owner types at a latitude of 57°, altitude of 100m, with an understory 
of herbs and grasses, an initial basal area of 0.5m2/ha, and breast-height age (i.e. elapsed 
time since tree height exceeded breast height) of 1 year. 
To generate maximum timber production equations I 1) plotted the timber volume data 
against the corresponding stand age, and 2) adjusted trend lines in MS Excel to the generated 
curve. Among the possible trend lines I chose the one that fitted the curve best (i.e. with the 
highest R2). Possible trend line functions to fit the data were exponential, linear, logarithmic, 
polynomial, and power. Polynomial equations gave the best fit for all timber growth datasets 
(Fig. A.2). To achieve the best possible fit, degree two polynomial equations with R2<0.98 
were substituted for degree three polynomial equations if the latter had a better fit to the 
data. A similar procedure was used to adjust best fitting functions to above-ground carbon 
growth data. 
Capitals used in the production of timber were forest (type) productivities and transportation 
infrastructure. I attributed infrastructure sensitivity values 0.3-0.5 according to the socio-
demographic attributes (i.e. property size) of the owner types, and to their baseline 
distribution throughout Sweden, so that if an owner concentrated for instance in the south, 







Fig C.2 Example of curves of timber growth through time for a productionist managing pine and spruce 
(dotted lines), generated from adjusting trendlines to ProdMod timber volume data (triangles and 
squares). On years when thinning takes place two volume values can be seen (before and after 
thinning). R2 values show the goodness of fit of the curves to the data. 
 
C.4.2 Carbon sequestration 
For sequestered carbon, I calculated maximum productions functions of above ground 
carbon (excluding the stump) to be used in the Cobb Douglas equation following a similar 
procedure as that for timber production. This could be done for all forest types except 
nemoral broad-leaved forests using above ground biomass (excluding the stump) results 
from ProdMod simulations, and multiplying them by the carbon fraction of aboveground 
forest biomass given by the IPCC (2006), which is different for conifers (0.51) and broad-
leaved forests (0.48). 
Because ProdMod does not generate biomass data for beech and oak, I could not use the 
simulation results to inform above ground biomass of nemoral broad-leaved forests. Instead, 
to calculate this biomass, I used ProdMod’s five-yearly volume per hectare results (which 
refer to the entire stem cone above the bark), and added them to estimations of branch 
volume (down to a diameter of 5cm) per hectare for both beech and oak, which I calculated 
using the following equations (Hagberg and Matérn 1975): 
 
y = 0.0000878x3 - 0.0443x2 + 6.854x - 69.893
R² = 0.9816

































Beech branch volume (m3) = (0.02080*D2*H – 0.24212*D*H – 0.0003486*D2*H2)*0.001*S 
Oak branch volume (m3) = (0.02813*D2*H – 0.3178*D*H – 0.0006658*D2*H2) *0.001*S 
where D is the diameter over the bark at breast height (cm), H is the height from the ground 
(m), and S is the number of stems per hectare. 
I then multiplied the resulting above ground volumes of beech and oak by their 
corresponding wood densities, 580 and 720 kg dry matter/ m3 fresh volume respectively 
(Cienciala et al. 2005; IPCC 2006; Södra 2013) to obtain above ground biomass. Södra (2013) 
suggests that oak density may range in Sweden from between 690 and 760 kg/m3 (at 15% 
moisture content). As oak density decreases with increasing growth rate, assuming a linear 
relationship, I chose a medium density value, given that I am simulating the fastest possible 
growth (i.e. maximum potential production per unit of time) for nemoral broadleaf forests 
managed by low intensity forest owner types (i.e. recreationalist, conservationist, and 
passive). Aggregating the biomass of both species results in nemoral broad-leaved forest 
biomass. 
For all owner functional types managing more than one type of forest (e.g. productionist 
pine-spruce), the carbon content values of both forest types were aggregated for each time 
step to obtain the total maximum carbon content that could be generated by the agent type. 
Since carbon is incorporated by a tree as it grows in volume, and I confirmed that timber 
volume production and above ground carbon production are strongly linearly correlated 
(tested with ProdMod simulation results for different agent types) (i.e. they grow at the same 
rate with time), I could assume that, just like timber volume production, above ground 
carbon production could be underpinned by forest type dependent productivities. Hence, I 
could use forest land productivity with maximum carbon production functions in the Cobb 
Douglas function. 
Additionally, carbon production was recorded as negative when the forest was felled to 
reflect carbon removal. 
 
C.4.3 Biodiversity 
The calculation of optimal forest biodiversity production considered forest age (Duncker et 





2004) and management practices undertaken by each owner type (e.g. woody debris 
removal), which have an influence on biodiversity (Chapter 2; Duncker et al. 2012a; Duncker 
et al. 2012b). I chose these three forest attributes as indicators of biodiversity because of the 
availability of baseline data and the possibility of updating the two capitals during the model 
simulations.  
In a nationwide study in Sweden, Gamfeldt et al. (2013) reported understory plant species 
richness to be 31% greater in forests with five rather than one tree species. Hence, I 
estimated the increase in forest biodiversity (measured on a scale of 0-1) with each additional 
tree species to be (31/4) 7.75%. Five classes resulted from separating forest types according 
to the number of tree species, with forests with five or more tree species being assigned a 
value of 1. One of the most important factors for sustaining a rich biodiversity in the boreal 
forest landscape is the presence of deadwood (e.g. Berg et al. 1994; Jonsell et al. 1998; 
Siitonen 2001). Hence, I used dead woody debris (i.e. deadwood with a minimum diameter 
≥10 cm) as a proxy for biodiversity. I parameterised the effect of age on biodiversity by 
estimating dead woody debris volume as a logistic function of age using the model of coarse 
woody debris accumulation from Sturtevant et al. (1997), while I normalised volume 
between 0 and the maximum volume estimated at the age where the curve saturates (Figure 
C.3). 
Different owner types may have different impacts on biodiversity depending on their 
management practices (e.g. woody debris removal) (Duncker et al. 2012b). The effect of 
management was considered for each owner type as a multiplying factor, and was 
parameterised using the findings of (Duncker et al. 2012a; Duncker et al. 2012b) as guidance. 
 
 
Fig C.3 Equation used to estimate coarse woody debris accumulation in forests at a certain forest age. 




























The biodiversity production function looked like: 
B = ME*NVt*TD 
where, ME represents the effect of management, NVt is  normalised coarse woody debris 
volume as a function of time, and TD is the effect of tree diversity on understory plant species 
richness. 
Finally, as biodiversity, and specifically coarse woody debris, can be expected to be affected 
by forest productivity (Sturtevant et al. 1997), I considered forest productivity as a capital 
affecting this service. Additionally, I attributed a conservative (i.e. low) capital weight of 0.06 
to forest productivity. For agents managing more than one forest type (e.g. pine-boreal 




Recreational value in Scandinavia is largely determined by the phase of development of a 
forest, but also by forest management practices, and, only to a much smaller degree, by the 
type of tree species present (i.e. conifer vs broadleaf, and monoculture vs mixed) (Edwards 
et al. 2012). Additionally, travel time and distance are well known to determine the 
accessibility of recreational areas. Recreation in forests was therefore assumed to be a 
function of forest age, tree species type, accessibility (i.e. infrastructure capital), and 
management practices. To parameterise production weights I used the results from the study 
by Edwards et al. (2012) to create an equation to calculate the maximum possible production 
of an agent type with a forest of a certain age: 
R = A*S*M 
where A is the score assigned to a forest given its age, as estimated through the function 
shown in Figure C.4, which was calculated from recreational value scores assigned to phases 
of forest development (i.e. establishment (0-5 years), young (5-15 years), medium (15-50 
years) and adult (50+ years)). For modelling purposes, the result of this function is set to 0 





broad-leafed or mixed) or management strategy respectively (the highest score for each 
forest attribute being 1). Table C.2 shows S and M scores. 
 
Fig C.4 Equation to estimate recreational value of a forest at a certain forest age. 
 
Table C.2 Scores assigned to forest owner types given their species combination (S) and management 
strategy (M) to calculate their provision of recreation 
Forest Agent Type S M 
Productionist Pine 0.95 0.84 
Productionist Spruce 0.95 0.84 
Productionist Pine-Spruce 0.95 0.84 
Productionist Boreal Br. 0.98 0.84 
Multi-objective Pine-Spruce 0.95 0.96 
Multi-objective Pine-Boreal Br. 1.00 0.96 
Multi-objective Spruce-Boreal Br. 1.00 0.96 
Multi-objective Boreal Br. 0.98 0.96 
Recreationalist Pine-Spruce 0.95 1.00 
Recreationalist Boreal Br. 0.98 1.00 
Recreationalist Nemoral Br. 0.98 1.00 
Conservationist Boreal Br. 0.98 0.94 
Conservationist Nemoral Br. 0.98 0.94 
Passive Pine-Boreal Br. 1.00 0.90 
Passive Spruce-Boreal Br. 1.00 0.90 
Passive Boreal Br. 1.00 0.90 
Passive Nemoral Br. 0.98 0.90 
 
As accessibility is primary in enabling recreation, assigned infrastructure capital sensitivities 
were between 0.6 and 1. Productionists and passive owners were given levels of 1, under the 
assumption that because recreation is not among their objectives their forests will have little 
or no recreational value if they are not easily accessible. In contrast, because recreation is 
recreationalists main objective, they were assumed to still be able to provide this service 
even if they are further away, and were therefore assigned levels of 0.6. Multi-objective 



























owners and conservationists were assigned 0.8 for having recreation as a secondary 
objective. 
 
C.5 Forest Felling 
The forest can be felled within a defined age distribution for each manager type. In Sweden, 
the time of felling is regulated by law for pine and spruce. Minimum age at clear felling 
depends on the site index with some small differences between counties. The site index is a 
measure of site suitability to grow one or other tree type, so the minimum age of felling can 
be established in relation to the forest productivity of the cell using linear interpolation of 
rotation length between the highest and lowest productivities (Lagergren et al. 2012). 
Highest productivity values can correspond to lowest minimum felling age, while lowest 
productivity values correspond to highest minimum felling age. 
In Sweden, the minimum age for final felling in stands where at least half the volume is made 
up of pine, at the most fertile sites, is 65 years, and at sites with poorer soils it is 100 years. 
The minimum age for spruce at most fertile sites is 45 years, and at least fertile sites it is 90 
years (Kunskap Direkt 2015). Such regulation does not exist in Sweden for other tree species 
though. For beech, recommended rotation time is 100-120 years, and 120-180 years for oak 
(Löf et al. 2009). As these two species make-up the nemoral broadleaf forest type, I defined 
the recommended rotation times for the type to be the mean of the maximum and minimum 
ages for the period for each species (i.e. 110-150 years). For birch the recommended rotation 
time is 40-60 years (Rytter et al. 2008). Having the highest and lowest minimum final felling 
ages for pine and spruce and recommended felling ages for broadleaf species, I can plot them 
against the maximum and minimum productivity capital values (i.e. 0-1) present at baseline 
and subsequently interpolate a linear trend line between the two points. The resulting 
equations for pine and spruce define the minimum age of felling for each cell, beyond which 
an agent with an interest in timber production needs to go before felling its forest, while for 
broadleaf species the equation establishes an approximate age at which the forest should be 
felled. For recreationalists, conservationists and passive owners managing broadleaf forests, 
as they are not primarily interested in timber production, I defined felling ages beyond the 





Agent types with more than one tree species (e.g. productionist pine-spruce) present two 
different minimum clear felling ages, even though a cell in CRAFTY-Sweden is entirely cleared 
at the time of final felling. To have only one felling age for each cell, I chose the minimum 
felling age function corresponding to the forest type that would generate the most timber 
volume according to ProdMod results, while ensuring that this remained consistent with 
owner type objectives. 
 
C.6 Climate change impact on productivities 
I first calculated yearly timber volume growth (m3 ha-1 yr-1) using LPJ-Guess projections for 
each forest type for each GCM-RCM ensemble and each RCP. Each data value is given for a 
50 km2 cell, and is an average for all forest patches with all ages represented within the cell. 
This cell resolution is sufficient because I am interested in the changes in its values associated 
to climate change, which is a large scale phenomenon that would not cause significant 
differences at smaller scales (e.g. 1 km2).  To calculate yearly volume growth I applied the 
equation: 
G  = Vt – Vt-1 + H × 10/(0.4 × 0.5) 
where V is standing timber volume (m3sk ha-1, m3sk being the volume of the entire stem cone 
including bark) and H is the harvested carbon (kg C m-2). The 10 results from the unit 
conversion 10000 m2/ha × 1 ton/1000 kg, 0.4 is wood density (tonne dry wood/m3 wood), 
and 0.5 is the carbon fraction of wood biomass (tonne C/ton dry wood). This calculation of 
volume growth assumes that the wood density of all species is the same, which is not true. 
Therefore, to be able to compare the different forest types, volume growth was adjusted by 
a factor of 4/5 for boreal broadleaf and 2/3 for nemoral broadleaf.  
I then calculated a linear equation for each cell for the different forest types with yearly 
production values, and also for grass using grass net primary productivity (NPP), which 
provides the yearly increase in the capital attributable to climate change. I did this by creating 
an equation of change in timber production and grass NPP with time for a past period (1951-
2000) and another one for the future (2010-2100). Yearly increase values for each cell where 
then downscaled to 1 km2 by dividing the 50 km2 cells, while maintaining the same values. 





resolution, I assigned to locations with no growth/ NPP values the values of the nearest 
neighbours. 
I normalised the baseline grassland productivity values between 0 and 1, where 0 is the 
minimum possible productivity in Sweden and 1 is the maximum productivity. Since the 
values of forest productivities were not available for the whole of Sweden, I assigned values 
to locations where they were missing by attributing to them the mean value of the ten 
nearest neighbours.  Because nemoral broadleaf baseline productivity was only available for 
the southernmost part of the country, I attributed values to locations missing productivities 
by assuming decreasing south-north (because nemoral forests are adapted to nemoral 
climate, which occurs in the south of Sweden) and east-west (because mountains cover part 
of the west of Sweden) gradients, while also attempting to assign new values in the south 
that are somewhat close to the existing ones. I also normalised the growth and NPP rates of 
change by the maximum baseline productivity value of the corresponding forest type and of 
grass. Finally, each year’s forest productivity in a cell was calculated using the equation: 
Pt = Pt0 + (Y * R) 
where Pt0 is the normalised baseline productivity, Y is the number of the years into the 
simulation (e.g. if 2012, Y=2), and R is the normalised yearly increase. This may give us in 
some cases values >1, which would be reasonable because the capital is multiplied by the 
production weight in the Cobb Douglas function. As the production weight reflects the 
maximum production that an agent can achieve in the present (i.e. it is not climate sensitive), 
in the ‘future’, in a cell with a high productivity value the impact of climate change on the 
productivity could allow it to go beyond its maximum production capacity in 2010. 
 
C.7 Scenario analysis 
Demand projections 
Baseline (i.e. for 2010) demands for timber, cereal and meat were assumed to be equal to 
observed production in 2010. Timber production for the different forest types were 
calculated using data about annual gross fellings and industrial consumption of roundwood 
by species (Swedish Forest Agency 2015). Cereal and meat production were sourced directly 





sequestered carbon, biodiversity and recreation, these were assumed to be equal to the 
modelled aggregate supply in 2010. 
To estimate changes in demands through time for the different scenarios for timber, carbon, 
cereals and meat I used the IIASA SSP data (IIASA 2015). Projections of forest land cover until 
2100, modelled under SSPs 1, 3 and 4 in combination with RCP 4.5, were used to calculate 
decadal rates of change that were applied to the baseline demands for timber and carbon 
under the assumption that global forest cover area positively correlates with timber and 
carbon demands. Because the IIASA projections were not calculated for RCP 8.5, I assumed 
forest cover to follow the linear trend established between RCPs 4.5 and 6.0 for each year, 
which I extrapolated for RCP 8.5. The same process was used to estimate changes in demands 
for cereal and meat, although I used IIASA modelled crop and livestock demands instead of 
forest cover to calculate the rate of change in demands. Changes for biodiversity were 
estimated following the SSP storylines and with guidance from modelled global future 
changes in species abundance from UNEP (2007). Rates of change in demands for recreation 
were assumed to be the same as those for biodiversity. 
Additional simulation parameters 
At each time step (i.e. year) 1% of available cells can be allocated to agents. Also, a number 
of potential new agents (equal to 0.6% of cells) search cells each year, and each of these 

















Fig. D.1 Ranges of the number of agents for management strategies implemented by ten agents or 
fewer through time, given by the results from the three climate models (shaded areas) and their means 
























The Swedish forest policy of 1993 (i.e. Forestry Act) places equal emphasis on production 
goals and environmental goals. Policy instruments used before the 1993 Forestry Act - 
detailed regulation, economic incentives, command and control monitoring, and 
enforcement - were ‘softened’ to focus on information and education, advice, extension 
services and voluntary agreements (Schlyter et al. 2009). Nevertheless, the political aim of 
the environmental goal as formulated in the Forestry Act is still ambitious, and well above 
legal requirements of forest owners/ managers. The main points covered by the Act concern 
forest felling, reforestation, insect damage, nature consideration, cultural heritage and the 
reindeer husbandry. 
The Forestry Act states that thinning must encourage forest development (Swedish Forest 
Agency 2014c), and timber stocks following thinning must be large enough to make use of 
the production capacity of the land. Damage to trees and soils must be avoided as much as 
possible. Regeneration felling (i.e. final felling) must not be carried out until the forest has 
reached a certain age. For prevailingly coniferous forests, the age varies between 45 and 100 
years. Regeneration felling is restricted on forest properties larger than 50 hectares. For 
these properties, up to half of the land may be made up of finally felled areas and of stands 
below 20 years old. Additional rules apply to properties larger than 1000 hectares. After 
felling, new forest must be planted or naturally generated when the land’s capacity to 
produce timber is not fully exploited. Planting or measures for natural regeneration must 
have been completed by the end of the third year after felling. Unmanaged agricultural land 
must be reforested within three years of the land falling into disuse. The latter does not, 
however, apply to land to be protected for its natural features or its cultural heritage. 
The Forestry Act also stresses that biological diversity and cultural heritage in forests must 
be safeguarded, while social aspects must also be considered (Swedish Forest Agency 2014c). 





productive forest land untouched, and leaving protective buffer zones adjoining water, non-
productive land, agricultural land and urban areas. Where there is a choice of methods to be 
used, priority must always be given to the promotion of biological diversity. At the same time, 
the conservation requirements must not be so far-reaching that forestry activities become 
substantially more difficult. 
At the national level, the Swedish Forest Agency (SFA) and the Swedish Environmental 
Protection Agency (SEPA) operate under the supervision of the Ministry of Rural affairs and 
the Ministry of the Environment respectively. These ministries establish annual national goals 
that the agencies are expected to fulfil. The SFA is responsible for the implementation of 
forest policy, which entails providing information and advice to forest owners, monitoring 
rule compliance, administering subsidies, issuing felling permits, establishing small protected 
areas (i.e. habitat protection areas and nature conservation agreements), and coordinating 
climate change adaptation sectorally (Appelstrand 2012; Keskitalo et al. 2012; Swedish Forest 
Agency 2014b). However, according to some scholars, the SFA has a rather unclear role and 
an increasingly uncertain existence (e.g. Sundström 2005, as cited in Appelstrand 2012). The 
SEPA complements the roles of the SFA, being the organism responsible for the 
implementation of environmental policy. Its principal duties involving the forestry sector 
include the management of National Parks, and national and international follow-up and 
reporting on climate change adaptation strategies (Keskitalo et al. 2012; Swedish 
Environmental Protection Agency 2014b). The SEPA also collaborates with the SFA in working 
areas where environmental matters overlap with forestry such as climate change or forest 
biodiversity conservation (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 2014a). 
Regionally, 21 county administrative boards coordinate the development of the county 
across municipalities in line with national goals. They are in charge of the establishment and 
maintenance of nature reserves, in collaboration with municipalities, and of regional 
coordination of sustainability and climate change adaptation measures (Angelstam et al. 
2011; Appelstrand 2012; Lundstrom et al. 2014; Ulmanen et al. 2012). Regional Forest Agency 
Offices are in charge of the provision of services offered by SFA to forest owners (advice, 
permits, subsidies/payments) and monitor their activity at the regional level (Kleinschmit 
pers comm. 2014). 
Municipalities hold a planning monopoly at the local level (Keskitalo et al. 2012). These 





change adaptation, while their implementation is dependent on municipal priorities 
(Keskitalo and Liljenfeldt 2012). Locally, Regional Forest Agency Offices branch into Forest 
Agency Districts, level at which the SFA monitors forest owner activities to ensure observance 




The main generators of forestry-related research in Sweden are the Forestry Research 
Institute of Sweden, the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, the Swedish 
Biodiversity Centre, the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, the Royal Swedish 
Academy of Agriculture and Forestry, and Mistra-SWECIA (Swedish Research Programme on 
Climate, Impacts and Adaptation) (Ulmanen et al. 2012, André pers comm. 2014). These 
institutions monitor and research the bio-physical and socio-economic environment, and 
inform and advise government agencies on their findings. 
There are also companies and other organizations that provide advisory services to forest 
owners such as ‘Skogsällskapet’, an independent forestry and business partner, and the 
Swedish Rural Economy and Agricultural Societies, as well as other sawmill and wood buying 
companies (Blennow 2008). As far as providing information and advice goes, these essentially 




Lobby groups are characterised by institutions that try to influence (lobby) other institutions. 
Lobbying is used here as a generic term for attempts to influence public decisions (Bjärstig 
and Keskitalo 2013). The existing conflicts between nature conservation and forestry 
(Kleinschmit et al. 2012) define two lobby groups with generally diverging values and 
interests: environmental NGOs and forest owner associations. 
The main environmental NGOs currently involved in Swedish forestry are the Swedish Society 
for Nature Conservation, Friends of the Earth Sweden and WWF-Sweden. Their goal is to 





adaptation, and they act at the national and international levels, but they also have a regional 
and local presence (Jordens Vänner 2014; Naturskyddföreningen 2014; Världsnaturfonden 
2014). They do this by providing information and lobbying the SFA and the SEPA. They also 
take legal action to influence governmental decisions with which they do not agree, such as 
appealing SFA decisions to provide logging permits, through the courts of law (Vulturius pers 
comm. 2014). 
Forest owner associations act on behalf of the interests of their members, at a range of 
different scales, from the individual forest owner level to international institutions. These 
organizations often provide services such as certification or logging for their members 
(Keskitalo and Pettersson 2012). In addition, forest owner associations also engage in 
lobbying. At the national level, two main associations exist: the Swedish Forest Industries 
Federation and the Federation of Swedish Family Forest Owners. While members of the 
former are industrial forest companies, the second is made up of non-industrial private forest 
owners. The Swedish Forest Industries Federation is involved, along with its member 
companies, in Swedish and European industrial policy-making (Bjärstig and Keskitalo 2013). 
They lobby the government through the Ministry of Rural Affairs (mostly) and the Ministry of 
Environment (Vulturius pers comm. 2014). Also, as a member of the Confederation of 
European Paper Industries, they handle all the work at the European level on behalf of their 
member companies (Bjärstig and Keskitalo 2013). In turn, the main focus of the 
Confederation of European Paper Industries’ lobbying efforts is the European Commission, 
while the parliament is becoming increasingly more important. Besides their membership of 
the Confederation, the Swedish Forest Industries Federation contacts and interacts with the 
Swedish parliament and the Swedish representation in Brussels when necessary. In turn, 
ministries, and European institutions in particular, benefit from the information that owner 
associations provide them. Some large forest companies also complement their efforts as 
members of these forestry associations with their own lobby activities. 
At the regional level, the Federation of Swedish Family Forest Owners branches into regional 
forest owner associations (Lantbrukarnas Riksförbund 2014). Four regional forest owner 
associations draw their memberships from different regions in the country, namely Södra 








The range of forest relevant institutions at a supranational level extends from legally binding 
international conventions such as the Convention on Biological Diversity or the United 
Nations (UN) Framework Convention on Climate Change, to non-binding intergovernmental 
negotiation settings such as the UN Forum on Forests, to private norm setting initiatives (i.e. 
certification schemes). There are also international knowledge providers, amongst which the 
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) is important. The FAO Committee on Forestry and 
the FAO/UNECE (UN Economic Commission for Europe) Timber Committee generate 
information and openly provide advice to nations and others. The Ministerial Conference on 
the Protection of Forests in Europe (MCPFE), a process now known as Forest Europe, act at 
the pan- European policy level develop guidelines and instruments (e.g. sustainable forest 
management) that can be taken up at the national level (Kleinschmit and Edwards 2013). 
Also, international environmental NGOs, such as WWF or Greenpeace among a long list of 
others, are involved in the creation of conventions and treaties aiming for international laws 
and policies that ensure the sustainable management, effective protection, and equitable 
use of biodiversity and natural resources (Pattberg 2005; Reimann 2006). They also provide 
advice and engage in lobbying at the European level. 
The European Union (EU) establishes its own directives and soft laws that member countries 
are expected to follow. The EU Forestry Strategy sets a non-binding framework to support 
sustainable forest management and the multifunctional role of forests. While forestry is not 
currently a regulated area under the EU, matters relating to forest use and forestry are taken 
up in a number of other policy areas such as environment, biodiversity, habitat, and water 
management (European Commission 2014). Sweden has adopted forest relevant EU 
directives such as the Habitats Directive, the Birds Directive and the Water Framework 
Directive. While the objectives of an EU directive are binding, its interpretation and 
subsequent implementation are left to the discretion of each nation (Keskitalo and 
Pettersson 2012). When it comes to the EU policy process, the European Commission actively 
tries to network with different kinds of interests groups, which include relevant ministries 
and forest owner associations, in order to obtain expert knowledge and to involve different 
stakeholder groups early on in the policy process (Bjärstig and Keskitalo 2013). 
Certification has been described as ‘market-bsased regulation’ (Cashore et al. 2004). Sweden 





(Keskitalo and Pettersson 2012). The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and the Pan-European 
Forest Certification Council (PEFC) play a comparably large role in the country (Cashore et al. 
2004; Hysing 2009). They both set higher requirements than the law. The FSC holds a broad 
and demanding set of standards for certification (Meidinger 2006). FSC's organizational 
structure consists of a General Assembly that comprehends three equally weighted 
chambers with stakeholders from the environmental, social, and economic domains 
(Werland 2009). The PEFC, most closely identified with landowners and industry and 
controlled largely by traditional forest interests, was set up as a response to the 






















Table F.1 Parameters given at t0 and subsequent parameters and generated variables at t1 for one model simulation. Institutions may choose between the behavioural 
options: lobby (Lob.), subsidise (Sub.), set production quotas (S.Q.), invest in infrastructure (Inf.), or take no action (N.A.). In this example, action priority values above 













Perceived Effectiveness of 
Potential Actions 
Action Priorities Implemented Actions 
      




Timber 0.6 0.3  0.5            
Biodiversity -0.5 0.9  0.8            
Recreation -0.1 0.5  0.6            
Owner 
Associations 
Timber 0.6 0.9  0.8            
Biodiversity -0.5 0.3  0.5            
Recreation -0.1 0.4  0.6            
Government 
Timber 0.6 0.9   0.8 -0.8 0.7         
Biodiversity -0.5 0.9   0.8 -0.6 0.6         




Timber 0.6 0.3 -0.18 0.5       -0.09       N.A.       
Biodiversity -0.5 0.9 0.45 0.8       0.36       Lob.       
Recreation -0.1 0.5 0.05 0.6       0.03       N.A.       
Owner 
Associations 
Timber 0.6 0.9 -0.54 0.8       -0.43       N.A.       
Biodiversity -0.5 0.3 0.15 0.5       0.08       N.A.       






Timber 0.6 0.9 -0.54   0.8 -0.8 0.7   -0.43 0.43 -0.38   N.A. S.Q. N.A. 
Biodiversity -0.5 1 0.5   0.8 -0.6 0.6   0.40 -0.30 0.30   Sub. N.A. Inf. 
Recreation -0.1 0.6 0.06   0.8 -0.6 0.8   0.05 -0.04 0.05   N.A. N.A. N.A. 
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